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INTRODUCTION 

The present day plant breeder must have a thorough 

knowledge of the plant which he is endeavoring to improve. 

In addition to the necessity of securing strains that are 

more desirable from the agronomic viewpoint, and also re- 

sistant to various diseases and insects, he must strive to 

produce strains of superior quality. To the wheat breeder 

the latter requisite is a major problem. 

In the past many efforts have been made to improve the 

wheat plant. However, until recently, attempts at improve- 

ment have been directed primarily toward producing varieties 
of superior agronomic characters rather than increasing the 

quality of the grain for the bake shop. Selection based on 

quality had probably not cone hand in hand with selection 

for other desirable properties due to the fact that no 

method was available by which the plant breeder could 

effect any large degree of progress in the quality of the 

grain of the wheat plant (Lyon, 1905). 

Parrer, a pioneer Australian wheat breeder, in the 

early 1900's stated "before we can make any considerable 

progress in improving; the quality of the grain of the wheat 

plant we shall have to devise a method for making a fairly 

correct quantitative estimate of the constituents of the 
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grain of a single plant and yet have seeds left to propagate 

from that plant" (Lyon, 1905). 

until comparatively recent years the wheat breeder has 

had no simple method by which the baking quality of wheats 

in the early staces of development could be determined 

accurately. Early studios on kernel aprearance and texture 

to determine quality were not satisfactory. Such tests as 

the chewing test and gluten washinr test were used with 

some degree of stcces. The necessity of continuing all 

promising lines until a sufficient amount of grain for a 

baking test was available made the task of breeding wheats 

of superior quality an enormous one. The procedure was not 

only laborious and wasteful, but the possibilities of 

success in combining baking quality with yielding ability 

were remote due to the inability of growing large enough 

numbers of strains in the nursery as well as the impracti- 

ct:bility of testing any large number of lines by baking 

(T3reakwell, 1934). There is beyond any doubt difficulty in 

combining baking quality with other desirable characters, 

but the development of such wheats is not impossible. The 

number of high quality cross-bred wheats now in commercial 

production illustrates the possibility of such combinations. 

It has long boon the desire of the plant breeder for a 

simple, quick, and reliable test for evaluating quality in 

the early jenerations. The test should be both rapid and 
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easy in operation. However, the detailed characteristics 

of the wheat samples from the quality viewpoint need not 

be revealed. It would be sufficient for the purpose if it 

would distinguish accurately between wheats of good, medium, 

and poor baking quality (Breakwell, 1934). 

In recent years several tests of quality applicable to 

small quantities of whet have been developed. Some of 

these tests have been used rather extensively by plant 

breeders to estir:Ate the quality of wheat strains in the 

early stages of development. The tests are of two major 

types; namely,(1) chemical and (2) physical. 

Of the chemical tests of wheat quality applicable to 

small quantities of grain the determination of the nitrogen 

content and reporting it as in the European countries and 

the conversion of the nitrogen content into protein per- 

centage, as in other countries, are examples. 

Several different types of physical tests are in use 

at the present time to indicate quality in wheat when only 

a small quantity of grain is available. One type is that 

of measuring the plasticity and elasticity of doughs as is 

done by such testa as the Chopin Fxtensimeter (Chopin,1927), 

the 3dhler Comparator (Swanson, 1936b), and the Engledow 

Distensameter (Engledow, 1928). The principle of such tests 

is that the greater the plasticity and elasticity of the 

doughs the stronrer the wheat. 
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A physical test based upon the amount of water im:Abed 

by the gluten when it is immersed in a weak lactic acid 

solution, namely, the Berliner and Koopman Swelling Method, 

is much used in Europe as a simple method of determining 

the r7luten quality (Swanson, 1938). The more superior the 

colloidal properties of the gluten the more water will be 

imbibed. 

Another type of test, that cannot be properly called a 

strictly physical test, that attempts to measure wheat 

quality when only a small quantity of grain is available la 

that based upon the time that a dough mass takes to break 

down in water such as in the Saunders test (Saunders and 

Humphries, 1928), the Pelshenke teat (Pelshenke, 1933a), the 

Cutler and Worsella wheat meal fermentation time test (Cutler 

and Worzella, 1931), and the Kansas State College modifica- 

tion of the Cutler and Worsella wheat real fermentation 

time test (Swanson, 1937). The loner the time that it 

takes for the dough mass to break down in water the stronger 

the wheat is considered to be. 

The underlying principle of these tests based upon the 

time that a dough ball takes to break down in water appears 

to have been developed by Saunders in Coxes Lock Mill, 

Weybridge, England, (Wynot, 1926 and Saunders and Humphries, 

t928) who developed the Saunders process on the basis of 

is observations in connection with his work of testing 
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wheat and flour for quality. In this test refined flour is 

used. 

Pelehenke (1933a) developed the test bearint his name 

in which whole wheat meal is used in place of flour. work- 

ers in wheat improvement, following the principles of the 

Pelshenke test, adopted the use of whole wheat meal in place 

of flour for the reason that when wheat meal is used the 

"time" is much shorter (Swanson and Parker, 1935). The 

Cutler and Worzella wheat meal fermentation time test and 

the Kansas State College modification are examples. 

Winter and Gustafson (1934) have developed a modifica- 

tion of the wheat meal fermentation time test which in place 

of measuring the time that it takes a dough mass to break 

down in water the quantity of water displaced by the expan- 

sion of the dough mass during fermentation is measured. 

The treater the amount of water displaced the stronger the 

wheat is considered to be. 

The present investigation vms undertaken in order to 

bring together and snmmarize data on the wheat meal fer- 

mentation time of varieties and hybrid strains of wheat 

obtained previous to and since the investigation was begun 

in the fall of 1936. From these data an attempt has been 

made to arrive at a conclusion as to the value of the wheat 

meal fermentation time teat to the plant breeder in select- 

ing high quality strains of wheat early in the breeding 

program. 
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Value of the "Time Test" 

There has been considerable disacreement among inves- 

tigators as to the value of and the meaning of the "time 

test". (1) Swanaon (1037) statoe that the reliability and 

especially the meaning of the "t-Lie tart" results are far 

from settled. Chapman and :'arquhar (1934a)are of the opin- 

ion that the "tine toot" does not ci%:a results that are 

proportional to the quality of the flour when jvdced by the 
baking test score. These investicators state ft:rtler that 

a very high "time" does not necessaril moan that the flour 

obtained from the wheat will be of a hich baking quality. 

On the other hand cutler and rorzella (lE:37) belcve that 
the "time test" in capable of r;iving very consistent results 
in appraising the quality of varieties of soft and sen:i-hard 

wheats. ''riffiths and Cayzer (1034) do not clai: that the 

"tire teat" gives an adequate or accurate conception of the 

baking quality of a given wheat variot : ;, but they do be- 

lieve that it gives an accurate picture of the protein 

(1) The words "tine test" will be used hereafter in- stead of the lencer exprossicm of the wheat meal fermenta- tion tine test, and the word "time" will be used when ref- erence is made to the fermentrition tine of a variety. 



quality, which though not the only factor, is certainly the 
main one affecting the baking, quality. 

??oat of the investigators agree that the ntline Lest", 

although not revealing all of the detailed characteristics 
of wheat samples, does distinguish fairly accurately be- 

tween wheats of strong, mediuln, and weak strength. The 

accuracy with which the test evaluates samples of wheats 
within those three major groups is yet queAionable. 

It is admitted that other quality tests, including the 
bakIng test which has always been looked upon as the final 

criterion of wheat quality, are not by themselves adequate 
to judge definitely that any one wheat is bettor than anoth- 
er. Frankel and Donald (1933) state that the wheat breeder 
must have a test which will determine in one season the 

inherent gluten quality. These investiLai-ors further state 
that the baking, test does riot fit this need. Wheats must 
be tested many tiles and over a period of years to reach 
a definite conclusion, on this basis. 

The "ti :e test", regardless of criticism by a few 

investigators, is widely accepted as a reasonably reliable 
test for quality testing of wheat (Hickinbotham, 1934b). 

Objections must always be taken to any attempt to measure 
in total such a complexity as quality of a riven wheat 

variety by means of a single test (Vickinbotham, 1934a). 
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This investigator states that it is not reasonable to sup- 

pose that the sum of the behavior of the numerous constitu- 

ents in flour, which are subjected in dough making to the 

activities of a living organism, the yeast, and to reaction 

with the products of such activities, may be completely 

assessed in such a simple way. 

Siple as the "tine teat" may be, the simplicity is 

certainly not that of making mud-pies as indicated in a 

journalistic account of the test. Despite the apparent 

simplicity of the "time test", it should be performed in 

just as careful a manner as the baking test or any other 

laboratory test. 

Under certain circumstances, such as those imposed 

upon the wheat breeder by the limited amount of malarial 

available, only a simple test such as the "time test" can 

be used to select the best of the strains of wheat hybrids 

being :studied in the nursery. 

In the evolution of new varieties of wheat b: hybridi- 

zation large numbers of individual plants are grown, each 

of which probably differs in grain quality from the others. 

Fame plants can be discarded on the basis of kernel texture 

when such would not meet the grain grading standards, but 

of differences in the quality of the gluten of those 

individual plants which have hard or vitreous grain the eye 
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can give no indicution (Griffiths, Norris, and Wenholz, 

1933). 

7lodern wheat breeding, therefore, requires a more 

extensive application of milling and baking tests which may 

1)0 prafAiced not only in the final stages of breeding, but 

also in the period of primery selections when only small 

amounts of grain of a given strain are available (Shibaev, 

1934). The "time test" is now being used b: some wheat 

breeders for this purpose. The Wheat Research Institute at 

Christchurch, New Zealand uses the "time test" at the plynt 

breeding station for testing the early hybrid generations, 

but in the early stages of yield-trials the Farinograph 

takes precedence over all other tests 1.ncludisv7 the baking 

test (Hilgendorf, 1937). Breakwell (1934) states that the 

"time test" is the only test yet devised suitable to the 

needs of the plant breeder. 

In most countries the buying of wheat is done use 

of grades which are based practically without exception on 

outside quvlity features such as bushel weight, kernel 

textul,e, etc. Tlowever, in Germany probably the most modern 

and comprehensive standards for buying of wheat are practic- 

ed. Payment is made according to the quality of the wheat 

purchased (Pelshenke, 1937). The German system takes 

account of, for the first time, the baking strength of 
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wheat and its blending value. WheLts are clawsed as B, 

and C; A-wheats are those which due to their gluten quality 

are suitable to be blended with inferior quality wheats, 

wheats aN3 those of a medium quality corresponding to German 

trade flours, and c-wheats are those that must be blended 

with better quality wheats if they are to be ground and 

baked into bread (Pelshenke, 1937). Premiums are paid for 

"gluten wheats" which are A or T3- wheats having certain min- 

imum quality standards. These quality standards are as 

follows: gluten wheat must have (1) at least twenty per 

cent wet gluten, (2) a swelling figure of fifteen,(the 

swelling number is that of Berliner and Koopman (Swanson, 

1938))and (3) a wheat meal fermentation time of at least 

twenty-five. If a wheat does not reach these minimum 

figures, it may be recognized as "gluten wheat" if a total 

quality figure of at least 3250 is obtained from the total 

of: 

% moist gluten x 25 
swelling figure x 100 - 

"time" in minutes x 50 . 

Total - 3250 

Thus separate values may compensate each other. This 

manner of buying wheat is entirely new and illustrates the 

possible value of the "time test" in grain buying. 

In the crop season of 1935-36 the Ministry of Agricul- 

ture of Argentina (1936) established the types of the 
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Official Standards for wheat, oats, barley, rye and lin- 

seed. The Standards for each grade and type were formed 

by taking a part of each sample in proportion with the 

declared amount, which represents the areraLe of the 

classified production in each of the three zones; namely, 

(1) Rosafe,, (2) Buenos Aires, and (3) Bahia Blanca. Each 

type of each zone v's thoroughly tested es to commercial 

qualities, such as test weight, foreign material present, 

smutted kernels present, etc., and as to industrial 

qualities, such as milling, baking, plastic, and gassing 

qualities. The "time test", usinL, the Pelshenke method, was 

performed alon with other quality measures fcr determining 

plastic qualities. 

Cutler and Worzolla (1936) state that a few millers in 

Indiana, Ohio, and Michigan are now riling the "time test" 

as an aid in buying and binning wheat for their regular 

milling operations. These investigators are of the opinion 

that the teat is of much promise in and will render an 

important service to the milling industry as, due to the 

small quantity of grain required, and the ease, simplicity, 

and quickness in making the test, large numbers of samples 

of wheat can be tested in a short time to determine their 

fitness for specific purposes, at a low cost. Griffiths 

and Cayzer (1934) state that in Australia the "time test" 
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is being used b many millers who desire a simple test of 

protein quality for purposes of purchasing and blending 

wheat. 

Cutler (1932) finds that the possibilities that the 

"time test" offer to the miller for making blends are very 

encouraging, although further investigetions are necessary 

before definite conclusions can be made. This investigator 

states that data indicate that as the amount of meal of a 

high or ltng"tinewheat is reduced the "tire" or quality of 

the blends is correspondingly reduced, and furthermore, the 

observed reduction in "time" shows a remarkable agreement 

with the expected. Cutler (1932) states that the deviation 

in most of the cases of the observed from the expected is 

within the recognized standard, viz., ten percent. 

To further show the practical value of the "time test" 

to millers, Cutler (1932) states that the cost of raking 

the whe:.t meal fermentation time test on a group of 880 

wheat samples tested in the Department of Agronomy of 

Purdue University was 7 cents per sample. 

The cost of the "time test" is very reasonable and 

should not be prohibitive to progressive millers. The 

estimate given above does not include the overhead coots 

for grinder, cabinet, beakers, distilled water, etc. 
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Accuracy of the "Time Test" 

In order to answer the question of the accuracy of the 

time test" Cutler (1932) performed a series of experiments 

in which some 180 tests were made on a soft wheat variety 

and the variability was measured the standard deviation 

(S.D.) and coefficient of variability (C.V.) respectively, 

as follows: 

M (mean) - 81.9 * 0.398 minutes 
- 7.92 * 0.282 minutes 

C.V. - C.).69 * 0.54 per cent 

These results indicate that less than ten per cent 

variability may be expected among tests made from the same 

variety of wheat. Cutler (1932) states that when more than 

a ten per cent variability in "time" is obtained on a care- 

fully performed test, it is possible that there is a wide 

variability In texture, or that the wheat is genetically 

impure. This investigator cites the example of the variety 

Michigan Amber which has given somewhat variable results 

in some years. Txperience has shown that it is rather 

variable and probably impure in that it is possible to 

select from it strains manifesting a wide difference in 

"time", indicating instability with respect to quality. 

Further evidence of the accuracy of the "time test" is 

shown by the fact that varieties tend to rank the same way 
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In different seasons (Cutler and Worzella, 1937). 

Belmonte and Fischer (1935), having subjected the 

"time test" to an exhaustive ctatistical study, deemed the 

accuracy of the test as sufficient and have tentatively 

considered it as an index of industrial value. 

Factors Influencing the "Time" 

Chapman and Fa:Nuhar (1934a) state that the age of the 

wheat previous to the grinding affects the ultimate "time". 

These investigators working with Australian wheats have 

found that as the wheat ages the "time" lengthens. 

Cutler and Worzella (1936) follow the practice of not 

testing wheats for quality by the "time test" until at least 

six weeks followif4L wheat harvest, inasmuch as wheat con - 

tinues to undergo clianLee in quality and condition for some 

time after harvesting. When the qualities of wheats being, 

tested are to be directly compared, Cutler and Vorzella 

(1036) perform the tests In a relatively short period of 

time. This practice is substantiated by Swanson and Parker 

(1935) who state that since wheat is biologically active 

the test should be made a considerable period after harvest 

and that when a number of samples are to be tested for 

"time" the :ork should not be spread over too long a period. 

By increasing the amount of moisture in the wheat prior 



to grinding, investigators have found that great differ- 

ences in "time" are obtained. The data presented in 

Table 1 indicate that within certain limits the increase in 

the amount of moisture prior to grinding of the wheat 

causes the "time" to increase (Chapman and Farquhar,1934a). 

Chapman and Farquhar (1934b) consider that the mois- 

ture content of the wheat has a marked influence on the 

"time", and that unless the moisture is known, the "times" 

obtained by the test are of very limited value. These 

investigators have found no definite ratio between the 

percentage increase of moisture of the sample and the per- 

centage increase in the "time" of the test. 

Table 1 -- Effect of increasing the amount of 
moisture in the whet prior to grinding. 

Variety 
Condition I Condition II 
1.0 
% 

"Time' 
Minutes 

0 

% Minutes 

Minister 9.4 93 13.4 103 
Quality 10.0 47 13.7 55 
Florence 9.8 46 13.3 50 
Standard milling 

blend 
10.6 45 13.7 50 

Quality (bleached) 9.4 33 12.5 44 
Baringa 9.9 32 13.2 38 
"Fair Ave.Quality" 9.9 26 15.0 33 
1933-34 

15 
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Swanson and Parker (1935) state that the reason longer 

"tines" are obtained by increasing the moisture content of 

the wheat sample prior to grinding is that more fine and 

less sharp material is produced, finer material having; 

longer "time" than sharp material. 

Swanson (1937) found that the "time" is increased b; 

addition of water to the wheat prior to grinding only to 

that point where further addition of water stimulates the 

process of germnation. The data obtained by Swanson are 

given in Table 2. 

Table 2 -- Effect of treatment of wheat with water 

Treatment 
Variety 

Early 
Tenmarq Turkey Quivira Blackhull 

Check 
24 hours, 
24 hours, 
72 hours, 

16% water 
40% water 
40% water 

(e.) 

(a) 
(b) 

"Time" 

144 53 
152 75 
140 46 
67 34 

in minutes 

76 
101 
49 
36 

61 
67 
63 
37 

(a) tempered for twenty-four hours before air drying. 
(b) tempered for seventy-two hours before air drying. 

Addition of water to make the moisture content 16% had 

little effect on Tenmarq and Early Blackhull, but increased 

the "time" of Turkey and Quivira markedly. When the mois- 

ture content of the whet waa brought to 40% for 24 hours 

the "time" of Turkey and Quivira was shortened, but not for 
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Tonmarq and 'arl col.respondincly short "t es" 

were obta:ned from the samplJs tampered for 72 hours at a 

moisture content. 

The grinding process is an Important phase of the 

"tine test". The method of grindinL as well as the degree 

of granulation affect the ultir!ate "ti: a ". 

Pelehenke (1051) considers that high speed grinders 

are not desirable as there is the danger of "dead grinding", 

i.e. over-grinding. This investigator recokM:lends a grinder 

that does not revolve more than 10J revolutions per minute. 

-:() data are available to illustrate the differences in 

"tine when slowly revolving jrinder is used in comparison 

to high speed grinders. In the opinion of Pelshenke (1031), 

the uniformity of the grinding speed is also a factor to be 

considered. Electrically powered grinders are therefore 

desirable. 

'16anulation of to wheat meal has a decided effect 
upon the "tine". Data obtained by Dayfield (1935b) in 

which a 13(4; protein sample of Red Rock wheat was ground 

using throe screens are presented in Table 3. 
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Table 3 -- effect of various 
Wiley sieves upon "tile" 

Doughball size 
Screen used 

0.5 EMI 1.0 mm. 2.0 mn. 

10 g. doughballs 
5 g. doughballs 

"Time" in minutes 

over 300 (a) 202 164 
243 101 111 

(a) a dough not entirely down after 18 hours. 

The largest size screen ;rave a coarse meal and the 

finest sc :'een gave a meal resembling a very Granular low 

grade flour. These data show that the coarsest meal with 

the ten gram douchball received support from the beaker 

wall, thus prolongirw the "time". The very coarse five 

gram doughballs also seem to have received some support. 

It is evident that a medium fine meal is the best for 

the test. 

Swanson and Parker (1935) and Swanson (1937) state 

that as a rule the finer the meal is ;'round the hinter 

the "time" will be, and the coarser or the more sharp the 

meal is the shorter the "time" will be. in a coarse meal 

the endosperm is in chunks and does not contribute as 

much to the dowh mass as when the meal is fine. 

To illustrate the effect of the variation in granula- 

tion b: grinding, the data in Table 4 (Evanson, 1937) 

are presented. 
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Table 4 -- Effects of fineness of 
granulation an the "time 

Variety Granulation 
0.5 mm. 1.0 ral. 1.5 mm. 

"Time" in minutes 
Tenmarq 191 171 129 
Turkey 116 100 72 
Quivira 127 100 70 
Early Blackhull 74 69 64 

These data indicate that the method of grinding is 

not as tqportant for varieties with inherently short "time" 

as for those with longer"timer Regardless of the degree 

of cranulation the "ti=e" was longest for Tenmarq and 

shortest for Early Blackhull. The data on the two inter- 

mediate varieties Turkey and Quivira indicate that in 

varieties which differ little in "time" the degree of 

granulation may entirely obscure varietal differences. 

Since the degree of granulation may have a greater effect 

on "time" than differences due to variety, the uniformity 

of granulation becomes exceedincly important (Swanson, 

1937). There are, however differences in the physical 

texture of the kernels from various wheats which cause 

them to pulverize differently in making the meal regardless 

of the uniformity in the grinding procedure (rwanson and 

Parker, 1935). Hard wheats tend to grind into sharr, 
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coarse fragments while soft wheats tend to grind into soft, 

flakv framentr. r'his in itself could Ime an effect on 

the "time" without any other differences in the quality 

inherent in tlie endosperm (Swanson an,A Parker, 1935). 

Investiations have shown that the "ti-re" obtained is 

not the same if tests are made several days after grinding 

as if they were made the same or the next dai. Cutler and 

Worzella (1936) foirid that the quality of ground wheat 

changed more rapidly than unf-round wheat, and that it varies 

to some extent with the variety of wheat. Swanson (1937), 

testing the meal from Tenmarq wheat ground the same day 

and after storing for various periods, found marked 

differences in "tire ". The data riven in Table 5 illus- 

trate the differences that this investigator obtained when 

the period etween grindin;', and making the 'time test" 

was varied. 

The data presented in Table 5 show that t'e effect of 

storing after grinding is marked as there was a ran:e in 

"time" from 149 to 242 minutes. 
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Table 5 -- "Time" obtained when samples were tested 
soon after grinding, as compared with testing 
after storing for various periods 

Ground a short time 
before testing Ground Nov. 7 

Date tested "Time" Date tested "Time" 

Nov. 8 143 Nov. 7 153 
" 9 141 " 9 149 
" 11 148 " 13 173 
" 13 147 " 14 179 
" 18 136 " 16 179 

" 21 176 
Dec. 13 143 " 23 198 
n 26 140 
" 31 140 Dec. 3 206 

" 6 210 
Jan. 6 149 It 16 234 

Pt 7 139 " 27 210 
n 9 138 
" 14 148 Jan. 6 242 
" 16 135 

The cause of this marked increase in "time" when the 

meal is stored is not fully understood (Swanson, 1937). 

Some tests hLve shown that more consistent results are 

obtained if there is an interval of several days between 

grinding and performing the "time test" (Swanson, 1937). 

It is the general practice to grind the meal not more than 

two days before the test is to be made. 

In experimenting with various wheat varieties "wanson 

(1937) found thEt the amount and manner of workinc the 

dowth made a difference in "time". It is well known among 
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investigators of wheat quality that the amount of nixing 

req fired to develop dough varies with the variety of the 

wheat. The optimum mixing tine is inheront in the wheat 

variety from which the wheat meal or flour is made. There 

is no fixed rule which can be established to guide one in 

the time to mix a dough for "time" testing. Careful ob- 

servation of the dough while mixing is the best available 

guide. 

Since it is desired to adapt the "time test", especial- 

ly in wheat improvement work, to small samples, Swanson 

(1937) finds that a preliminary absorption determination 

is not practical. Investigators have found it best to 

start with a little less than the probable amount of water 

needed, then as the dough is being developed either by 

hand or in a mechanical mixer the apl:roximate amount of 

additional water necessary can be added. Care must be 

exercised in determining the amount of water to add to the 

dough. Chapman and Farquhar (1934a) have found that by 

inc:leasing the amount of water used to mix the whole meal 

into a dough, the "time test" on a sample of Gurka wheat 

gave a higher reading, but the difference was not more 

than the limit of error allowed by the test, viz. ton per 

cent. Cortnbarria (1935) sucrests that for convenience, 

a fixed amount of water (62.5%) could be used in mixing 

the whole wheat meals. 
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The concentration of carbon dioxide zas in the water 

in which the dou :"hball is placed has been found bI ,wanson 

(1937) to affect the "time". This investi-ator noted that 

the "break" in the doughball and the evo]ution of carbon 

dioxide from the process of fermentation always took place 

from the under side of the doughball. Thus, eince carbon 

dioxide is soluble in water, the escape in facilitated by 

its absence in the water and hindered by its presence. To 

learn the effect on "tine" of placing doughballs of the 

same variety in various concentrations of carbonated water 

Swanson (1937) prepared different concentrations by mixing 

fully saturated carbonated water with various amounts of 

carbon dioxide free wator. The proportions used were: 

(1) all carbonated, (2) two to one, (3) one to twc, and 

carbon dioxide free water. For a comparison one set of 

containers was used containing ordinary distilled water 

which contains a small amount of carbon dioxide. These 

results are given in 7able 6. 

Table 6 -- Effect on "time" of floating dough balls 
in various concentrations of carbonated water 

Variety 
All 
Carbon- CO2 Ordinary 
ated 2 to 1 1 to 2 free distilled 

"Time" in minutes 
Tenmarq 288 183 145 135 142 Early Blackhull 77 66 61 51 57 
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The data in Table 6 indicate that the presence of car- 

bon dioxide in the water hindered the escape of carbon 

dioxide from the fermentin, doughball, slowed down the 

fermentation process, and as a result increased the "time" 

in proportion to the concentration of the carbonated water. 

The effect was greater on Tenmarq than on rarly Flackhull. 

Temperature affects "time" greatly since the biological 

agent yeast is used in the meal. An increase in the tem- 

perature sti:u1,,tes the yeast organism which stimulation 

hastens the process of fermentatIon and ultimately shortens 

the "time". Investi7ators have been usin: a set degree of 

temperature for "time" determinations. Cutler and Worzella 

(1936) make the "time test" at a temperature of 80° F. 

while in the K.E.U codification (Swanson, 1937) a tempera- 

ture of 30°C. (86°F.) is used. To maintain a given tempera- 

ture investigator's use temperature controlled cabinets 

provided with both heating and coolinc devices. Swanson 

(1937) states that it is also necessary to have the roam at 

a fairly even temperature. 

A small variation in dough temperature is not serious 

in that the potential calorie value of the relatively large 

quantity of water in the container is large in comparison 

with the small doughball (Swanson, 1937). 
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nayfield (195b), HickInbotham (1934a), and Pelsherke 

(1930) have found that the use of sm.11 containers mu; - give 

support to the doughball and thus lengthen the "time". In 

addition Ba.;,-fiEld (19351): shows that varyinz amomta of 

distilled water may cause a variation in the doughball 

"time". The .rata of Bayfield in Table 7 indicate that 

ine2casing the diameter of the c,..:ntainer causes a large 

chan7s iu "tine" when one uses a ton cram doughball. 

Table 7 -- Effect of vessel diameter and volume 
of water upon "thtL" (13.3 protein :!ed 

Rock wheat, avera:-es of 10 tests) 

Am't. of 
Water Used 

Vessel 'Time" 
Dia. 10 g. meal 

"Time" 
5 g. meal 

cc. am. kin. 
Var7ing volumes of water 

80 
120 
200 

5.3 
5.3 
5.3 

205a 
17n 
173a 

83 
61 
76 

Varying diameter of vessel 

LIU 5.4 202a t35 

120 6.6 85b 87 
200 7.4 76 84 

a "time" prolonged by vessel walls supporting dough 
mass. 

bui one replication partially supported by vessel walls. 

The data in Table 7 indicate that increasing the dia- 

meter of the beaker causes large changes in "tie" with the 

ten gram sample. With this size ball varying the amount of 
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water alters the "tine" but not as ertensivoly es when the 

size of the vessel is chaned. 

Results obtained on a test made to stair 1'trther in- 

fomation regardih,:; the influence of the size of the douch.. 

ball on "time" are presented in Table 8 (Bayfield, 1935b). 

A series of wheats consiAinE of throe varieties each crown 

at the same twenty local:ions in 1933 were te,ted in quad- 

ruplica-Ge, using both the ten and five gram doughballs. The 

varieties used wore :fed Rock, a strong soft red winter 

wheat, Trumbull, a medium strength soft red wisr, (1e. 

American Banner, a v:ea2: w:lite winter wheat. PuPint: tzr,et 

tosto obscrvatione were made to note gony e6pport Jive 

doughball by the vessel wall. 

Table 8 -- A comparison of 10-and 5-g. doughballs 
vera:e reisult7. from 20 samples of each variety) 

Variety 
Red Trumb,:11 American Average 60 
:Zeck Manner Samples 

Wheat protein % 11.2 11.0 10.4 10.9 
Loaf volume, cc. 623 607 563 597 
Tie, 10 g. 133 37 63 74 

5 g. 65 51 34 50 
No. of za:-.471. 31p- 
ported by vessel, 

10 g. 15 2 0 
5g. 0 0 0 
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The cUte giver. in Table 9 indicate that the smaller 

sized doughballa tend to give the longer "time" when the 

vessel site is not a disturbing factor (hayfield, 117)55b).. 

The data given ales show that individually mixec7 doughballs 

give"timereadings which are different from "time" o" (boner- 

balls formed by halving a single larger dougkw 

DetermininL the and point %%e disintegration the 

dough as is a factor that may prove to be of same dIffi- 
culty and result ire a sfmrce of error (Wilaor, Markle:i., and 

Bailey, 1935). ne varlatla in types of disintegration is 
wide. The strong gluten wheats, generally the hard wheats, 

for =Bees durinc, fermentation that tend to cover the 

surface of the water in a flat dfac-iiko mass, while the 

wealzer gluten wheats, generally tho soft whlatr;, assume 

spbericul form. 7wansn (1937) rttos that the end. point 

is c,.F14cr to ob::erve ?Alen the "time 13 short than whPn 

long. 

This investiator also states that in long "time" 

doughballs, (1) the doughballs may start to droop around the 

edges and a part of the edge break away, or (2) the edges 

of the doughballs may droop and curl resulting in the whole 

''ass sinkini', or (3) thin bag-like films may form or. the 

Inder side and break. Cutler and Worzella (1956) state that 

the dou,7hballs of meaUum strong gluten wheats disinteLTate 
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by, (1) pieces of different sizes breaking away, or (2) the 

bottom part of the ball may all fall awa-:, or (3) the dough- 

ball may become "water-logged" and sink in a mass. These 

investir7etors find that doughballs from the weaker gluten 

wheats present a markedly different type of disintegration 

than the strong or medium strong wheats. They state that 

in the weaker gluten wheats minute dough particles begin to 

fall off in one or more places and this proceeds until in 

one to three minutes the particles become so numerous as to 

give the appearance of a "shower". Because of these vast 

differences in the way disintegration manifests itself 

different wheats, the operator needs a large amount of exper- 

ience in judging the behavior of the doughball "time". 

Table 9 -- Comparison of two 
methods of making doughballs 

Variety Wheat "Time" in minutes 

Pro- 
toin 

Vhdivid- 
ed 5 g. 
dough 

ZO g. Sough 5 g. dough 
divided divided 
in half in half 

Red Rock 12.8 
Bald Rock 12.9 
Ifichlgan Amber 13.7 
Nabob 12.1 
Trumbull 12.2 
Kharkov 12.8 
gladden 12.7 
Fultz 12.3 
Fulhio 12.9 
American Banner 11.4 

Average 12.6 

62 
57 
53 
48 
39 
36 
35 
33 
32 
30 

43 

59 
47 
51 
42 
39 
33 

S? 
29 
24 

38 

69 
54 
62 
45 
43 
39 

31 
24 

44 
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The influence of enzymatic action on the "tine" has 

been little studied b: any investigators. Swanson and 

Parker(1935) reported that samples of wheat cut early, when 

moisture content was high, had higher diastatic activity 

and longer "tine" than the samples cut later, when moisture 

content was lower. The samples of wheat were brought to 

the same moisture content before "tire testing". These 

investigators state that in other experiments malted wheat 

flour or meal from germinated wheat was added to the mixture 

in making the doughball to increase the diartatic activity. 

Increasing the diastatic activity b: there methods did not 

consistently influence the "time". The writer found no 

reports regarding the influence of proteases on the "time". 

As one of the primary purposes of the tests based upon 

the time of a dough mass to break down in water is to 

shorten the tire required to obtain the qualit:; ir_formation 

on a given wheat, whole wheat meal instead of flour is now 

used by most investiators. It may be that at the very 

beginning, in the development of the test it was shunted in 

the wrong direction due to this desire to save time (Swanson 

and Parker, 1935). These Investigators state that the "tire" 

obtained on flour is not the same as that obtained on the 

wheat meal. They state that after all, it is the flour which 

is used in bread making, and not the meal. Proof that 
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results obtained on meal can be interpreted in reference to 

the flour is not too convincing. 

The evidence indicates that by using wheat meal the 

"time" is shortened considerably when weak wheats are 

being tested but not markedly when strong wheats are used. 

By usin7 flour the "tire" on different varieties of wheat 

is more nearly in the same ranee than when wheat meal is 

used. 

Pelehenke (1931) states that the gas retention and f7as 

production ability of wheat meal or flour are the two main 

factors affecting the baking quality. The gas retention 

factor is dependent upon the gluten quantity and quality, 

especially quality, and the gas production factor is 

dependent upon the ability of the wheat meal or flour to 

furnish sufficient sugar as food material to the yeast 

during the dough fermentation. The gas holding power of 

the dough may be used as a measure of gluten quality if 

dou7,hs are used which have a continuous, uniform gas 

development. Pelshenke (1931) holds that flours show a 

considerable difference in their _as-producing power and 

are, therefore, not fitted for this determination of luten 

quality. On the other hand, according_ to Pelshenke (1931), 

gas development in whole meal doughs is very uniform, if 

the wheat has not erminated, and for this reason the 

gluten quality of the grain may be determined in this 
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manner without testing the flour. 

To learn the effects of various wheat substances on 

the "time" Swanson (1937) added bran alone, shorts alone, 

and a mixture of bran and shorts to soparate samples of 

flour. Bran extracted with water and the extract of this 

bran were also used. The bran and shorts were from the 

same wheat variety as the flour used. A commercial sample 

of wheat germ was also added to the flour. The bran and 

shorts were ground to the usual fineness of wheat meal and 

added in the same proportion as woldd be in the normal 

wheat meal. The germ added wns ground to a similar fine- 

ness but was added in a much greater proportion than that 

present in the wheat meal. The results of this work are 

presented in Table 10. 

These results show that the "time" is very different 

on flour than it is on wheat meal, especial -y with Tenmarq. 

Turkey had the shortest "time" on the meal but had the 

longest "time" on the flour, while Tenmarq had the longest 

"time" on the real. Swanson (1937) states that since 

flour and not wheat meal is used in baking these results 

raise the question as to what the "time" in this test means 

in evaluating wheat quality. 

The data given in Table 10 indicate that it is the 

bran substance which increases the "time" and that extract- 
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Table 10 -- Effect on "time" of adding wheat 
substances to flour 

Substances 
added 

overaciremszommIlINIC......za=s-=. 

Variety 
?en- Tur- Qui- Early 
marq key vira Black- 

hull 
Remarks 

"Time" in minutes 

Wheat meal 145 54 77 62 ave. of 2 trials 
Flour 65 93 88 75 ave. of 3 trials 
Flour, bran 290* 226* 215 174 12.5g.flour.2.5g.bran 
Flour.thorts 199 201 172 164 " shorts 
Flour. bran 
.shorta 401* 335 278 175 10.8c.flour.2.4g.tran 

.1.8g.shorts 
Flour.extract- 
ed bran 267* 263 243 12.5g.flour.2.5E.extracted 

bran 
FlourPwater ex- 
tract of bran124 126 95 125 15g.flour.extract from 

2.5g. bran 
Flour.,. heat 
germ 135 126 127 124 12.5g.flour.2.5g.germ 

* indicates that the douchball had not broken but the 
trial 7 c stopped at the end of this time. 

ing with water does not decrease its effectiveness. Shorts 

added to the flour did not decrease the "time" as much as 

the bran, probably explained by the fact that there is a 

less amount of bran material in the shorts. Swanson (1937) 

states that water extract of bran is sometimes used in bak- 

ing to speed up fermentation; hence, the longer "time" when 

flour and bran extract are added compared to that when only 

flour and wIter are used was not due to a slower fermenta- 

tion. 
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In an attempt to explain why branny substances increas- 

ed the time when added to flour Swanson (1937) studied the 

mechanical effect of various inert substances upon the 

"time" of flour. This investigator used powdered pumice, 

alundum powder, and paper pulp by mixing with flour. The 

results obtained are given in Table 11. 

Table 11 -- Effect on "time" of adding inert 
material to flour 

Mixture 

Variety 

Ten- Tur- Qui- Early 
mars key 

"Time" in minutes 

Flour alone 85 93 88 75 
12.5g.flour+2.5g.alundum 31 77 83 80 
12.75g.flour.2.25g.paper pulp 91 86 98 114 
14.25g.flcur +0.75g. " 83 97 87 79 
12.5g.flourr2.5g.pumice 127 112 114 125 

Results given in Table 11 indicate that the physical 

form of some of the inert material does not seem to be the 

important factor, as neither alundum nor paper pulp made any 

marked difference in the "time" of any of the varieties, 

except Early Blackhull when 2.25 c. of paper pulp were 

added, although each differs greatly in its physical form. 

7Towever, pumice, velich differs in physical form from both 

alundum and paper pulp in that its particles are porous, 

did markedly increase the "time" over flGur alone. 
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Studying further the reason for branny substances 

increasing the "time", Swanson (1937) investicated the 

effect of certain compounds such as lecithin and oleic acid, 

which may be present in the wheat fat, upon the "time". 

The saturated acids such as N-caproic and pelargonic were 

added also to compare the effects of these with the un- 

saturated oleic acid. Oxidizing salts sue, as KBr03 and 

KC103 were tried also. Results of this investization are 

presented in Table 12. 

Table 12,-T Effect of adding lecithln, organic 
&aides), and oxidizing aEents1b), to flour 

Mixture Variety 
Ten- Tur- Qui- Early 
marq key vire Blackhull 

"Time" in minutes 

Flour alone on 3 trials 85 93 88 75 
" 4 lecithin 98 102 87 85 
" , oleic acid 93 96 90 73 
" * lecithin - oleic acid 97 98 84 82 
" 4 N- capronic acid 100 122 114 60 
" 4 pelaronic acid 200(c) 200(c) 200(c) 171 
" 4, K1112103 106 123 94 76 
" 4 KC103 93 98 86 73 

(a) = lecithin and the organic acids were added in 
the proportion of 1 mg. to each gram of flour. 

(b) = 02 agents were used in the amount of 1 mg. to 
each 10 cc. of H2O used makinE the doughball. 

(c) Doughball not broken but trial stopped at end 
of this time. 
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The effects of lecithin and oleic acid either alone or 

in combination are not marked. Oleic acid may be produced 

when wheat meal is allowed to stand some time before test- 

ing. However, from these data it is evident that no 

unsaturated acid such as oleic acid is responsible for the 

increase in "time" when wheat meal ages. N-caproic and 

pelargonic acids had a marked influence on the "time" and 

it may be that the increase in "tine" when wheat meal is 

stored is due to the production of some substances that 

have an effect similar to these two saturated substances. 

The effect of these acids was not as pronounced on Early 

nlackhull as on the other three varieties. 

Other studies (Swanson, 1937), such as extracting 

both flour and wheat meal with solvents to learn the effect 

of removing certain substances from the flour or wheat 

meal on the "time", have been made in an attempt to explain 

the reason for branny substances increasing the "time" 

when added to flour. However, to date no satisfactory 

explanation of this phenomenon is available. 

The effects of heredity and environment are in reality 

interlocked, regardless of what character is concerned. 

Hayes and Garber (1927) state that quality in wheat is 

dependent upon the genic make-up of the wheat plant, as 
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well as the environment. Although the environment may 

determine to a large extcnt the quality of gluten in the 

wheat, it is the variety (i.e. genic constitution) that 

determines for the most part the quality ol the gluten 

(Peleherike, 1937). 

Given varieties of wheat tend to have the same ranking 

of the "time" from one year to the next (Cutler and Worzella, 

1937). This fact in itself is evidence enough that the 

"time" Is heritable and is influenced less by environment 

than it is by heredity. 

Cortabarrla (1935) states that, notwithstanding the 

fact that the "time" on samples heloneinc, to thl same vari- 

ety may differ to a greater extent than the =an values of 

each variety, the "time" is firmly established as a variety 

character. This invemtiator further states that an ex- 

cellent agreement was reached with two entirely independent 

sets of data. 

Many reports have been published on quality in wheat, 

but few data are svailable on Its inheritance. Torzelle 

(1934) reported p study of the inheritance of gluten 

quality as evaluated by the "time test". This investistor 

used Michikof ;Is a strong gluten wheat and Trumbv11 as a 

weak gluten wheat. These two wheats were crossed and torts 

were made an over 6000 samples, each sample representing the 
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seed from individual Pi, F2, F3, or parent plants. The 

gluten strength of Pi grain wne found to be weak when 

TrunbuI3VV3 U3Ad as t1-4.1 female paeent and stronc when 

Ylehlkof was used RI the female ,f)rent. The F2 grain, on 

the averaf?e, wrIs Intermediate In gluten W.:rength, although 

nlants varied from neaI! to strong. In the 173 

grain the gluten strength vise found to be intermediate on 

the average to Rovever, F3 fem511.es week as 

Trumbull and as strong as Wiehikof were obtaine:I. Some of 

these brad true while others segregated, ae would be 

expected. The gluten quality character was assumed to be a 

auantitative character governed by three lin;;or Lnderendent 

factor pairs. By correlat±ng the "files" of the F2 and F3 

grain Worzella was able to show that in the early genera- 

tions the gluten quality index as obta:ned by the "ti-.so 

test' c,a.i serve as a dependabl guide la r,:akf.a selections 

for quality. Breakwell (1934) states that the chances that 

a single plant selection taken from a high quality line will 

be of goer) quality itself are high. Worzella (1934) is of 

the opinion that gluten strength is a hereditary, quantita- 

tive charactsr that is tiparently accurately measured 1)-, 

the time test'. Pelsherike (1933b) shows that the quality 

of the gluten as mesured by the time test" is a receszive 

character, but was unable to. show the number of factors 

involved. 
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Hickinbotham (1934b) finds that within a given variety 

of wheat a wide rane of quality may exist, due to different 

strains being present or that the variety is not fixed as to 

quality. This invastigator holds that stronger lines may be 

obtainable by selection from at least some established com- 

mercial varieties. Further studies by this investigator 

revealed that there is a very high correlation, r si -.72, 

between the "tine" and the grain weight of varions lines of 

Ford wheat. This indicates a definite aat.ociation of hich 

quality with small kernels in so far as lines of Ford wheat 

are concerned. It cannot be inferred, of course, that 

small grains and high quality will be associated in like 

degree in other varieties. 

The "time" is affected very markedly b.': the class of 

wheat. In a given class, a few varieties will not hrve 

"times" t:fpical of that class, but taking the average of 

many varieties each class has a definite rating in relation 

to other classes. Cutler and Worzella (1931) found that in 

general the hard red spring wheats have the longest "time", 

average of 11 varieties, 337 minutes; hard red winter wheats 

stand next to the 11:_ird red spring whet to in "time", average 

of C varieties, 285 minutes; soft red winter wheats, everag 

of 0 varieties, 110 minutes, stand next in "time"; rhite 

wheat, average of 5 varieties, 89 minutes, soft spring wheat 

and the durum class, 1 variety of durum, 84 minutes, fall 
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nore or lose togother in the shortest "time" group. 

As to varieties within the dif'.erent wheat clabses, 

Steepen and FP.rkr (1035) ehowed ti'aA ;:f red .;:inter 

(less the varieties Cheyenne, Crc, Tezalarc have long 

*hares", the varieties Blackbull, .fanred, and Iarkei have 

nedIvr to "times", while the varieties 2cr4 Blackball, 

!3lackhull, Pulhard, and Netraelm ';10. 2C Nave low 

"times.. In ;:b.c ekes of soft rad 7inte: 71hoats tnoss 

iaNestii_!:ators shated that the varieties Harveat Wean, 

Yichigan Amber, Red Rock, and aald Rock hate caaparatively 

long "times". The varieties Poole, Curren, Fuleaster, 

raadden, Nittany, and Forward have shorter "times" than the 

above nez,nd soft red winter wheats longer 'Tiles" than 

tbe soft red winter :treat varieties Purple Strew, Fulhio, 

Valprise, Itnd Clarkan. In the thite wheat class these 

inveetletoee foaad 7oaor triad Junior Ito. 6 to have short 

*times". Cutler and Woreella (1037), in agreement with the 

data of Swaason and Parker (1935), found that in a four -;dear 

comparative test of soft red winter wheate the Triaties 

Michigan Amber and 'led Rock have comparatively long "times". 

These investit2;ators shoved taut in class Fultz and Red 

Crone also have comparatively long "tines". The varieties 

Fulhio, Rudy, Trumbull, Nabob, Purdue No. 1, and Gld4eil 

were shown to haie medium lenc "times" for soft red winter 
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wheats, while Poole and American Banner were shown to have 

low "times". Fifield, et al. (1937) found that in the hard 

red spring; class Marquis and Ceres have very long "ties". 

Among the white spring wheats, Hard Federation, White Fed- 

eration and Onas have long "times" in comparison to short 

"times" for Pacific Bluestem Baart, Dicklow, Pilcraw, and 

Erect. Jenkin and Union of the White Club sub-class have 

very short "time". Chapman and Farquhar (1934) found that 

in the South Australian white wheats the varieties Minister, 

Quality, Florence, Comeback, Pusa No. 4, and Ford have lcrv. 

in comparison with the short "tt..le" varieties Bena, 

qurka, and Ranee. Pelehezike (1933b) has shown that of the 

winter wheats grown in Germany the varieties Mareuil and 

Brauner Fuchs have long "time", the varieties Russischer, 

Java, Rimpausfraher Bastard and Heine III have medium long 

"time", and the varieties Panzer III, Standard, Carsten V, 

Strubes D, and Ella have low "time". In the sprinr wheat 

class the varieties :larnet and Marquis have 1(ng "time" and 

the variety Heines Kolben has a shorter "time". Belmonte 

and Fischer (1935) reported that in the wheats grown in Ar- 

c:entina the varieties in the hard wheat class having long 

"times" are Reliance, Klein Otto Wulff, and Klein Sinmarq. 

Those Argentine hard wheats having medium lonL "times" are 

Lin Calel 7. A., Klein Piramide, and Cuatrachd Y. A. The 
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Argentine hard wheats of low "time" are Kanhard and Kanred. 

In the semi-hard wheats of Argentina the varieties Klein 

Granadero, La Prevision,No. 25, Klein Acero, No. 38 A., 

and Klein, No. 33, have relatively long "times" in compari- 

son to Eureka, Klein, No. 32, and La Prevision, No. 32. Of 

the Argentine soft wheats Sole, No. 50, and General Urquiza 

have longer "times" than Rafaela, No. 6 V.A. 

Griffiths and Cayzer, (1934) are of the opinion that 

the better the quality of the protein and the greater its 

elasticity, the better is the doughball able to withstand 

the pressure of gas within and to remain intact on the 

surface. 

Correlation with Other Quality Tests 

Correlations of significance between the data obtained 

by the use of the "time teat" and t::ose of other tests of 

quality such as the baking test, Berliner and Koopman gluten 

swelling method, Brabender farinograph, Chopin extenaimeter, 

Engledow distensameter, and the protein test have been ob- 

tained by various investigators. Those investigators having 

obtained a significant correlation between the "time test" 

and one or more of the above named tests of quality are: 

Bayfield and Shiple (1937) with the protein test and loaf 

volume; Belmonte and Fischer (1935) with the Koopman and 

Berliner gluten swelling method; Cutler and Worzella (1933) 
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with the baking test; Griffiths and Cayzer (1934) and 

Griffiths* Norris, and Wenholz (1933) with the baking test; 

Hilgendorf (1933a and b) with the baking test and the 

Engledow distensometer; Pelshenke (1933a and b) with the 

baking, test; Shollenberger (1937) with the Brabender farino- 

graph, Chopin extensimeter, and the Berliner and Koopman 

gluten swelling method; and Wilson and Markley (1934) and 

Wilson, Markley, and Bailey (1933) with loaf volume and a 

bread strength score. The Ministry of Agriculture of 

Arentina (1936) reported data for the "time" of the Argen- 

tine Official Standards of the crop season 1935-36 which 

"times" correlated rather well with the results obtained on 

the same samples using the baking test, Berliner and Koopman 

swellin method, Chopin extensimeter, and the Brabender 

farinograph. Coleman and Fifield 
(2) 

found a significant 

correlation of the "time" with both protein, r .58, and 

loaf volume, r = .54,on samples crown at Akron, Colorado. 

However, on wheat samples crown at Denton, Texas and North 

Platte, Nebraska, there was neither a significant correla- 

tion between "time" and protein content nor between "time" 

and loaf volume. 

(2) These results are taken frown a letter received in 
March, 1936 from C. C. Fifield, associate baking technolo- 
clot, Bureau of Plant Industry* United States Department 
of Agriculture. 
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The following investigators hLve found that the data 

obtained by use of the "time test" are in fair agreement 

with the known baking strength of the wheats studied: 

Albizzatti (1934), Borasio (1934), Breakwell (1934), Cutler 

and Worzella (1937), Frankel (1955), Griffiths and Cayzer 

(1934), Hickinbotham (1934a and b), Shollenberger (1937), 

and Swanson and Parker (1955). 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The data here presented were obtained from material 

gathered from diverse sources. For the most part material 

from the cereal breeding nursery was used. Samples from 

the wheat variety plots at the agronomy farm, from the 

wheat variety tests on farms in Kansas, and from miscel- 

laneous sources were also used. 

All data gathered previous to 1936 and used in this 

thesis have been obtained by earlier investi7ators in the 

Departments of Agronomy and Milling Industry. Some of the 

data gathered since 1936 have also been obtained by others. 

Credit is due Caleb Jorgensen, J. F. Wolf, Karl Finney,and 

Glen West for their contributions. 

The methods used in obtaining the data Fathered 

previous to 1936 are those described by Cutler and Worzella 

(1933). Since 1936 a modified procedure, found desirable 
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In work wit7:" hard wheats, has been used. Wheat to be 

tested for "time" by the Kansas State College method is 

careftaly cleaned previous to grinding in order that as 

little foreicn material as possible will be present in the 

meal. The whole wheat sample is then ground to a medium 

fineness, so that all the meal and branny particles will 

pass throllifh a one millimeter screen. The meal is tested 

within a day after it has been ground. 

For the preparation of the whole wheat meal dough for 

"time testing" the following procedure was followed: a 10% 

yeast suspension is prepared placing, 10 grams of A.eisch- 

=aunts yeast in 100 cc. of distilled water. A new yeast 

suspension is made up each day that the "time test" is to 

made from yeast kept fresh in a refri,:erator. Fifteen 

gralA3 of meal are placed in the Working micro-mixer, 

illustrated in plate I, and 6 3/4 cc. of the well mixed 

10% yeast suspension at 30° C (86° F.) are added. The whole 

wheat meal dough is then mixed. Sufficient distilled water 

Is added by means of a 2 cc. capacity syringe to the dougL 

as it is being mixed so that the dough mass will be of the 

correct consistency. rach dough is mixed to the peak, i.e. 

the point at which the dough smooths cut and begins pulling 

on the pins of the mixer. The time of mixing varies from 

50 to 180 seconds, depending upon the varict:f. After 

removing the dough from the mixer, it is shaped into a 
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Plate I 

Micro-mixer designed by Dr. E. B. Working, Department of 
Milling Industry, Kansas State College. 
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cylinder by rolling the dough between the palms of the 

hands. The cylindrical dough is then divided into 3 equal 

parts, eacll of which is rolled into a smooth sphere by 

rolling. 20 times in the palms of the hands. Each 5 cram 

doughball is then pluced into a glass containing 190 cc. 

of distilled water at 30° C. The glasnee used in making 

the test have a capaiity of 270 cc. and an inside diameter 

at the top of approximately 65 millia.etcw:,A asses 

are encased in a cabinet which is automatically controlled 

so that the temperatur: remains constantly at 30° C. The 

doughball upon immersion in the distilled water immediately 

falls to the bottom of the glass. The times of immersion 

of the triplicate samples are recorded as one time. There 

is only a few seconds difference between the time of 

immersion of each triplicate. 

The temperature controlled cabinet used is illustrated 

in Plate II. The classes used are also shown. The temper- 

ature control instrument is attached to the right side of 

the cabinet. The cabinet is equipped with a cooling device 

for summer use and a heating device for use in the winter. 

Observations are made on the behavior of each dowh- 

ball from time of immersion to the conclusion of the test. 

The doughball becomes byoyant and rises to the surface of 

the water as soon as fermentation within the doughball has 



Plate II 

Temperature controlled cabinet, designed in the Department 
of Milling Industry, Kansas State College, for maintaining 

constant temperatures while "time testing" samples. 
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proceeded for a few minutes. The advantac-e of floating the 

doughbull on water is (1) to allow the doughball to expand 

freely, (2) to protect the doughball from shocks, and (3) to 

keep the surface of the dough from drying out (Pelahenke, 

1935a). The ball begins to swell, thus acquiring a larger 

volume. In the case of weak, soft wheats with short "time, 

less than 40 minutes, disintegration occurs while the dough- 

ball is in a more or leas spherical form, while in strong, 

hard wheats with long "time" the doughball becomes flat and 

tends to cover the entire surface of the water. The volume 

of the fermenting mass gradually increases until the 

strength of the gluten has been weakened by the disruptive 

forces of expansion, together with the absorption by the 

distilled water of the natural salts contained within the 

meal particles (Saunders and Humphries, 1928). At this 

point, disintegration of the doughball takes place. 

Disintegration of the doughball may take place in 

different ways, depending upon the variety. In a long 

"time" variety disintegration of the doughball usually 

takes place by the formation of a thin, bag-like film on the 

under aide which breaks shortly after its formation. Occa- 

sionally a long "time" doughball will disintegrate by por- 

tions of the fermenting mass breaking away. In a short"tImi 

variety disintegration of the doughball usually begins by 
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a few minute particles of dou:711 breaking away from the 

fermenting mass. After a few seconds the speed with which 

these minute particles detach themselves '-arcmes rapid. 

The time is again recorded when disintegration occurs. The 

period intervening between the time recorded at the immer- 

sion of the dowhball and the time when disintegration of 

the doughball occurs is termed the fermentation time. The 

fermentation times of the triplicate samples of each wheat 

tested are averaged and the averai7e "time" is recorded for 

that variety. This fermentation time recorded in minutes 

as the index or measure of quality in this method 

of quality testing. 

A disintegrating doughbull of Blackhull wheat, "tine", 

51 minutes, in comparison with a doughball of Tenmarq not 

yet showing any indications of disintegration, "time", 102 

minutes, is shown in plate III. Th© beaker shown in Plate 

ITT is no low7er used at the Kansas station, as the cheaper 

water glasses are satisfactory. 



Plate III 

Doughballa in wheat meal femeni, tion tL a tort of Blackhull (left) 
and Tenmarq (right). Break!.ng "time" for Blackhull, 51 minutes, and 

for Tenmarq, 102 minutes. 
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EXPYRIMENTAL RESULTS 

Factors Studied Affecting "Time" 

Tn the earlier use of the "L me test", results wore 

often obtained which indicated great variability of this 

test when applied to the same samples. lu d_i_ustrrte the 

variability that was obtained in the early work there are 

presented in Tables 13 and 14 the original "times" and the 

recheck "ti:aes" of strains crown in the cereal breeding 

nurser,' and in plots at the agronomy farm in 1934. In the 

original test the "times" on the individual dou;hballs of 

the triplicates varied markedly rrom the mean. 

Nineteen of the 26 retested strains listed in aAbl 13 

had "timcA3" lon er than the original "times". The averaFe 

retest "time" for this :roue of strains is 136 minutes, 

compered to 122 minutes for the original. Four of the 

retest "times" were in an entirely different rarve than 

the original "tires". For example, Kanred x Hard Federa- 

tion, Sel. 327076, had an original "tine" of 97 minutes, 

and a retest "time" of 175 minutes. The marked differences 

in the "time" of these strains indicate that the ex- 

perimental error was high. Tho correlation between the 

.07. 
ori:inal and retest "times" was determined, r = .68 s 
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Table 13 -- Ori:inal Lnd recheck "time of a few of the 
varieties crown in the a,:ronomy nursery, Manhattan, 
Kansas, 1034. 

Ks. or 
Sel.No. 

C.I. 
No. Variety 

Original 
test (a) 

lreafieck 
test(b) 

"Timenlank wTimeRank 

316080 Kanred x Hard 
Federation 131 7 181 1 

2672 do 130 9 176 2 
327062 do 97 24 175 3 
285724 Tenmarq eel. 168 2 174 4 

Nebr.1065 10095 Turkey sel. 148 4 173 5 
306053 Kanred x Hard 

Federation 185 1 169 6 
286107 Kawvale eel. 131 7 165 7 

Nebr. 
3101650 11576 Turkey eel. 134 6 158 8 

Lin Calel 155 3 145 9 
332370 Fulhard x Tenmarq 125 12 144 10 

30C1025 Ramrod x Kanmarq 130 9 143 11 
316324 Tenmarq x Kanred 130 9 137 12 

11380 Purdue No. 1 118 15 136 13 
342039 Oro x Tenmarq 120 14 134 14 

6683 Wisconsin ped.No.2 110 19 133 15 
2594 8257 Fulhard 110 19 128 16 

5149 Minhardi 114 17 126 17 
11537 Progeny No.2(I11.) 138 5 123 13 

2701 C7B10 (Joe Danne) 121 13 118 19 
645 11523 Sibley No. 62 113 18 111 20 

342009 Oro x Tenmarq 116 16 110 21 
342021 do 110 19 106 22 
Nebr.1070 10098 Turkey eel. 71 26 103 23 
285191 Kanred x Hard 

Federntion 101 23 100 24 
5620 Michigan Amber 81 25 89 25 

292627 Prelude x Kanred 105 22 89 25 
Ave. original "time" of 26 strains 122 

recheck w 136 

Correlation of original and recheck "times"; r = .68 ±.07 
(a) original tests made in October 
(b) rechecks made in December 
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Table 14 -- Original and recheck "time" of a few of the 
varieties grown in farm plots, Manhattan, Kansas, 
1934. 

.01.001 

Ks. or 
Sel.No. Variety 

Original 
test 

Recfiec 
teat 

"TimenlaiN "Time"Rank 

495 Oro 115 3 156 1 
518 (Eureka x Minhardi)x(Kanred x 

Hard Federation 68 11 154 2 
514 Tenmarq 129 2 139 3 
483 Early Blackball 79 9 127 4 

2719 Turkey Belo 100 5 123 5 
2644 Kanred x Marquis 99 6 120 6 
2671 Kanred x Hard Federation 92 7 120 7 
2672 Kanred x Hard Federation 135 1 120 8 
343 Blackhull 82 8 116 9 
2628 Quivira 105 4 111 10 
519 (Prelude x Manred)x(Turkey x 

Minesaa) 72 10 107 11 

Ave. original "title", 11 
recheck ft 

stra ins, 98 
127 

Correlation of original and recheck "times", r = .002 ± .205 

The original and recheck "times" on a few of the 

varieti-s :roan in vrm plots in 1934 and presented in 

Table 14 are very eratic. A few oZ the varieties . having; 

lone "times" in the original test had short "times" in the 

recheck and vice versa. The correlation coefficient between 

the original and recheck "times" is .002 t .205 which 

indicates no correlation between the two sets of data. It 

must be admitted that the number of tests correlated is very 

stall and not enough for accurate statistical analysis. How - 

ever, the lack of correlation Eives an indication of the size 

of the experimental error in these tests. 
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Realizing that i a reliable test of wheat quality 

variability in the results obtaJned must not be too wide, 

several factors influencing the "time" were studied. Some 

of the factors affecting the "time" which have been studied 

extensively and reported by other investigators have pur- 

posely been omitted in this study. By investigating factors 

not previously studied and factors which have not been given 

sufficient emphasis and by pooling these studies with those 

of ether investigators, it was holed that a definite answer 

could be evolved to the question, "what does the Itirlel 

indicat;e as to the quality of a wheat". Should this answer 

be attained, a valuable contribution to wheat quality test 

ing in plant breedinz wcrAd be made. 

Invests stops are zenerally agreed that the lom7sr the 

period between harvest and date of grinding the loner the 

"tire" will be, within certain limits. Data obtained on a 

samr.le of Tenmarq wheat in December, 194, and January, 1935, 

when "time tested" at various intervals for 7 weeks are as 

follows: 



Date 
1934 

"Time" 
minutes 

Rank 

Nov. 27 123 13 

Dec. 1 123 11 
a 4 155 1 
le 8 140 5 
" 10 124 10 
" 11 138 6 
" 15 130 9 
" 17 141 4 
" 

irms 

10 119 13 

Jan. 5 143 3 
" 7 134 7 
1, 

w 

8 
12 

133 
145 

8 
2 

Ave. "tine" of 13 teals 134 minutes 

First observation of tho above data might lead one to 

believe that there is a tendency for the "time" to lengthen 

with the increase in the age of the sample of Tenmarq being 

tested. However, the longest "time" was obtained on a 

sample tested early in the experiment while the shortest 

"time" was obtained on a sample tested late in the experi- 

ment. There is no progressive increasing of "time" as the 

age of the sample leraifthens. The rather marked variability 

of Individual "times" from the mean indicates a high experi- 

mental error. 

The following data obtained in December, 1937, and 

Jan=zy, 1938, also show no lengthening in the "tine" of 

samples of wheat *time tested" over a period of time: 
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Variety 
Date Clarkan 
1937 "Tyre" in minutes 

Dec. 8 128 43 
" 10 117 46 
* 13 107 37 
* 15 107 39 
* 17 100 41 
" 20 107 37 
" 22 106 36 

1938 Y 17 108 37 
" 20 110 36 

Ave. "time* of Teriarq (hard red winter) 9 tests--110 
71 

" Clarkan (soft red winter) 9 * -- 39 

No great len6thenin of "time" vole noted in these 

tests, covering a period of about 6 weeks. The longer 

"times" obtained on tile first 2 tests are probably due to 

the nIct th-tt these samples of wheal, were brovzht into the 

laboratory 2vom stura6e in a non-hog ted rAam at the a6ronomy 

nursery seed:house the same day aS the "time testing" was 

begun in this experialent. The samples were then kept in the 

laboratoryuf:til tne axuei.iment was ocimpleted. The diffey- 

ewe in the temperature and the relative h.zmidity the Lwo 

rooms may caused sorteninE of the "time" in the 

first few testa. ;,ft..,r the samples had come into equilib- 

rium with the moisture content and possibly the temperature 

oY the air in the laboratory, no further significant dif- 

ferences inutine"were obtained. These data indicate that 

for comparable results it is important that samples of 
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wheat to be tested should be stored under similar conditions 

for some time before testing. The data also indicate that 

if the samples are stored under similar conditions and 

tested some weeks after Larvest, comparable results may be 

obtained over a period of several weeks. If the samples 

are tested shortly after harvest, the period that comparable 

data may be obtained is shorter than if the testing is done 

a relatively long time after harvest, as it is knewn that 

the quality of wheat chan7,es more rapidly immediately follow- 

ing harvest than later on. 

The with flour are greatly 

from those on the wheat meal of the same wheats. The 

differences in the "time" recorded on the flour and the 

whole wheat meal of 18 wheat varieties grown in the agronomy 

nursery at Manhattan in 1937 are shown in Table 15. The 

correlation between theftimes" recorded for meal and flour 

was determined, r = .165 * .62. This correlation is cf no 

significance. Swanson and Parker (1935) stated that "time 

tenting" of wheat meal in place of flour may have shunted 

the test in the wrong direction, as flour, not meal, is used 

in bread making. In spite of the insignificant correlation 

obtained between the flour and whole wheat meal "times", it 

should be noted that the atmins given the lowest rankiry 

are identical in both tests. As other investic,ators have 

found, the "time" on the whole wheat meal is considerably 
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Table 15 -- "Times of flour and whole wheat meal of 18 
varieties of wheat gown 
Manhattan, Kans.s, 1937. 

in the agronomy nursery, 

sue 

Ks. or 
Sel.No. Variety 

Flour Whole meal 
"Timeuliank "Tile"Rank 

Minutes Minutes 
2736 Oro x Tenmarq 220 1 119 7 

344154 Fulhard x Kawvale 197 2 128 5 
514 Tenmarq 189 3 102 13 

343273 Oro x Tenmarq 179 4 126 6 
316063 Kanred x Hard Federation 175 5 116 9 

2739 Early Blackhull x Tenmarq 170 6 107 11 
363595 Oro x Tenmarq 158 7 138 2 
363594 do 155 8 139 1 
363602 do 154 9 117 8 

2730 do 142 10 93 15 
343638 do 139 11 105 12 
J34584 Kanred x Kawvale 139 12 63 17 
285116 Kanred x Marquis 138 13 132 3 
343249 Oro x Tenmarq 135 14 114 10 
33FM499 Tenmarq x Kawvale 131 15 97 14 
326795 Kanred x Marquis 127 16 130 4 

Laff5-95 Iobred x Kawvale 127 17 65 16 
2735 Tenmarq x Kawvale 123 18 49 18 

Ave. fl-ur "time", 18 varieties 155 
" wheat meal "time", 18 varieties 108 

Correlation of flur "time" and meal wttineor = .165 1.162 

shorter in most cases than on flour. 

Pelshenke (1931) states that the gas-producing power 

of whole meal doughy is very uniform in comparison to flour 

dow;hs. To determine the soundness of this statement when 

applied to wheat varieties grown at Manhattan, the time that 

it took for the doughballs to float from the time of sub- 

mergence of each was recorded on all those varieties from 
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the ai-,ronamy nursery tested for "time" in 1937. The time 

that each doughball took to float was considered to be an 

indication of the rate of gam production in that doughball. 

The time from submergence to floating varied from 10 minutes 

to 15 minttes, this indicating consideratle variation in the 

rate of g,:s production in the different rheat varieties. No 

correlation was evident between the time to float and the 

time to disintegration of the doughballs. Among the wheat 

strains 111:Ang 1nr., "time" of disintegration some had lcng 

times to float, others had short times to float. Long 

and short times to float were also both found in wheat 

strains of short disintegration "times". The times to 

float on the 18 flour samples listed in '_'able 15 renEed 

from 13 to 20 minutes. These results furnish no evidence 

that the Whole wheat meal doughs have more uniform gas 

production than flour doughs. 

It has been known for many years that the enzymes in 

flour play an tapertant role in determining the bread baking 

qualities of the flour. in recent years various investiga- 

tors have given considerable attention to the effect of the 

proteases upon the baking value of a flour, either naturally 

occurring in flour or introduced in other ingredients. In 

the literature, references to physical methos as measures 

of protease activity are often found. No reference as to 
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the role of proteolytic enzymes in the "time test" was 

found. With the possibility th.t this factor mil:,ht be an 

important one in determninc the "time", a study was made 

of the effect of the protease activity on the "time" of the 

whole wheat mi7.a1 fermentation time test. 

Two vari :ties of whektt representing a herd red winter 

type, namely Tenmarq and a soft red winter type, namely 

Clarkan, were used to determine the effect of additions of 

various concentrations of the protease pepsin. The data 

obtained are prosented in Table 16. 

Table 16 -- Effect of different concentrations of 
pepsin on the "time* of a strong and a weak wheat. 

-0111.1116111 
Pepsin added(n) 

rig ) 
Variety 

enmarc Clarkan 

"Time", minutes 

None (ave. of 2 checks) 123 45 

0.1 116 47 
0.2 106 45 
0.3 103 54 
0.4 87 47 
0.5 82 41 
1.0 69 46 
1.25 61 43 
1.50 53 43 
1.75 55 43 
2.00 51 40 
2.25 46 45 
2.50 49 41 

Mean 77 45 
Ave. deviation from mean 31.4% 5.8 

t the peps n was .. . solution, by irens o a 
two cc. syringe, to the meal as it was bein7, mixed 
in the Working micro-mixer. 
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These data indicate that to a certain extent the 

"time" of Tenmare is markedly reduced with increases in 

concentration of pepsin, but that the "time" of Clarkan is 

not significantly changed by increased concentrations of 

this protease. Variations in "time" of the different 

samples of Clarkan are within the commonly accepted allow- 

ance of about 10% deviation from the mean for experimental 

error. The rather high "time" of the sample of Clarkan 

with 0.3 mg. of added pepsin in the meal is probably due to 

a variation in operative technic. 

To learn the effects of pepsin on other wheat varieties, 

doughballs from a group of known hard wheat varieties and 

a group of known soft wheat varieties were subjected to the 

effects of pepsin. The results of this stvdy are given in 

Table 17. 

The results obtained sho' very definitely that the 

hard wheats tested are greatly of ected by additions of 

pepsin while the soft wheats, with the possible exception 

of lcaster, are not affected to any sirnificant degree. 

As grown in Kansas, Fulcaster does not alwa:;s behave in 

bakin7 as a typical soft wheat, exhibiting some hard 

wheat characteristics. 



Table 17 -- Effect of pepsin on the 
"time" of hard and soft wheats 

Variety Treatment 
Difference None 2 mg. 

_pepsin 

"Time", 
Hard wheats: 

minutes 

Oro x Tenmarq, Ks . 2729 130 65 50.0 
do , Ks . 2728 128 60 53.9 

Oro 126 43 65.9 
*Denton 108 49 54.6 
Tenmarq, (ave. of 4 cks.) 105 44 58.1 
Cheyenne 94 42 55.3 
Cheyenne sel., C. 1. 11666 91 44 51.7 
Turkey sel., C.I. 10094 90 53 41.1 
Kanhull 88 42 52.3 

*Minturki 84 44 47.6 
Quivira 66 34 46.5 
Kanred 51 39 23.5 
idackh:211 51 39 23.5 
Early Blackbull 47 37 21.3 
*Kawvale 46 33 28.3 
*Iobred 41 31 24.4 
Turkey 40 29 27.5 
Chiefkan 37 30 18.9 
Superhard 33 26 21.2 

Soft wheats: 

Clarkan (ave. of 4 checks) 39 37 5.1 
Bald Rock 38 39 2.6 
Mo. Early Premium 33 32 3.0 
Michigan Amber 33 34 3.0 
Harvest Queen 32 32 0 
Red Rock 30 30 
Mediterranean sel., C.I. 11567 30 28 6.7 
Fulcaster 29 26 10.5 
Currell 27 27 0 
Michigan Wonder 27 28 3.7 

* semi-hard wheat 

62 
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The data obtained on the addition of pepsin as a 

protease supplying substance to various varieties of wheat 

representing both the hard red winter and soft red winter 

classes suggest the possibility that the hard red winter 

varieties either do not possess a large quantity of pro- 

teases or the nroteaees present are not completely active, 

while the soft red winter varieties, with the rossible 

exception noted, seem to possess a large amount of active 

proteases. This apparent difference in enzymatic content 

or nature between hard and soft wheats is further sub- 

stan:Aated by the fact that doughballs of the hard wheats 

when subjected to the "tine test" having pepsin added to 

the system disintegrate in every respect as do typical 

soft wheat doughballs, i.e. as the pepsin concentration 

becomes greater in the hard wheat douchball the ball takes 

on characteristics of the soft wheat doughball. 

A study was made of the effect of pepsin upon the 

"time" of flour. The normal "time" of the flour and the 

"time" of the flour with two mg. of pepsin added were 

obtained upen a group of 17 hybrid wheats and a Tenmarq 

check, grown in the agronomy nursery at Manhattan, submitted 

for milling and baking studies in 1937. The data resulting 

from the study are given in Table 18. These data show that 

the pepsin shortens the "time" of all hard wheat flours 
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tested, as in the case of the whole wheat meal. The degree 

to which the "tire" of each sample is decreased by the 

pepsin is not the same for all strains possiblyiindicating 

a difference in the resistance of the gluten of the samples 

to the protease. 

Table 18 -- The effect of pepsin on 
"time" of flour. 

Ks. or 
5E11. No. 

Variety 
Treatment 

Diff- :7anTOUTITerenos 
Minutes Minutes of 

2736 Oro x Tenmarq 220 1 121 6 45.0 
344154 Fulhard x Kawvale 197 2 127 2 35.5 

Tenmarq 189 3 142 1 24.9 
345273 Oro x Tenmarq 179 4 123 3 25.7 
316063 Kanred x Hard Federetion 175 5 121 5 30.9 

2739 Early Blackhull x Tenmarq 170 6 123 3 27.6 
363595 Oro x Tenmarq 158 7 117 8 25.9 
363594 do 155 8 95 17 38.7 
363602 do 154 9 116 9 24.7 
2730 do 142 10 116 10 19.1 

345638 do 139 11 110 12 20.9 
J34584 Kanred x Kawvale 139 11 113 11 18.7 
285116 Kanred x Marquis 138 13 99 16 28.2 
343249 Oro x Tenmarq 135 14 122 5 9.e 

33FM499 Tenmarq x Kawvale 131 15 104 13 20.6 
326795 Kanred x Harquis 127 16 100 15 21.3 

La.35 -95 Iobred x Kawvale 127 16 83 18 54.6 
2735 Tenmarq x Kawvale 123 18 102 14 17.1 

Mean, 18 varieties 155 108 26.0 

To secure information as to the effect of other 

proteases than pepsin on the "time" of wheat varieties, 

trypsin (Armour & Co.) and pepsin (Merck) were used on the 

varieties Tenmarq (hard), Kawvale (semi -hard) and Clarkan 
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(soft). The data obtained by vein: trypsin are presented 

in Table 19. 

Table 19 ffect of trypein on the "time 
of Tenmarq, Kamvale and Clarkan. 

Trypsin 
tIv7 

added variety 
arIcan 

"Time ", minutes 

None 108 40 39 

0.5 58 41 36 

1.0 38 37 36 

1.5 39 33 35 
2,0 40 31 37 
2.5 36 34 38 

Mean 53 36 36 
Ave. deviation from mean 37.7% 13.4 2.8% 

As in the eau of pepsin, trypein markedly affects the 

"tine" of the hard wheat Tenmarq. The medium strong semi 

hard wheat :awvale is affected significantly, thou:11 less 

than Tenmarq, while the typical, weak, soft wheat Clarkan 

is not affected. 

The data obtained from the use of pepsin are riven in 

Table 20. 

-2=ta show the seine effects of pepsin on the 

"time" of hard, semihardo and soft wheats as were ot-talnee 

with pepsin and trypsin, except that with hi-h concentrations 
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of papain a decrease in the "time" of the soft wheat Clarkan 

was obtained, whereas in using pepsin and trypsin no such 

effect war noted. 

Table 20 Effect of papain on the "tire" 
of Tenmarq, Kawvale, and Clarkan. 

Pepsin 
Oxf7.0 

added Variety 
Tenmarq Kawvale Clarkan 

"Time", minutes 

None 108 49 37 

0.5 65 39 37 
1.0 35 32 37 
1.5 37 31 32 
2.0 33 31 30 
2.5 30 28 30 

Mean 51 35 34 
Ave. deviation from mean 52.9% 17.1% 8.8% 

Low concentraions of papain had no effect on the 

"time" of Clarkan but with increased concentration narked 

chanres in the system occurred and shorter "times" were 

obtained. This effect is possibly due to papain beinF 

present in such a high concentration that a chant-e in the 

chemical complex of the protein system takes place,result- 

infT in a protein system readily disinterrrated by proteasee. 

To learn what influence an activator of protease 

enzymes would have on the hard, seml.-hard and soft wheat 

varieties, cysteine-monohydrochloride (T,'erck) was used. 
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The data obtained are 71ven in Table 21. 

Table 21 -- Effect of cysteinemonohydrochloride 
on the "time" of Tenmarq, Kawvale, and Clarkan. 

Cysteine- monohydrochioride added Variety 
tom. ) Tenmarq Kawvale Clarkan 

"Time", minutes 

Won* 110 51 36 

0.5 107 46 43 
1.0 100 41 39 
1.5 76 48 42 
2.0 64 36 36 
2.5 55 35 43 

Wean 85 41 40 
Ave. deviation from mean 23.5% 12.2% 7.5% 

These data show that the "times" of the hard and semi- 

hard wheat varieties were significantly lowered, presumably 

due to an activation of latent proteases naturally occurring 

in the wheat varieties. "Tines" recorded on the Clarkan 

samples were somewhat erratic, in that one concentration 

seamed to increase the length of the "tine" while a hither 

concentration had no effect. 

Addition of an inhibitory anent, namely potassium 

bromate (101.03), to the wheat meal of Tenmarq and clarkan 

to be "till'. tested" produced the results shown in Table 22. 

These data show that K8r03 lengthens the "time" of 1101.1 the 

Lard wheat Tenmarq and the soft wheat Clarkan. This is 
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believed to be due to the inhibition of proteolytic 

activity. 

Table 22 -- Effect of different concentrations 
of the oxidizing agent KBrO3 on the "time 

of a strong and a weak wheat. 

KBrO3 added Variety 
Tenmarq blarkan 

None 106 

"Time", minutes 

36 

0.25 141 40 
0.50 155 45 
0.75 188 46 
1.00 222 49 
1.25 223 55 
1.50 247 52 
1.75 244 52 
2.00 233 48 
2.25 277 55 
2.50 250 50 
2.75 279 54 

Mean 214 48 
Ave. deviation from mean 20.8% 10.1% 

411111 
The influence of the inhibitory a7ent Cebione (Merck), 

which is vitamin C, on the "time" of the hard wheat Tenmarq, 

semi-bard wheat Kawvale, and soft wheat Clarkan was also 

studied. The results obtained are presented in Table 23. 

The "times" on all three types of wheat were very 

markedly increased by even low concentrations of Cebionc. 
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Table 23 -- Effect of Cebione (Merck) on the 
"time" of Tenmarq, Kawvale, and Clarkan. 

Cebione added Variety 
(mg.) Venmarq Kawvale Clarkan 

"Ti A3", minttes 

None 108 49 37 

1 2004 138 120 
2 2004 193 131 
3 200* 183 143 

Mean 1774 146 108 
Ave. deviation from mean 20.90 32.9% 32.4% 

It seems reasonable to assume that in this case the Cebione 

not only inhibited the protease to some degree but probably 

caused a chan,.-e in the protein complex which in itself may 

have greatly increased the resistance of the gluten to 

disintegration. 

The effects of the pepsin and bromate were noted on 

representative varieties of the hard red spring wheat 

grown in Canada. The data are in agreement with those 

obtained on hard red winter wheat varieties, in that pepsin 

markedly decreased the "time" and brute increased the 
"time". 

The data obtained in this study of the effect of 

protease activity on the "time" of the wheat meal fermenta- 

tion tie test indicate that all wheat varieties probably 
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contain a rather large quantity of proteolytic enzymes, 

especially in the bran layer. In strong hard wheats these 

proteasee apparently are more or less latent in their action 

but are readily stimulated by activators such as cystelne- 

monohydrochloride. In weak soft wheats the protesser seem 

to be active and, therefore, in general are not stimulated 

to any great degree by activators. 

It is commonly known amon7 investigators that the 

"time" of the flour of soft wheat varieties is more nearly 

like that of the hard wheat varieties than is tho case when 

whole wheat meal is used. The differences between "times" 

of hard and soft wheats when flour is used are not as wide 

as when whole wheat meal is used. Assuming that the 

proteases or activators are much more concentrated in the 

bran tissue or germ than in the flour, it is conceivable 

that the reason that the "tine" of soft wheat flour is 

more nearly like that of the hard wheats than when the whole 

wheat meal is used is due to the protease activity of the 

two types of flour being more nearly alike than in the 

whole wheat meal of the hard and soft wheats. 

The data obtained sugrest that one of the main causes 

if not the major cause that short "times" are obtained on 

weak soft wheats as compared to long "times" for strong 

hard wheats when whole wheat meal is used is that of the 
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hieh a'tive proteolytic eneyme content of the bran layer 

of the former and the latent nature or the low content of 

proteolytic enzymes in the latter. 

Swanson (1937) found that by adding bran to flour 

longer "times" were obtained. Should the proteases in the 

bran layer be a major factor in causing shorter "time" 

readings for whole wheat meal than for flour, it would seem 

that the additior of bran to flour should decrease the time 

rather than increase it. This apparent conflict suegests 

the need for further study of the role of protease activity 

in determination ". 

This study indicates that in basing conclusions on 

reselts of the whole wheat meal fermentation time test, one 

must bear in mind that the proteolytic activity of the 

samples tested may play an important role in the observed 

"time ". 

Swanson and Parker (1935) reported that increasing lie 

diastatic activity of the wheat meal does not consistently 

influence the "time". Thus,of the two groups of enzymes 

naturally present in wheat, the proteases seem to affect 

the "time" more than diastase. 

Alaberg and -;riffing (1934) have shown that the quality 

of wheat crops varies from region to region as the result 

of environmental changes. Studies made of the effect of 

the environment on the "time" of varieties "time tested" 
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270 In line with the observations of these investinators. 

To learn how much variation there was among samples of the 

same wheat variety, grown under different soil conditions, 

tests were made in 1931 on wheat t7rown in the nitrogen 

fixation plots at the fv7ronony farm. The data obtained are 

given in Table 24. The2c data indicate that soil conditions 

may be an important factor inflnencing"timer There are 

differences in protein content but the ton` r,:' "tines" are 

not the to higher protein, as the samples of long *tine" 

nlclude some of hinh and others of low protein content. 

Ilion, the samples of low "time" there are similar variations 

in protein content. 

Table 24 Effect on *tine" of wheat grown on 
different fertility levels, nitro-en fixation 
plots, agronomy farm, Manhattan, Kansas, 1931. 

Plot ?To. Description of plot 
*Time" 
Yinutes 

6 Inoculated with Asotdbacter 98- 

15 Sweet Clover Ground 80 
12 Alfalfa Ground 74 
1 Sweet Clover Ground 68 

16 Soybeans Grourd 67 
7 Sweet Clover Ground 67 
8 Screens Ground 65 
5 Unlined 64 
4 Limed 62 
19 Alfalfa Ground 59 
11 Sweet Clover Ground 56 
2 Alfalfa Ground 53 

Protein 
__1 
14.90 
13.55 
12.25 
11.55 
11.85 
13.20 
11.85 
14.80 
14.30 
13.75 
12.20 
11.70 
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To learn the effect of clirnate as well as soil differ- 

ences on "tine", 21 varieties of wheat (3) (Town in the 

southern and central sections of the hard red winter wheat 

region in 1934, were "time tested". A few of the varieties 

grown in the southern district were not grown in the central 

district and vice versa. These data are presented in 

Table 25. 

The data illustrate the coMbined effect of environment 

and heredity. In general, the varieties grown in the 

central district hae longer "tine" than those from the 

southern district. Fowover, Tcnmerq has u long "time" in 

both districts. It is the highest ranking variety in the 

southern district and also ranks well above most of thn 

varieties in the contra]. district. Tenmarq crown in the 

southern district has a "time" of 155 minutes as conared to 

161 minutes for the central district. 

Analysis of the data in Table 25 reveals that the 

protein content in general is somewhat hither in th0 carnr, 

of the varieties grown in the central district. However, 

there is no evidence that the protein content influenced 

the "time. The correlation between the protein rertentage 

(3) These varieties of wheat were obtained from Dr. 
K. 3. Quisenberry, agronomist in charre of wheat inveetiga- 
tions in the hard red winter wheat belt for the U. S. Depart- 
ment of Agriculture. 
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Table 25 -- "Time" of varieties received from 
K. S. Quisenberry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, 
f!rown at several experiment stations in 1934. 

District* Variety 
Protein * Ti me" 

Minutes Rank 

C Minturki. 17.55 167 1 
C Tenmarq 16.35 161 2 
C Oro 16.60 157 3 
S Tenmarq 15.30 155 4 
C Cheyenne 15.70 150 5 
C Blackhull 15.40 130 6 
C Quivira 16.70 109 7 
C Kanred 15.30 107 8 
C Nebraska No. 60 15.65 105 9 
S Kawvale 92 10 
S Kanred ( Coodwell, Okla.) 17.50 91 11 

Kharkov 16.40 89 12 
C Turkey sel. C.I. 10016 16.20 81 13 

Quivira 15.90 74 14 
S Blackhull 15.25 71 15 
S Kharkov 16.10 60 16 
S Kanred 15.60 57 17 
S Nebraska No. 28 (Coodwell, 

Okla.) 16.65 53 18 
S Early Blackhull 15.00 52 19 
S Nebraska No. 60 15.20 49 20 
S Turkey sel., C.I. 10016 15.25 41 21 

Ave. protein %, 21 strains - - -15.99 
Ave. "time*, 21 strains 98 

Correlation coefficient of protein % 
and *time; r = .118 * .143 

*C = central 
S = southern 

and the "time"is not significant, r = .118 t .143. Although 

the amount of protein in wheat varies with the soil and 

climatic conditions, there seems to be no evidence that the 

amount of rrotein affects the "time". This point will be 
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further discussed in the section on correlations between 

"time" and other quality tests. 

Further evidence of the effect of soil and climatic 

conditions upon the "time" is broht out by the results of 

"time testing" 29 samples of Tenmarq grown by as many farm- 

ers in central Kansas In 1935. These data, given in 

Table 26, illustrate the important role that environment 

may play. Analysis of the data shows no distinct region of 

the state having a beneficial or detrimental influence on 

the "time". The extremely short "times" for a few samples 

of Tenmarq may be due to some factor not normally present 

in Tenmarq, such as mixtures of other wheat varieties or of 

rye, immature or liFht weiEht kernels, imperfect development 

of protein, or the presence of damaged wheat kernels. 

Other data indicate that environment does not ordinarily 

have so great an influence on "time". Determinations of 

protein content of each sample reveal marked differences in 

protein percentaFes of the different samples. The correla- 

tion of the protein percentage and the "time" of the samples 

was determined, r = -.157 * .128. This low and insignifi- 

cant correlation shows that the "time" does not depend 

primarily on protein. 
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Table 26 -- 
samples 

Wheat meal ferment-tion "time" of 
of Tenmarq Frown in central Kansas, 1935. 

County 
Protein "Time" 

Minutes 
District 
Grown in 

Wichita Sedgwick 10.75 240 
Kiowa Barber 13.75 185 
Salina Saline 11.55 170 
Enterprise Dickinson 11.50 145 
Manhattan Riley 13.15 137 
Pratt Pratt 11.55 136 
Pratt Pratt 13.55 134 
Manhattan Riley 13.80 132 
Abilene Dickinson 12.00 132 
Eldorado Butler 12.35 126 
Moundridge McPherson 13.05 121 
Belpre Edwards 13.10 120 
Halstead Harvey 10.90 120 
Hutchinson Reno 13.75 119 
Abilene Dickinson 10.40 117 
Clay Center Clay 12.60 115 
Anthony Harper 10.90 114 
Manhattan Riley 12.00 113 
Salina Saline 12.90 112 
Winfield Cowley 12.70 111 
Cheney Kingman 12.00 111 
Abilene Dickinson 13.65 108 
Riley Riley 12.60 107 
Anness Sedgwick 13.95 106 
Hutchinson Reno 12.20 103 
Great Bend Barton 13.40 102 
Colwich Sedgwick 11.65 90 
Anness Sedgwick 12.75 67 
Harper Harper 13.55 59 

Ave. protein %, 29 samples - 12.48 
Ave. "time" 122 

Correlation of protein and "time, r = -.157 * .128 
0.1111101 

Varieti.,s of wheat ,7rown at Manhattan and Hays, Kansas, 

and in the cooperative whev.t variety tests show the effect 

of the soil and climatic differences on the "time" of the 



varietiee tested. rfheas dftta are -Ivan ;n Table 27. 

Table ;?7 rffect of soil rdld climate on 'tizaer of 
winter wheat varieties --roman st different lo,ations 
in Knsas in 1936. 

Farm 
k.iety Plots 

Man. 

Flats -ield Cooperstive experiments(b) 
.40E Hays on farms (a) Ave. 

t,C, c, n *Time" 

Cheyenne 125 
Tenmnrq 77 
(.aimed x Hard 104 
federation Ks. 
2672 
Kanred x Hard 55 
Federation Ks. 
2C.73 
Turkey 48 
Kawvale 45 
Quiviswe 56 

re. Kanred 
Mackhull 41 
Early plackhu1141 
Clarkan 
kUleaster 37 
Harvest 4ueen 40 
Chiefkan 30 

1Y7 
144 
101 

43 

4e, 

39 
37 
44 

31 

164 143 

36 

52 
53 
47 

120 
110 

C4 

G3 

55 
iii 

110 

63 

43 
43 
41 

101 

57 
49 

4E 

Tti 

....., 

94 

52 
53 

46 

42 
37 
", 

161 
122 
105 

v" 
,...,,, 

04. re, 

50 
40 
46 
47 
40 
39 
33 
31 

Ca) N.c..inortl central; 11.6111so-,Ith central; 
central; N.i.anorth east; L.meantorn Kansas. 

(b) kveraTcs not comrrable. 

The data indicate thnt wheats grfywn in eastern Kansas tend 

to have shorter 1t!me" than in Central Kansas. This addi 

tional ,roisture may be a factor in proeblein,1 more starchy 

kernels of lower protein content and having rIten 
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easily disintegrated in a water solution. 

Variations in the "time" of wheat varieties Frown in 

two seasons are illustrated in Figure 1. ilfty-four vari- 

eties "time tested" in 1936 and 1937, using the same tech- 

nic and procedure, are included in this study. Although 

there are a few varieties showing rather marked deviations 

in "time" in the two seasons, there is a high correlation 

between the "time" in the two seasons, ra.840 t .028. 

This significant correlation indicates that the "tire 

teat" measures a characteristic that is little modified by 

seasonal fluctuations. The deviations in per cent of the 

"time" of the fifty -four varieties in the two BOAROOMf from 

the mean of the two "times" were determined. A quartile 

study of these data was made. 

lows: 

Quartile No. vnrieties 

The quartiles are as fol- 

Ave. rTim " Ave. deviation 

minutes minutes per cent 
I 13 138 9.9 7.2 
II 14 111 11.6 10.5 
III 14 77 9.,7 

13 46 
2.5 
1.3 9.8 

The deviations on a percentage basis, for long "time" 

varieties are slightly less than for medium and short "time" 

varieties. The difference in percentage deviations of the 
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"time" of short "time" varieties is slichtly larjer than 

dtrference of the "time" of ton- "time" vartetior, ,.1thou,71-1 

the dirrerence in r-linutes of short "time" variet!,es between 

the two eeesonn is less than the diff.-pence In rinutes of 

the lonr "time" varieties. 

The varieties rrarhically illustrated in Figure 1 ftv- 

tn- ions "time" in one sermon will have a lop: "time" in 

other seamons, and thoee nr short "time" in one (lessen will 

have n short "tine" in other easone. Most of thu -trains 

nhowin7 the rreatest veristion -,otween seasons are 'c;:brid 

wheats of comraratively recent of which the paren- 

tal varieties differ widely in "time". i'or examrle, a.stec- 

tions of Kawvnle x Tennarq and Kanrod x !4rd ederation 

show -rent variability in "times" in the two seasons. The 

Tenmarq rnrent in the Kawvale x Tenmarc cross, normally has 

n len,: "time", while the Kawvale rrrent normally has a much 

shorter "time". The Kanred parent, in the i',anred x i:ard 

::ederation cross, has a lom-cr "time" than the nerd 7edera- 

tion rarent, althou-h only a few "time teats" of this Aus- 

tralian white wheat have been ntdo. It is possible that 

these hvbrid wheats shawin peat variability in "time" in 

1936 and 1937 and whose parental var!Aties differ widely in 

"time" are heterozygous for -enetic factors deternininr 
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"time", althou7h homozygous for characters commonly observ- 

ed in the field. It is commonly recognized that the 

effects of heredity and environment are closely interlocked. 

The variability of these hybrid wheats may be explained by 

the possibility of the quality factors of one or the other 

parent being expressed more prominently in one season than 

in another. Too much emphasis should not be placed on the 

part that the environment plays in causing a long or short 

"time". Heredity apparently plays as great if not a great- 

er role than environment, in determining the "time" of 

wheat varieties. In agreement with Cutler and Worzella 

(1931) it has been found that the "time" of different 

market classes of wheat is characteristically different. 

A few varieties do not have "time" typical of their market 

class, but the average of varieties in a given market class 

has a definite rank in relation to other classes. In gen- 

eral, the market classes of wheat rank as follows in "time"; 

(1) hard red spring (2) hard red winter (3) soft red winter, 

and (4) white wheat. No data on the "time" of durum or red 

durum classes were obtained, but the work of other investi- 

gators places Zubanka durum wheat in a low rank. The fol- 

lowing data obtained on varieties of four market classes in 

1937 show this relationship: 
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Market class No. of vari- "":ime", 
of wheat sties tested minutes 

Hard Red Spring 7 153 
Hard Red Winter 19 77 
Soft Red Winter 12 32 
White 3 26 

These data are not strictly comparable in that it is 

impossible to obtain samples representative of all the mar- 

ket classes crown under the same soil and climatic condi- 

tions that are representative of these wheats as grown in 

their natural environment. 

Of all the factors previously discussed, variety pro- 

bably affects the "time" more than any other factor. It 

seems locical to conclude that variety is the factor on 

which ''time" is based. Thus, the "time" of a variety is 

considered as a measure of the gluten quality or "strength" 

of the variety. 

Meaning of the "Time" 

The "time" of the whoL:t moal fermentation time test has 

been considered by investigators to be a measure of the glu- 

ten strength of a variety or sample of wheat being tested. 

The author has reached a modification of this moaning of the 

"time" after analyzing the literature and studying in the 

laboratory several of the factors influencing the "time". 
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In general all the factors affecting the "time" may be 

so standardized as to enable the careful operator to obtain 

readings on different days that will correspond very satis- 

factorily. The major cause for differences in the "time" 

obtained on various samples is due to differences in the 

inherent ability of the gluten of the sample being tested to 

resist the disruptive forces of the fermentation process at 

the water-dough interface, which in turn may be greatly in- 

fluenced by other factors such as the proteolytic nature and 

content of the br-n layer and the gassing ability of each 

sample being tested. Should only the inherent ability of 

the gluten to resist the disruptive forces of the fermenta- 

tion under water be the factor causing differences in "time 

among varieties, the "time test" would probably be a good 

measure of the gluten strength. If the proteolytic content 

of the bran layer of various varieties of soft whef,ts is 

more nearly constant than in hard wheats, as data previously 

discussed indicate, the "time test" may be a good measure of 

the gluten strength. However, in hard wheats other factors 

such as the nature and content of proteolytic enzymes in the 

bran layer and the gassing ability of the variety may have 

such a great influence that the inherent gluten quality of a 

variety may be partially obscured. 



In 'eneral, weak soft wheats have short "time", while 

the strong hard wheats usually have lon:- "time". However, 

within the stron hard red winter wheat Froup may be found 

varieties havinr "time" r=adinrs not representative of the 

group. Varieties with rather low "time" are not necessar- 

11.7 of an inferior quality for bread - making;. kor example, 

the varl.eties Turkey and Kanred are accepted as being high 

quality bread wheats, though the "time test" would indicate 

that these varieties are rather weak hard wheat types, or 

at least weaker than such long "time" varieties as Oro, 

Cheynne, and Tenma7q. 

The exact meaning of the "time" is not fully under- 

stood. Until more extensive investigation of the possibil- 

ities of the "time test" are made, one must not hold too 

firmly that a long "time" indicates a high quality wheat, 

and vice versa. Much more value will be obtained from the 

time test" if the "time" is thourht of as an indication of 

the variety type. Within its limits, the "time teat" can 

be of 7-reat value. In association with other tests, the 

"time test" has a place, but the possibility of extending 

its use to replace the baking test and other quality tests 

is not very 7reat. 



The 'T.eatert potential value the "time teat" pro- 

bably lies in its use to the plant breeder in studying the 

rroreny of two varieties Kevin: "time" readinf-s differinr 

widely. Only those se7reentes heine a "time" reading- fn 

the same ranee as that of the parent of the 7ost derfrable 

quality, whether a vr.riety of a low! or P. short "ti -e ", 

should- he melected for further t'u and nossille in- 

crease and distribution. By makinfT use of the "time test" 

the plant breeder can be reletively mare as to the inherent 

quality of the strains selected, as any strain hiving a 

"time" in the mnee of the poor quality parent will in all 

likelihood have the characteristics of the poor quality 

parent and vice versa. Any aef're!.-ate of a cross between 

lop . and short "time" naronts having a mtbsky creatly ax- 

coedin. the limits oS' either par nt, pcesibly :,tie to trees- 

rressive se7rwratton, is likely to hive different euality 

than either parent. Most seereectos of a eras between 

parents both of excellent (Tall:', whether the parents 

have the name approximete "time" or different "time', is 

likely to have ood quality (-luton, with the rospible ex- 

ception of pro:-,,ny having- "time" readinr-s al;mirloantly 

less than the "time" of the t:horter "tir:e" nsrttnt. The 
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"time test" will be of little or no value in evaluatinc7 

progenies of a cross between two varieties having approx- 

imately the same "time" readin- but of vastly different 

baking quality. 

Thus, the "time test" is of gre9.t value in its orig- 

inal role as first used by Pelshenke (1933a), who intended 

the test for use by the plant breeder in obtaininc an esti- 

mate of the quality of lines of wheat it the early sta-es 

of development when only a small amount of :rain is avail- 

able. 

Use of the "Time Teat" in Variety Testimi: 
and Plant Breeding 

An intensive stdy of the "time" of a lar-e number of 

wheat varieties must be made before the "tire test" can be 

of any great use to the. plant breeder in studying the in- 

heritance of quality in the serrerates of a cross. In order 

to determine the "time" of a larre number of varieties crown 

in several seasons, samples from various sources were obtain- 

ed. The sources from which wheat 'qv:Pieties were used for 

"tt7e testing" are: (1) field plot variety tests on branch 

experiment station, and rewional experimental fields, (3) 

wheat variety pints at the aironomy farm, Manhattan, and 

(4) the wheat breeding nursery at Manhattan. 
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Varieties in Gooperntive Wheat Variety Tests on karma 

in Kansas. The "time" was determined upon varieties of 

wheat crown in the cooperative experiments in Kansas in 

1931, 1934, 1935, 1936, and 1937. The data for the year 

1931 are ;7-iven in Table 28. 

Table 28 Wheat meal fermentation time of varieties 
of wheat -rown in cooperative wheat variety tests 
on farms in Kansas, 1931. 

District Ave. 
Variety Northwest Southwest Eastern "time * 

"Time, minutes 

Cheyenne 145 156 143 148 
TenmArq 145 148 147 
Kanred 111 133 95 113 
Turkey 87 108. 120 105 
Blackhull 85 111 100 99 
Early Blackhull 69 84 77 

Kawvale 76 76 
Michigan Wonder 74 74 
Clarkan 70 70 
Harvest Queen 69 69 
Allcaster 45 45 

Averar-as not comparable 

Althou,h all varieties were not grown in all 3 dis- 

tricts, and for this reason the data are not comprable, it 

is evident that the varieties rank in a similar manner, re- 

7ardless of the area where i7rown. The "time test" definite- 

ly separated wheats of inherently hard, semi-hard, and soft 

texture. The distinctly soft wheats such as rchiran Won- 
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der, Clrkan, Harvest Queen, and Fulcaster have short 

"tire ", Cheyenne and Tenmarq, typical hard wheat var- 

ieties, have long "time". Varieties such as 2m-ed, Turkey, 

and Blackhull, with medium "time", are Jfiected more by 

differences in environment than long "time" varieties such 

as Cheyenne and Tennmrq. The erratic behavior of these 

medium "time" varieties may be due to differences in texture 

of the Frain in various districts. Within a variety, sam- 

ples with hard kernels produce coarse, sharp meal, res'lting 

in short "time", while soft kernels produce n finer meal. 

giving a longer "time". Kawvale, a semi-hard wheat .gown 

in eastern Kansas, has intermediate "time" between the 

stron,- hard wheats and weak soft wheats. Early Blackhull 

has shoter "time" than Blackhull. 

The data for the years 1934 tv-d 1935 are presented in 

Tables 29 and 30. Results in these two seasons are similar 

to those obtained in 1931. In addition to the varieties 

tested in 1931, Iobred end Quivira were tested in 1934. 

Zobed a semi-hard wheat had shorter "tine" than Kawvale, 

as grown in eastern Kansas. Quivira, a lird wheat, had 

slightly lon.er "time" than Kanred. In 1935, two selections . 

of the cross Kanred z Herd Federation, Kans. Nos. 2672 and 

2673, were tested in addition to those varieties tested 

previously. Kane. 2672 had "time" similar to Tenmarq, 

while Kans. 2673 had "time" like Turkey. 
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Talle 29 -- Wheat noel fermentation of varieties 
of wheat grown in cooperative wheat variety tests 
in Ehnsas, 1934. 

Variety 
District Ave. * 

"time" Northwest Central Eastern 
mini: es 

Cheyenne 157 137 
Termarq 151 136 144 
T12rkey 121 121 
Tilackhull 120 120 
Early Blackhull 113 In 
QiNrira 118 82 100 
Kanred 106 73 ';() 

Kawvale 52 114 8:i 
Iobred 73 73 
Fillcaster 56 53 55 
Michigan Wonder 51 51 
Clarkan 47 47 47 
Harvest Queen 38 41 40 

eAverares not comparWae 
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Ta7)1c 30 -- Wh,at ferrlentrItion tiro of IPIrieties 
of wheat grown in cooperative wheat variety tests 
in Kamms, 19775. 

Variety 
District(a) 

ICITC:- S.C. C. E. "tiAve me" (b) 

"Time", minutes 

Kan:cd x Ed. :ad., 
Ks. 2672 134 134 

Tenmarq 127 125 144 132 
Qllivira 95 83 112 96 
Kanred x .id. .c,ed., 

Km. P673 78 78 

Kawvale 46 98 72 
Turkey 46 61 104 70 
Iobred 66 66 
Slackhull 41 54 84 60 
Kanred 53 61 57 
Early 71ackhull 41 52 47 

Ylchigan Wonder 44 44 
Clarkin 30 49 40 
Harvest Queen 31 48 40 
edleaster 31 46 39 

(a) N.C. = north central; S.C. south central; 
C. w central; and E. a eastern. 

(b) Averages not comparable. 

The data for the year 1936 are given in Table 27, 

rafTe 77, in the section on factors Pffecting the "time", 

7here these data were usod to illustmte te influence of 

environment on "time". The data obtained in 1936 also slow 

that variety is a major factor in determining "time". 

Data nn "time" of varieties :rown in cooperative ex- 

reriments in 1937 are :-iven in Table 31. 
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Table 51 -- Wheqt meal fermentation time of varieties 
of wheat Town in cooperative wheat variety tests 
in Kansas, 1937. 

District Ave. 
"time* Variety .elltraenra-Wern 

"Time, minutes 
Cheyenne 155 155 155 
Tenmarq 122 124 128 125 
Turkey 108 87 94 96 
Quivira 94 94 
Blackhull 82 99 91 
Kanred x Hd.Fed.,Ks.2673 89 89 
Kawvale 83 83 
Kanred 73 90 82 
Early Blackhull 79 60 70 
Clark= 61 61 
Chiefkan 42 66 54 

Harvest Queen 38 38 
FUlcaster 34 54 

lAvera es not comparable. 

As in previous years, these data show that in eneral 

the "time teat" separated the hard, semi-hard, and soft 

wheats. However, the variety Chiefkan, with dark, hard 

grain, had shorter "time" than any other hard wheat tested, 

approaching the soft wheats. This indicates that this 

variety is of a type not comparalle to the stron7 hard 

wheats such as Cheyenne and Tenmarq. 

The following data for the averare "time" of varieties 

grown in cooperative wheat variety tests for 5 years show 

that in general the "time test", as used at this station, 
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separated strong, semi-stron., 

VarietX 

and weak wheats* 

5 yr. ave. 
"tine", minutes 

Tensarq 132 
Turkey 91 
Blackhull 85 
Kanred 79 
Kawvale 75 
Early Blackhull 72 

Clarkan 2 
Harvest Queen 45 
Fuleastor 43 

Cheyenne has a 3 yea: averse "ti' e" of 157. This 

variety is known to be a strong wheat. This Wlows that 

the "time test" has a place in wheat quality testn7. 

However, the teat does not always accurately separate the 

strong wheats from the weaker wheats. For example, Turkey, 

a variety of accepted quality, does not have ave'a e "tile" 

enowh hi her than Blaekhull to distinguish cva7.ity difCer- 

ences by use of the "time test" alone. 

Varieties In Plots on Branch Stations and Reitianal 

Exrerimental Fields. In 1934 the "time test" was made on 

vari,,ties of wheat rrrown at the Hays and Colby branch 

experirent stations and in the experimental fields at 

Wichita and Kingman. Data obtained on varieticp Town at 

Bays are given in Table 32. 
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Table 32 -- Wheat meal fermentation time of varieties 
grown at Hays, Kansas, 1934. 

4111¢57:11111101111111 

Variety 
*Time", 
minutes 

Oro 152 
Cheyenne 151 
Tenmarq 146 
Turkey, Ks. 570 114 
Quivira 103 
Early Blackhull 93 
Kanred x Hard Federation, Ks. 2672 90 
Blackhull 87 
Nimrod x Hard Federation, Ks. 2671 83 
Kanred x Hard Federation, Ks. 2673 81 

Ave. *time, 10 strains 110 

The "time test" ranked the vsrietio very similarly to 

their knewn quality rating. The strong hard wheats of known 

high quality such as Oro, Cheyenne, Tenmarq, and Turkey have 

the longest *times*. Varieties of medium or questionable 

quality, such as Quivira, Early Blackhull, Blackhull, and 

selections cf Kanred x Hard Federation have shorter "ti-ne". 

Data for varieties grown at Colby in 1934 are 7.iven in 

Table 33. The varieties Oro, Chezienne, and 1%rkey have long 

"time" in agreement with other tests. Of the Kanred x Hard 

Federation strains, Ks. 2672 has the lon:ert "time". This 

strain is 17rown to tr. 13-perior In tc other sel- 

ections cf this cross. nelectIors of Tenmarq x Lint-zrki and 

two crosses, K2. 522 and 524, :made in an atteaTt to combine 
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earliness and winterhardiness, have long "time", but not 

much is known of the baking qualities of these hybrid wheats. 

The "time" does not depend upon the quantity of protein, as 

is shown by the data on the protein determinations. The 

variety with the longest "time" has the lowest amount of 

protein, Aid a few varieties of short "time" have a high 

protein per cent. Quivira also has long "time". The other 

varieties listed have shorter "time". All of these varie- 

ties of shorter "time" are known to be of questionable 

quality, as judged by experimental milling and baking tests. 

Table 33 -- Wheat meal fermentation time of varieties 
grown t Colby, Kansas, 1934. 

Ea. or C.I. Protein "Time", 
sel. No. No. Variety % minutes 

2872 10091 Kanred x Hard Federation 
495 8220 Oro 
523 Tenmarq x Minturki 
2667 8885 Cheyenne 
570 1558 Turkey 
522 ((Kanred x Hard Federation) x 

(Minhardi x Kinturki)) 

14.90 
16.45 
17.25 
15.40 
15.95 

16.40 

185 
163 
159 
154 
150 

145 
524 (Minhardi x Minturki x Tenmarq17.35 141 
2628 88b6 Quivira 15.65 127 
483 8856 Early Blackball 15.55 105 
521 ((Kanred x Minhardi) x (Prelude 

z Unreel)) 16.70 99 
2720 10016 Turkey eel- 15.60 98 
343 6251 Blackball 15.25 97 
2673 10092 Kanred z Hard Federation 17.25 96 
2671 11373 Kanred x Hard Federation 16.45 82 

Ave. protein %, 14 strains 16.30 
Ave. "time", a 129 
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varieties of -own on the regi onal exper- 

i-TcLal fields at Wicilta and Kingman in 1)34 were tested 

datv .r re rresented it. Table 34. 

gable 34 -- Wheat meal ferriantation timc 
grown ut (nd Kinvoan, Kansas, 

of varieties 
1954. 

.1/1,0,10Ig 

Variety r r e-MF1 
"Ti-e" 
Kinan faili or: r, :1°- EgTo".- 

Cheyenne 141 136 159 
Kanred x !lard Federation, 

Ks. 2672 140 126 133 
Tenmarq 124 111 118 
Quiviva 108 126 117 
Yer,.akd x Hard Federation, 

Ks. 2673 102 1P2 112 
Turkey, Ka. 570 92 115 104 
Kanred x Lard Federation, 

Km. 2671 101 93 97 
Early Blaokhull 103 88 96 

A,!e. "tine ", 
8 varieties 114 115 

111.1111V 

The "time" readim45 of the varieties crown on these 

fields are not in full agreement witY the known baking 

qualities of the varieties. T1'ua, in the Wichita Froup 

the "tine test" ranks Turkey as the poorest of the varie- 

ties, altIAL fl6ur milled from Turkey usially bakes bread 

scum or superior to some of the varieties with lon7er 

"time". In the 1Crlrman group, RI at Wichita, Cheyenne had 

the lon-est "time". Quivira and two selections of. Kanred 

x Hard :Federation ranked hi^her than Turkey. Tenmarq 
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ranked lower than usual. Early Blackhull had the shortest 

"time ". 

Wheat Variety Plots at Agronomy Farm. Manhattan. Win- 

ter wheat varieties grown in field plots at the agronomy 

farm in 1931, 1934, 1935, 1936, and 1937 have been 'time 

tested". The results of these studies are r;iven in Tables 

35 to 39. 

In each. of these tables the varietal differences are 

clearly showr, The distinctly soft wheats have short 

"time". The data for the 1931 crop, given in Table 35, 

show that the teat places Karvsle in the range of the hard 

wheats. Milling and baking tests have ahown that this 

variety is not a typical soft wheat. nleckbull, Early 

Blackhull, Superhard Blackhttlle Kharkov (Hays No. 2), and 

Pulhard, although hard wheat varieties, have short 'time" 

indicating that these varieties have a quality complex 

somewhat different from those hard wheat varieties with 

longer 'time. The soft wheat variety Curren has longer 

"time than the other soft wheats. Two of the 3 early x 

winterhardy selections, Rs. 517 and 518, have 'time in 

the range of the weak soft wheat varieties and hard wheat 

varieties of inferior baking quality. The other selection 

has a "time" somewhat lon.-er than Turkey and Kharkov. The 

4 strains of Kanred x Hard Federation show marked differ- 

ences in "time", i.e. 2 strains are similar to the long 

"time" Cheyenne variety, 1 strain has a "time" in the range 
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Table 35- -cleat meal fermentation time of wheat vari- 

eties grown in plots, agronomy farm, Manhattan, 

Kansa 1931. 

Ks. No. Variety "Time", 
minutes 

Oro 195 

Cooperatcrka 192 

2668 Tenmarq sel. 180 

Tenmarq 161 

Cheyenne 154 

2674 Kanred x Hard Federation 152 

2644 Kanred x Marquis 146 

2672 Kanred x Hard Federation 142 

Quivira 133 

2673 Kanred x Hard ?ederation 128 
Minturki 123 
Kawvale 119 
Nebraska No. 60 109 

2669 Tenmarq sel. 104 
Kanred 91 

2670 Tenmarq sel. 87 

519 (Prelude x Kanred) x (Turkey 81 
x 11121083a) 

Currell 81 
2671 Rammed x Hard Federation 76 

Kharkov 72 
Turkey 72 

Nebraslak No. 28 70 
Harvestalsen 63 

518 (Eureka x Minhardi) x (Kanred 62 
x Hard Federation 

Fulhard 61 
Early Blackhull 56 
Kharkov (Hays No. 2) 48 
Superhard Blackhull 47 

517 (Turkey x Minessa) x (Kanred 46 

x Hard Federation 
Blackhull 44 
Clarkan 42 
Fulcaster 39 

Average "time", 32 varieties 99 
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of the varieties Quivira and Minturki and one strain has L 

Short "time" similar to Superhard Blackhull. The variety 

Turkey is known to have much higher quality than Neb7aska 

No. 23, although the "time test" does not indicate it. The 

lono..r "time" varieties s:.ch as Oro, Cooperatorka, Tenmarq, 

and Cheyenne are of known hi 2.h. quality, as jud,7,ed by milling 

and Lasts. An repnred by moon and l'arker (1935), 

who presented the date from the 1931 crop, this indicated 

that the long "time" seems to he definitely related to the 

character of the gluten. 

Lata for the 1934 crop given in Table 36 were subjected 

to statistical study by Laude (4) This study, 'eased upon 

the replicate tests o2 each variety, showed that (Ufferences 

in "tlme" as 7reat as 13 -.inutas between the varieties 

tested may be accounted for 137 experimental error. Small 

differences between varieties may not be due to inherent 

dIff4rencea, The chances or odds are 19 to 1 OW 
that differences in the average "time" of varieties great- 

er than 19 minntes are explainable by inherent varietal 

differences. For example, Tenmarq, having an average "time" 

in this test of 129 minutes, cannot be said to be signi- 

ficantly different from any of the varieties having "time" 

between 110 and 135 minutes. However, Tenmarq has a 

significantly higher "time" than the varieties below 

(4) Unpublished data of Dr. H. H. Laude, Department of 
Agronomy, Kansas State College. 
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110 minutes. The "time data in Table 36 are in general 

Table 36 -- Wheat meal fermentation time of wheat 
varieties :;rows in plots, agronomy farm, Manhattan, 
Kansas, 1934. 

Ks. or 
sel.no. Variety 

Pro- 
tein 

Replicate "time 
tests" 

-1057 1 2 3 

"Time", minutes 

2672 Nimrod x Hard Federation 12.25 130 132 144 135 
2690 Kanred x Marquis 10.95 129 130 134 131 

Cooperatorka 13.30 128 130 133 130 
Tenmarq 11.95 122 131 133 129 
Cheyenne 11.35 120 120 123 121 
Oro 11.90 104 120 121 115 
Minturki 13.50 110 113 120 114 
Quivira 11.00 81 107 126 105 

2689 Prelude x Kanred 11.60 98 106 108 104 
2719 Turkey eel., C.I. 10094 11.95 93 94 112 100 
2644 Kanred x Marquis 11.55 92 98 107 99 

Kawvale 12.25 85 100 104 96 
2673 Kanred x Hard Federation 11.90 92 94 99 95 
2695 P-1066 x Prelude 11.35 89 93 100 94 
2671 Kanred x Bard Federation 11.95 84 91 102 92 

Turkey 12.55 80 85 86 84 
Kanred 10.90 80 81 86 82 
Blackhull 12.40 73 74 98 82 
Early Blackbull 12.25 71 78 87 79 

519 (Prelude x Kanred) x 
Turkey x Minessa) 12.50 62 75 80 72 

518 (Eureka x Minhardi) x(Kan- 
red x Hard Federation) 11.30 63 66 76 68 

517 (Turkey x 'finesse) x (Kan- 
red x Hard Federation) 12.45 64 65 71 67 
Kharkov 10.90 65 64 65 64 
Nebraska No. 60 12.50 52 55 57 55 
Fulcaster 12.75 50 51 52 51 
Clarkan 13.05 49 50 5C 50 
Harvest Quoen 12.75 42 44 47 44 

24-33 Harvest Queen sel. 12.70 42 43 44 43 
24-18 Harvest Queen eel. 12.45 36 37 38 37 
2720 Turkey sel., C.I. 10016 11.30 26 30 33 30 
2654 P-1066 x Burbank 11.00 25 26 27 26 

Ave. protein %, 31 varieties 12.02 
" " 84 
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agreement with the rating of these varieties according to 

milling and baking tests. With the possible exceptions of 

the Kanred x Hard Federation strains, Ninturkl, Quivira, 

Prelude x Kanred, and Kawvale, the varieties having a 

"time" of 100 minutes or more are of excellent bread making 

quality. Turkey and Kanred are of much different quality 

type than Hlackbull wh,ch is rated the same as these two 

varieties by the "time test". Varieties, with the exception 

of Turkey, Kanred and Kharkov, having "time readings sig- 

nificantly below 100 are known to be weak soft wheats or 

hard wheats of inferior baking quality. 

The "time" data, for wheat varieties grown in farm 

plots in 1935, are given in Table 37. These data indicate 

that the "time test" has separated distinctly strong and 

weak wheats. The strains of Kanred x Hard Federation have 

"time" readings somewhat higher than would be expected from 

the known baking behavior of the selections of this cross. 

As In previous years, Oro, Tenmarq, and Cheyenne have long 

"time". The "time test" ranked the two hard wheats, 

Nebraska No. 60 and Nebraska Turkey sel., Ks. 2720, in the 

range of the weak soft wheats. BakInt: tests show that 

these two varieties are weaker than most standard varieties 

of hard wheat. The semi-hard whet variety Ninturki has 

nediuetime: 77 minutes. 
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Table 37 -- Wheat meal fermentation time of wheat 
varieties grown in plots, agronomy farm, 
Manhattan, Kan.7as, 1935. 

"Time, 
Ks. No. Variety minutes 

2690 Kanred x Marquis 163 
Oro 149 
Tenmarq 143 

2717 Limped x Hard Federation 140 
Cheyenne 130 

2715 Kanred x Hard Federation 130 
2716 do 126 
2672 do 123 
2714 do 121 
2718 do 121 
2644 Kanred x Marquis 86 
2719 Turkey sel., C.I. 10094 86 

Kanred 83 
Minturki 77 
Quivire 72 

2673 Kanred x Hard Federation 72 
2689 Prelude x Kanred 69 
2695 P1066 x Prelude 63 

Kharkov 61 
Turkey 52 

518 (Eureka x Mirthardi) x (Kanred 
Hard Federation) 51 

519 (Prelude x Kanred) x (Turkey x 'finesse) 51 
Early Blaekhull 50 
Blackhull 45 
Kawvale 43 

517 (Turkey x Minessa) x (Kanred x Hard 
Federation) 42 

2720 Turkey sel., C.I. 10016 37 
Clarkan 35 
Harvest Queen 33 
Nebraska No. 60 32 

Ave. *time, 30 varieties 83 
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"Time" data an varieties grown in farm plots in 1936 

are given in Table 38. All of the varieties having "time" 

Table 38 - Wheat meal fermentation time of wheat 
varieties grown in plots. agronomy farm, Manhattan, 
&mans, 1936. 

Ks. No. Varlet 
"Time", 
minutes 

2690 !Wired x Marquis 139 
2725 Kawvale x TenmRrq 132 
2724 do 130 
2728 Oro x Tenmarq 129 

Cheyenne 125 
2729 Oro x Tenmarq 118 
2718 Kanred x Hard Federation 110 
2716 do 109 
2672 do 104 
2717 do 103 

Oro 99 
2715 Kanred x Bard Federation 87 

Tenmarq 77 
2714 Kanred x Hard Federation 66 
2719 Turkey Eel., C.I. 10094 61 
2727 Kammale x Tenmarq 60 

Quivira 56 
2673 Kanred x Bard Federation 55 
2726 Eawvale x Tenmarq 54 

Kanred 52 
2689 Prelude x Lamed 47 

narkov 46 
2695 P1066 x Prelude 46 

Turkey 46 
Kawvale 45 

2723 Kawvale x Tenmarq 43 
Blaekhull 41 
Early Blackball 41 
Harvest Queen 40 
Unreel z Genessee Giant 40 

2720 Turkey ::el., C.I. 10016 40 
Nebraska No. 60 39 
Clarkan 38 
Kanhull 58 
Pulcaster 37 
Rupp, Red Hull 37 
Chiefkan 30 

Ave. "time", 37 varieties 69 
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above 45 minutes are bard wheats. Of the 9 varieties with 

"time" in the range of soft wheats, i.e., 40 minutes and 

less, five are hard wheats, viz., Chiefkan, Rupp Red Hull, 

Kanhull, Nebraska No. 60, and Nebraska Turkey sel., Ks. 2720. 

This indicates that the inherent quality of these low "time" 

hard wheats is significantly different from that of the 

known high quality hard wheat varieties such as Cheyenne, 

Oro, and Tenmarq. The Kawvale x Tenmarq and Kanred x Bard 

Federation strains having long "times" have not In general 

proved to be of the quality of the higher quality parents, 

Tenmarq and Kanred. 

The data for the wheat varieties crown in farm plots in 

1937 are presented in Table 39. Of the 7 varieties with 

"time" in the range of soft wheats, 53 minutes and less, 4 

are hard wheats, viz., Nebraska No. 60, Chiefkan, Nebraska 

Turkey sel. (Ks. 2720) and Blackhull. No true soft wheat 

varieties have "time" above 53 minutes. The cross, ((Pre- 

lude x Kanred) x (Turkey x Minessa)), ranks in "tine" with 

Tenmarq. Baking tests have shown that this early x winter- 

hardy cross is inferior to Tenmarq by a wider margin than 

indicated by the "time test". All the varieties having 

"time" of 100 minutes or longer are of Food or excellent 

baking quality. The rank of Tenmarq in 1937 is lower than 

is normally the case. Tenmarq usually ranks in "time" with 
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Table 39 -- Wheat meal fermentation time of wheats 
grown in farm plots, Manhattan, Kansas, 1937. 

"Time", 
Ks. No. Variety minutes 

2690 Kanred x Marquis 149 
2736 Oro x Tenmarq 145 
2728 do 140 

Oro 137 
2729 Oro x Tenmarq 136 

Cheyenne 130 
2715 Kanred x Bard Federation 118 
2719 Turkey sal.' C.I. 10094 100 

Hope x Meditarranean 93 
2695 P1066 x Prelude 92 
2727 Kawvale x Tenmarq 88 

Tenmarq 78 
2717 Kanred x Hard Federation 78 
519 (Prelude x Kanred) x (Turkey x Minessa)78 

2673 Kanred x Hard Federation 77 
2726 Kawvale x Tenmarq 71 

Early Blackhull 69 
Qvivira 69 
Kanred 69 
Kawvale 67 
Turkey 65 
Kharkov 62 

2723 Kawvale x Tenmarq 60 
2735 do 57 

Blackhull 53 
Clarkan 53 
Harvest Queen 50 

2720 Turkey sel., C.I. 10016 46 
Chiefkan 44 
Nebraska No. 60 43 
Fulcaster 38 

Ave. "time", 31 varieties 82 

Cheyenne and Oro. Kanred, Turkey, and Kharkov rank lower in 

the "time test" than expected on the basis of their good 

baking qualities. 
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Averae "tine" of the varieties grown in the wheat 

variety plots at the agronomy farm for 5 years is as follows: 

"Time", minutes 
Variety 5 year ave. 

Oro 139 
Cheyenne 132 
Tenmarq 118 
Kanred x Hard Federation, Ks. 2673 85 
Kanred 75 
Kawvale 74 
Turkey 64 
Kharkov 61 
Early Blackhull 59 
Nebraska No. 60 56 
Blackhull 53 

Harvest Queen 46 
Clarkan 44 

These data dhow that the "time tort" has separated the 

varieties tested into (1) weak soft -7heat .yarieties with 

short "tive", Harvest Queen and riartan, (2) herd wheat 

varieties of medium "time", and (3) hard wheats with very 

long "time" and good to entallent baking quality. The semi - 

hard variety Newvale, ranks between Nanred and 'r'r'key in 

"time", and has baking charaetwrIstis 7-ere like a hard 

wheat than a soft wheat. Kanred x Hard FederatiPn has a 5 

year average "time" higher than %Tired, but is not consider- 

ed equal to Kanred in baking. 

Strains Grown in the Wheat Breedinganhaan. 
Varieties, Folections, and Advanced Hybrids. in an attempt 

to evaluate the quality of winter wheats grown in the wheat 
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nursery, the "tine test" was made on a selected group of 

strains groan in 1931, 1934, 1935, 1936, and 1937. The 

"time" of 53 strains grovn in 1931 is given in Table 40. 

The aversv-e "time" for the 53 strains was 90 minutes. The 

strains tested varied from the high "time" of 166 to the low 

"time" of 36 minutes. No typical soft winter wheats were 

tested. The short "time" of same of the hard wheats tested 

sugrests that short "time" is not an absolute indication of 

a soft wheat. However, the differences in "time" among 

these bard wheat selections are probably highl:i siodCicant. 

Nine of the 14 strains of Kanred x Hard Federation test- 

ed have "time over 100 minutes. The "time" of strains of 

this cross varied from 166 to 47 minutes. Of the 6 selec- 

tions of the 3 beck-crosses, Kanred x (Marquis x Kanred), 

Kanred x Kan.arq, and Kanred x Tenmarq, only 1 strain has 

"time above 100 minutes. A selection of Kanred x Tenmarq 

has the longest "time, 146 minutes. A selection of Kanred 

x (Marquis x Kanred) has the shortest "time ", 41 minutes. 

The remaining selections of these back-crosses have medium 

"time" ranging from 53 to 69 min.'tes. Nine of the 15 

selections of Kanred x Marquis and of Tenmarq, which are of 

similar parentage, have "time" above 100 minutes. The 

longest "time" in this group of hybrid wheats, is 142 min- 

utes, for a selection of Kanred x Marquis. A selection of 
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Table 40 -- Whent meal fermentation time of winter 
wheats crown in the wheat breeding nursery, 
Manhattan, Kansas, 1931. 

Ks. or 
Sel. No. 

296608 
2651 
2648 

286260 
286218 
311976 
306189 
306297 
H.0.313 
306353 

2689 
285846 
295116 
285859 
285598 
285569 
285785 
285620 
254898 
296548 
292984 
286354 
292878 
311865 
296574 
285464 

,i0LRN1047 
296629 
285637 
285818 
292628 
304264 

2696 
311849 
311928 
289117 
292637 
285663 
255441 
311924 
296614 
254624 
29657C 
292993 
311862 

527 
306262 

528 
306162 
306241 
242212 
312020 

29LRN259 

Variety 
"Time", 
minutes 

Kanred x Hard Federation 
do 
do 
do 
do 

Tenmarq x Kanred 
Kanred x Hard Federation 

do 
Kanred x Marquis 
Kanred x Hard Federation 
Prelude x Kanred 
Tenmarq eel. 
Kanred x Marquis 
Tenmarq sel. 

do 
do 
do 
do 

Kanred x Hard Federation 
Tenmarq sel. 
Kanred x Nebraska No. 23 
Kanred x Hard Federation 
Fulcaster x Marquis 
Kanred x Marquis 

do 
Prelude x Kanred 
Fulcaster E Marquis 
P1066 x Prelude 
Tenmarq eel. 

do 
Prelude x Kanred 
Kanred x (Marquis x Kanred) 
Fulcaster x Marquis 
Kanred x Kanmarq 
Tenmarq x Kanred 
Kanred x Nebraska No. 28 
P1066 x Prelude 
Tenmarq sel. 
Kanred x Marquis 
Tenmarq x Kanred 
Kanred x Hard Federation 

do 
Kanred x Marquis 
Kanred x Nebraska No. 28 
Kanred x Kanmarq 
Smithsonian 
Kanred x Hard Federation 
Red Hull 
Illini Chief x Marquis 
Kanred x Hard Federation 
Illini Chief x Marquis 
Kanred x (Marquis x Kanred) 
Kanred x FUlhard 

166 
164 
152 
150 
147 
146 
145 
142 
142 
140 
140 
136 
127 
125 
122 
122 
120 
107 
106 
101 
100 
92 
S7 
80 
79 
77 
75 
73 
73 
70 
69 
69 
68 
67 
67 
64 
60 
60 
59 
58 
58 
56 
56 
54 
53 
49 
49 
48 
48 
47 
44 
41 
36 

Ave. "tine", 53 strains 90 
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Kanred x Marquis has the shortest "time", 56 minutes. The 

Tenmarq selections, as might be expected from their common 

origin, show less variability in "time than those of Kanred 

x Marquis. Most of the selections of Prelude x Kanred and 

of the related cross, P1066 x Prelude, have "time" inter- 

mediate between the imp and short "tine" whoats grown In 

the nursery in 1931. Only 1 strain of these 2 crosses had a 

"time" longer than 100 minutes. THis a selection of 

Prelude x Kanred with n "time" of 140 minutes. The lowest 

"time", 60 minutes, WAS for a selection of P1066 x Prelude. 

Of the 3 strains of Sawed x Nebraska No. 28, 1 had an 

intermediate "time" of 100 minutes, the other two had com- 

paratively short "time readings of 64 and 54 minutes. The 

3 strains of Fulcaster x Marquis have "time" intermediate 

between the characteristic long, "time" of the Marquis spring 

wheat parent and the short "time" of the Fulenster soft red 

winter wheat parent. The remaining strains listed in 

Table 40 but not discussed have short "time ", indicating 

that these strains may not be as suitable for bread making 

as the typical long "time" hard wheats. Red Thille a selec- 

tion made by a Kansas fnrmers has short "time, 48 minutes. 

Smithsonian, a cross between emmer and bread wheat, also has 

short "time", 49 minutes. 

One hundred and thirty-nine winter whet strins grown 
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in the wheat breeding nursery in 1934 were tested by the 

"time teat ". The "time" and protein content of each wheat 

tested are shown in Figure 2, page J:7. In general the 

soft wheats such as Valprise, Nittany, Currell, and Ful- 

caster have short "time", while the hard wheats such as 

Turkey, Oro, Tenmarq* and Lin Calel have medium to long 

"time". The semi-hard whea':,s such as Kawvale, Progeny No. 2 

(Ill.), Iobred, and Purkof, have medium "time". The marked 

differences in "time" between hard and soft wheats indicate 

that, in general the gluten of hard wheats is better able to 

resist disintegration in water than that of soft wheats. 

However, a few exceptions are to be noted. Hard wheats 

such as Superhard Blackhull and some strains of Kanred x 

Hard Federation have medium to short "time" characteristic 

of weak wheats, while Harvest Queen, Michigan Amber, Red 

Rock, and Bald Rock have medium to long "time" characteris- 

tic of semi-hard wheats. No typical soft wheat has long 

"tir_e". The gluten quality of these exceptions is probably 

not representative of the type. 

The 139 strains of wheats rown in 1934 and "time 

tested" were divided into groups according to parentage. 

Selections of each cross in which 2 or more strains were 

tested are grouped. The hybrid groups were then ranked as 

to "time". These data are presented in Table 41. Strains 



Table 41 -- wheat meal fermentation time of winter 
wheats grown in the wheat breeding nursery, 
Manhattan, Kansas, 1954. 

Ke. 
":144. 

or 
Sel. No. 0. I. No. 

Snored x earlobe and reciprocal 

8.0. 317 186 
285112 153 
285116 162 

ex. 2690 146 
445 156 

Ave. "time", 6 strains 155 

Tenmarq eel. 

285724 188 
514 6236 Termer,/ (check) 165 

285928 164 
285988 146 

ex. 554 121 
Ave. "time", 4 strains 
exeluding Tenmarq on. 147 

Turkey eel. 

670 1658 Turkey (check) 172 
Nebr. 1062 10016 150 
Nebr. 1065 10096 148 
Nebr. 1082 11578 134 

Ave. ^time", 3 strain. 
excluding Turkey ck. 144 

Kawvale x Tenmarq 

322208504 168 
514 6236 Ten (check) 165 

341855 150 
321=8205 160 

341882 144 
541849 144 
341870 130 
341840 122 

Ave. "tine", 7 strains 
excluding Tenmarq ok. 144 

Fulhard x Tenmarq 

514 6936 lerar (cheek) 165 
341930 158 
532370 125 

2594 fulhard (check) 110 

Ave. "time", 2 strains 
excluding fulhard ck. 132 

Kanred x Hard federation 

2691 195 
306365 185 
306297 173 

2851 168 
306333 168 
2674 10093 164 

516063 160 
318065 169 
306361 153 

2714 152 
316066 147 
63E2672 145 
ex2674 144 
318077 134 
316080 131 
.2672 150 
327053 122 

ex285191 121 
327103 116 
316079 113 
526883 102 

ex285191 101 
327062 97 
528879 89 
343415 88 
545414 79 
326602 73 
326612 66 
526615 52 

Ave. "time", 29 strains 128 

Tenmarq x Kanred 

514 6936 a_nna.m (cheek) 165 
3001165 141 
516524 130 
503786 122 

3001239 102 

Ave. "time", 4 etreine 
excluding, Tenmarq ck 124 

Kanred x Unman( 

3061016 151 
5001026 130 
305684 108 

3001015 11573 94 

Ave. "time", 4 strain. 115 

Oro x Tenmarq 

514 8956 '1ra (check) 165 
342003 122 

496 8220 Oro (check) 120 
342039 120 
542009 116 
342048 114 
342021 110 
342050 104 
342036 100 
542016 100 

Ave. "time", 8 strains 
excluding parental cke. 111 

Kenred x (Marquis x tamed) 

304193 121 
304229 119 

11692 107 
303976 94 

Ave. "time", 4 etrmine 110 

Prelude x Kanred 

286465 127 
292628 106 
282627 106 
541723 Quivira col. 106 
264136 78 

Ave. "time, 5 strain. 104 

Mediterranean eel. 

0ex.5953.20 10085 84 
Tex.5015-105 -1 11567 85 
Tex.3015..72 48 

Ave. qt.'s., 2 strains 72 

Harvest Queen eel,, 

19 Harvest Queen (ck.) 86 
24.35 11612 45 
14-16 41 

Ave. mtime, 2 strain). 
excluding Harvest Queen ck. 43 
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of Kanred x Marquis and the reciprocal cross have the high- 

est average "tine", indicatini7 thfA selections of this cross 

have inherited the sup rior gluten quality of Marquis. The 

Tenmarq selections rank slightly under Kanred x Marquis, but 

not significantly so. Tenmarq is from the cross P1066 x 

Marquis, which is very similar to the Kanred x Marquis 

cross. 

The Turkey selections follow in rank. "Time" of all 

of the Turkey selections was high. Selections of Kawvale x 

Tenmarq and Pulhard x Tenmarq, follow in rank. As neither 

Kawvale nor ?ulhard has strong gluten it seems evident that 

the gluten quality of these hybrid wheats, indicated by 

long "time", is more like that of Tenmarq than of the other 

parents. Twenty nine strains of Kanred x Hard Federation 

were tested for "time". The "time" for strains of this 

cross varied widely. Most strains of this cross have 

strong gluten, as indicated by long "time", over 100 min- 

utes. However, 7 strains have "time" below 100 minutes, 

indicating medium to weak gluten strength. Those strains 

having the lon7er "time" have apparently inherited the 

superior gluten strength of Kanred, while those strains 

having the shorter "time" have apparently inherited the 

weaker gluten of the white spr:Tn7 wheat Hard Federation 

parent. 
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The next group in rank is that of Tenmarq x Kanred. 

This group is followed by the strains of Kanred x Kanmarq. 

The latter back-cross is similar to the former in parentage, 

as Tenmarq and Kanmarq are sister strains. In both of 

these gro pa of back-crosses, all strains tested have 

shorter "time" than Tenmarq, althouEh they are probably 

acceptable as to quality. Most of the selections of Oro z 

Tenmarq have somewhat shorter "time" than the parental 

varieties, although there is no weak, short "time" strain 

in the group. Selections of the back-cross Kanred x 

(Marquis x Kanred) rank next in "time". This back-.cross is 

closely related to Kanred x Kanmarq and gave similar results 

in the "time teats". Selections of Prelude x Sawed, in- 

cluding Quivira, have "time" indicating only medium 

strength. The Mediterranean selections rank next and in- 

clude 2 strains of medium and 1 strain of short "time". 

This indicates that within the variety Mediterranean, are 

strains varying markedly in "time". Harvest Queen and 2 

selections of this variety were tested, The selections 

have much shorter "time" than the parental variety. A few 

other strains are listed in Figure 2. These are miscellan- 

eous strains that are not of major Importance in Kansas. 

Thirty of these are included in the U. S. Department of 

Agriculture Eastern Winterhareinoss Nursery grown at Man- 
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hattan and belcnz to the soft winter wheat group, adapted 

to conditions in the eastern states. Nearly all these soft 

wheats h!=ve short "time", indicating value for purposes other 

than bread making. AmoL7 the other strains In this r.is- 

cellaneous group are (1) wheats with 1(nr "time" such as 

Ellenbecker (Kanocks), Early Named x Kanmarq, and Lin 

Calel, (2) strains with medium "time" such as Wheat x Rye 

(Meister), Kawvale, Kawvale eel., Fulcaster x Marquis, 

Sibley No. 62 and No. 81, Danne selections H59C and C71110, 

Blackbu11, Fulhard x Oro, Fulcaster x Crimean, (Mini 

Chief x Kanred) x Tenmarq, and Kanred x Blackhull, and (3) 

short "time" wheats such as Harvect Queen x Kawvale, Illini 

Chief sel. 223415,xTenmarq, Tenmarq x Nebraska No. 28, and 

Kruse. 

One hundred and seven strains of winter wheat grown in 

the wheat breeding rrIrsery in 1935 were "time tested". The 

"time" and protein percent of each wheat tested are shown 

in 771;-are 3, p. 159. No typical soft wheat v-rlety was 

tested. Of the 107 ntrains tested, 35 had "time" over 100 

minutes. All but 3 of these strains with "time" over 100 

minutes are hybrid wheats with Tenmarq as one parent. The 

8 strains of Oro x Tenmarq having- "time" over 100 minutes 

are tl.e only strains of this long "time" croup in which the 

long "time" of the hybrid cannot be attributed specifically 
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to the Tenmarq parent. In this cross, both parents are 

long "time", hirh quality -*heats. The 72 strains 1T.ving 

"time" below 100 minutes are (1) varieties h,7.ving inher- 

ently short to medium "time", (2) hybrids of which neither 

parent had long "time", or (3) hybrids having 1 long "time" 

and 1 short 'time" parent. In segregation of the latter 

type cross eertain lines inherited "time" in tie range of 

the short "time" variety. 

The 107 strains of winter wheats grown in 1935 and 

tested for "time" were grouped according to parentle and 

the groups ranked in order of average "time". These data 

are given in Table 42. The 3 selections of Tenmarq have 

the highest averar7e "time". The selections of Oro x 

Tenmarq rank in "time" only slightly under the Tenmarq 

selections. All of these strains have sufficiently long 

"time" to indicate that the7 have the high quality of the 

parents. In the group of 18 selections of Quivira x Ten- 

marq, there are individual strains varying in "time" 

from 82 to 206 minutes. The 13 strains above 100 minutes 

in "time" have apparently inherited the long "time" of 

Tenmarq, while the 5 strains below 100 minutes in "time" 

have evidently inherited the medium "time" of Quivira. 

Several of the long "time" strains of this cross have 

significantly longer "time" than the Tenmarq parent. This 
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may be due to transgressive segregation of genetic factors 

governing doughball "time". Six of the strains of this 

cross have time intermediate between the parents, suggest- 

ing so-called "blended" Inheritance. Three Nebraska Turkey 

selections tested have "time" unlike Turkey. One strain has 

significantly longer "time, while the other 2 have much 

shorter "time than Turkey. The 9 selections of Kanred x 

Hard Federation have a wide range in "time", from 130 to 44 

minutes. Three strains have long "time", 5 strains have 

short "time", and 1 strain has medium "time ". The 3 strains 

of (Kanred x Fulcaster) x Tenmarq have not inherited the 

long "time" characteristic of Tenmarq. 

About half of the 32 reselections of Quivira are sig- 

nificantly shorter in "time" than the parental variety. 

This indicates that Quivira is not homozygous for genetic 

factors determining doughball "time. Three strains of the 

cross Prelude x Kanred are included in the group of Quivira 

selections, because of the fact that Quivira originated from 

this cross. These selections of Prelude x romped are not 

significantly different in "time" tram Quivira. Four of the 

13 selections of Kawvale x Tenmarq have "time of 100 minutes 

or more, approaching the "time" of Tenmarq. Nine selections 

of this cross have "time" in the range of Kawvale and below. 

Other strains listed in Figure S that do not appear in 
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any of the hybrid groupings in Table 42 are of medium to 

low "time". Oro x Fulhai-d has "time" intermediate 'Jetween 

the lon;7 "time" of the high quality Oro parent and the 

short "time" of the low quality Pulhard parent. 

The hybrid strain (Illini Chief x 'Wired) x Tenmarq 

does not have the long "time" of Tenmarq or the short 

"tire" of Mini Chief, but has "time" in the range of 

Kenred. Xanhull, a beardless selection of Blackhull, has 

short "time", resembling Blackhull. Early Blackhull has 

still shorter "time", 49 minutes. Mutant, Akron Sel. No. 7, 

has very short "time", 34 minutes, indicating poor quality 

for breadmaking. Baking tests have shown the varieties 

Nanhull, Early Blackhull, and Natant to be of questionable 

quality. The 2 strains, (Ninhardi x Ninturki) x Tenmarq, 

and Tenmarq x Nebraska No. 28, have "time" in the range of 

the poorer quality parents in each case. Neither strain 

has inherited the long 'time" of the superior quality 

Tenmarq parent. 

One hundred and forty-eight strains of winter wheat 

grown in the wheat breeding nursery in 1936 were "time 

tested". Data on these "time tests" are presented in 

Table 43, in which the hybrid wheats are grouped according 

to parentage and the groups ranked as to average "time". 

In general, those varieties of known quality are ranked by 
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the "time test" in accordance with their quality rating, 

based on the baking test. Most of the hybrids having Ten- 

marq as one parent have long to medium "time". Few hybrids 

involving only short "time" parents have "time" sirnificant- 

ly hirher than the parents. 

The three high rankinr groups of hybrids are Red Rock 

x Hope, Kenred x Hard Federation, and Hope x Hussar. The 

parents of these crosres, except for Kanred, are not con- 

sidered to be of superior quality. As in 1935, the selec- 

tions of Kanred x Hard Feder tion show a wide range in 

"time", from 202 to 72 minutes. Kanhard,appearing in the 

Kanred x Hard Federation ;-coup, is an Argentine reselection 

of this Kansas cross. Two selections of Kanred x Marquis 

rank high in "time", resembling the long "time" parent 

Marquis more than Kanred. Nine strains of Oro x Tenmarq 

have hi -h averais-e 'time ". Several selections of this cross 

have lonrer "time" than Tenmarq. None of the strains has 

simlificantly shorter "time" than the high quality parents. 

Thirty-four strains of the cross Early Blackhull x Tenmarq 

show a wide ranre in "time" between the two parents. Most 

of the 19 strains having lcnrer "time" than the Tenmarq par- 

ent, are significantly different indicating that transgres- 

sive segregation has occurred. No strain has "time" shorter 

than the short "time" of the Early BlacAmill parent. 
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Next in rank is the group of 9 Tenmarq selections. 

One selection has significantly shorter 'time" than Tenmarq, 

indicating that this selection has quality unlike Tenmarq. 

Fourteen strains of. Kawvale x Tenmarq and reciprocal have an 

rierare "time" of 105 minutes. Eleven strains of Kawvale x 

Tenmarq have "time" significantly lcnz;er than Kawvale. 

!;even of the :e 11 strains have significantly longer 'time" 

than Tenmarq. Three strains hnve shorter "time" than the 

iawvale parent. The 2 Quivira x Kawvale selections vary 

w'Aely in "time". One strain has "time" that is much lon- 

e rii ,ht be expected in a crossof two medium "time" 

viirle:Aes. This is probably due to transgressive aegre7a- 

tion. The other strain has short "time", closely approach- 

inf7 the Kawvale parent. In the Quivira x Tenmarq cross, 1 

strain has longer "time" than the long "time" Tenmarq par- 

ent, while the other strain has "time" resemblinz the short- 

er "time" parent, Quivira. Two selections of the cross 

Mediterranean x Hope from the Texas station, have widely 

differing "time" indicating marked differences in quality. 

Two selections of Tenmarq x Minturki have "time read- 

ins indicating widely divergent types in quality. The 

longer "time" strain approaches Tenmarq. The short "time" 

of the other strain indicates quality more nearly like that 

of Minturki. 
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The 5 selections of the 2 back-crosses, Kanred x (Marquis x 

Kanred) and Kanred x Kanmarq, have much shorter average 

"time" than the averae of the Kanred x Marquis group. In 

this case, back-crossing to the shorter "time" variety 

Kanred produced wheats having shorter "time" than the 

original crosses. One of these back-cross selections has 

"time" significantly longer than Kanred. One selection of 

Quivira x Fulhard has long "time", 107 minutes. The other 

3 strains have short "time. 

Next in rank is the -*coup of 3 Quivira selections and 

1 other selection of Prelude x Ksnred. One of the selections 

has somewhat longer "time" than the others, but in general 

these Quivira types have only medium "time". The 5 selec- 

tions of Kanred x Quivira have media.= "time characteristic 

of the parents. Two selections of Kanred x Nebraska No. 28 

have "time readings intermediate between the parents. Six 

selections of Quivira x (Kanred x Marquis), have medium to 

short "time", resembling the Quivira and KsnreO parents. 

Three selections of Honor x Kanred, which have the shortest 

averare "timelof all 148 strains tested, have individual 

"time readings less than Lamed and approaching- f!e short 

"time of Honor. 

Strains "time tested' in 1936 not included in Table 43 

are listed in Table 44. Five hybrid selections have long 



Table 44 -- Wheat meal fermentt 
miscellaneous winter wheats 
breeding nursery, Man!lattsn, 

Lion time of 20 
rown in the wheat 
Kansas, 1936. 

Ks. or 
Sel. no. Variety 

"Time", 
minutes 

344154 

:341724 

36N545 
343233 

344669 
354243 
316324 

34LRN6850 
363903 

500 
518 

519 
J34601 
2699 
517 

363881 
547 

Fulhard x Kawvale 170 
Hope x Kayvale, C. I. 11814 168 
Bard Federation x Kawvale 145 
Quivira x (Fulhard x Oro), C.1.11811 114 
(Kanred x Marquis) x Kawvale 113 
((Martin x Tenmarq) x Tenmarq) x Tenmarq)) 79 
Lin Calel 76 
Kawvale eel. 62 
Turkey x Kawvale 58 
Tenmarq x Kanred 55 
( Kanred x Pulcauter) x Iobred 54 
Kanred x (Kanred x Hard Federation) 51 
Michigan Wonder 48 
(Eureka x Minhardi) x (Kanred x Hard 

Federation) 47 
(Prelude x Kanred) x (Turkey x Minessa) 47 
Kanred x Kawvale 46 
HUM (J. Danne) 43 
(Turkey x Mineasi) x (Kanred x Hard Fedora- 

tion)42 
Quivira x Harvest Queen 40 
Chlefkan 33 

'time, over 100 minutes. The Martin x (Tenmarq)3 back- 

cross tins not retained the ling "time of the Tenmarq parent. 

Lin Calel, a standard hard red winter wheat of Argentina,has 

medium "time. Michigan Wonder, a soft red winter wheat, 

has sho:it "time". The 3 winterhardy x early selectione, 

Ks. N. 517, 518, and 519, have srlort "time. Chiefkan, a 

beardles selection of Superhard Blackbull,has very short 
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"time", indicating gluten quality weaker than 

")ne hundred snd fift7-nine winter wheat strains grown 

in the wheat breeding nurs^17 in 1917 --verso "time tested". 

The "tire" and protein content of 135 of the ntrains are 

presoAted in Fi7ire 4, P.161. Tn general the "tire test" 

has separated the wheat' 7rown in 1937 into known strong, 

medium,and weak types. 

"Ti-te" of the wheats tested in 1057 is given in Table 

45, in which the wheats are grouped according to parentage. 

The groups are ranked according to average "tire ". Three 

selections of 'Wired x Marquis rank highest in average 

"time", approaching the long "time" of the Marquis parent. 

Thirteen selections of Oro x Tonmarq have second rank in 

averts 'time ". One of these hybrid selections has "time" 

such shorter than either parent, indicating that its quality 

is unlike and probably inferior to Oro x Tenmarq. The other 

12 strains of this cross have "ti,,,e" slnilar to one or the 

other 7seront. Two selections of Quivira x Tonrulrg rank 

next is average "time". Both strains are similar to the 

Tenmarq parent. Nine reselections of Tenmarq follow in 

rank. .11 of the3o are si:ilar or stupi-.rior to Teomarq. 

The two anloctions of Hope M Hussar differ widely in "time". 

Nine aelectiane of Early 31cklaull x Tenmarq have aa 

avera,.40 "time" of 117 minutes. All atrains having 
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ehortr "time" than Tenmarq 'ere discarded in 12,36. Two 

selec..nne or Hrrd Federation 7 Karvalc vary wilcl in 

"time". The 3 strains nr (Krrrod x F,? Ater) Tenmarq 

have "time" ranging from 07 to 155 m7;.nutee. The straLn 

with the lowest "time" resembles K.rred, while tlio 1-n7 

"time" strain Is sluilar to Terrero. The 4 linen of 

Quivfra x (Fulhard x Oro) have "time" readings less than 

the lux r "tine" Sri "h ollro.i7 Oro parent: but lenger than 

Fulhard and Qltivira. One of the strains of Turkey x Kawvale 

has "time" similar to Tur7,:r-, while the other strLIn has 

long "time" exceeding that Gf either parent. In the group 

of 20 etrains of Ktwvale x Tenme..rq Vlore are Individual 

selections ranting tram Kew-vle to Tenrir.rq "t'_-.o" ty-oes. 

Seven selections of ti.is cross hove "tine" above 100 

minutes. The 2 strain.: of (Lf.anred x Narquis) x ialwvale 

have "time" readinrs somewhat longer than either the Kanred 

or Kawvale paronts, indlcatin7 an influence of the long 

"time" Marquis parent. Two etmins of (Kanred x lmaoLlarq) 

(Minhalsdi x Minturki) are significantly longer in "time 

than tlia Xanred parent and are more the Mint,rki 

parent. As in previous years the selections of 4Jaead x 

Bard Federation show widely differing *time" rea6.,ns, 

rangin from 159 to 37 minutes. One of the 2 QA.ivira x 

Kawvale strains has somewhat lcncer "time" than either 
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parent. The other strain has "time" in the range of the 

parents. One selection of (Kanred x Hard ederation) x 

Quivira has "time" slightly lower than either Qt.ivira or 

Kanred, the other strain has "time" somewhat higher than 

either of these varieties. Two of the 5 selections of 

Kanred x Kawvale have "time" readin-s in tie parental range. 

The other 3 have slightl:: hirther "time" than either 

parent:,,_. Among the Kanred x Prelude selections, including 

Q7,lvira, 2 strains have significantly lower "time" and 4 

strains have sirnificantly :I.i71-1er "tire" than those varie- 

ties. Two strains of Qiivira x (Kanred x 'itrcris) have 

"time" similar to QA.vira and Kanred, 1 strain has 

significantly lower "time" than these varieties, and 2 

strains have longer "time", showing some influence of the 

long "time" Marquis parent. One strain of Kanred x 

Quivira has lon er "time" than either parent, while one 

has shorter "tine". One of the strains of Iobrcd x Kawvale 

has intermediate "time", while the other has "time" in the 

shorter "tine" ran --e of Kawvale. Both selections of the 

cross (Kanred x Fuleaster) x (Kanred x Hard Federation) 

have "time" Glaser to Nimrod than to Fulcaster. The 2 

strains of anred x Bard Federation) x (Kanred x 71arquis) 

have shorter "time" than Kanred. Two selections of 

Quivira x C.I. 7078 have the lowest avera-e "time" of all 
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strains tested in 1937. 

A few of the miscellaneous strains tested for "time" 

in 1937 which are not included in Table 45 are worthy of 

mention. Cheyenne and Turkey Bel., C.I. 10094, two pure- 

line selections from the Nebraska station, have long "time" 

and f-ood to excellent baking quality. Cheyenne sel., 

C.T. 11666 also has lon:7 "time". Kawvale sel. No. 344669 

has "time" similar to Kawvale. Blackhull has medium 

"time", in the ranee of Turkey and Kanred. Chiefkan has 

an extremely short "time" for a hard wheat. The weak soft 

wheat varieties Bald Rock, Clarkan, Michigan Amber, Yenno, 

Mediterranean sal., C.T. 11567, and Red Rock have short 

"time". 

Early Generation Hybrids. The "time test" probably 

has its greatest value in the testing of 117bricl wheats 

in the early generations. The test miht be used as 

follows: (1) from F3 through F5 harvest all the plants 

in the row of each hybrid line having desirable agronomic 

characters, (2) select individual plants from each line 

and thresh the remaining plants in bulk, and (3) "time 

teat" the tful grain of each row from which selections 

have been made for planting-. Althouch the "time" is not 

obtained on the individual plants selected, the chances 

are good and -et better in each succeedin:. Teneration, that 
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a single plant selection from a quality line will be 

of good quality. Only those lines possessing satisfactory 

quality as measured by the "time teat" should be retained. 

In the F5 generation the factors governing quality should 

be approaching hamozygosity. 

The inherent "tire" of a large number of wheat varie- 

ties and fixed h7brid lines having been determined, the 

"time teat" is probably most immediately useful to the 

wheat breeder in studying the early : neration progenies 

of crosses between varieties or hybrid lines of known 

"time", especially the progenies of parents differing widely 

in "time". In the segregatin prcreny of such crosses 

only those lines should be selected havin "time" in the 

same range as that of the parent having the desired 

quality, whether long or short "time". Thus, the plant 

breeder can be relatively sure as to the inherent quality 

of the strains selected, as any strain having "time" in 

the range of the undesirable parent will have been dis- 

carded. Any strain in a cross between long and short 

"time" parents having "time" 7reatly exceeding the limits 

of either parent, possibly due to transgressive segregation, 

would probably have different quality than either parent. 

Moat segregates of a cross in which both parents are of 

good quality, such as Oro and Tenmarg, each having 
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approximately the same "time", would be likely to have 

good quality 71uten. In a cross such as Turkey (medium 

"time") x Tenmarq (long "time") most segregates are likely 

to have acceptable quality but preference may be given to 

segregates resembling Tenmarq. In such crosses, segregates 

having "time readings greatly transgressing the Visits 

of the parents on the low side should probably be d is- 

carded. The "time" test probably has much less value in 

testing the orogeny of a cross betwoen two varieties, 

such as Turkey and Blackball, havIne approximately the 

same "time", but of vastly different quality. The 

following data and discussion illustrate the use of the 

"time test" in wheat breeding. 

The first trials of the 'time test" were made at the 

Kansas station in 1931. Selections of Kanred x Blackbull, 

in the F6 generation, grown in the agrnnomy nursery were 

tested. In 1933 Jorgenson(5) tit,A data frog. 

this cross. These results are presented in Table 46. 

Those data indicate that during the process or selec- 

tion based on agronomic character-1 ,.!est of the lines 

selected were of a lower "times than the parents. Only 

one F 
6 

line has long "time". In such a cross between 2 

varieties of similar "time", the "time test" cannot 

College. 
(S) Term paper of C. L. Jorgensen at Kansas SLata 
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distinguish the quality of the prorenics as being of 1 

or the other parental type. 

Table 46 Wheat meal fermentation time oi" 35 F6 
lines of Kanree x Blackball ~raven in arronomy 
nursery, Manhattan, Kansas, 1931. 

...Ammar ... 
"Time, 
minutes 

TurffigyerVariety 
z Kenred Blackhull 

Blackhu11 

31-40 
41-60 
51-60 

No. 

3 
9 
14 

8.6 
25.8 
39.9 

No. No. 

61 -70 6 17.2 2 3 
71-80 2 5.7 2 2 
81-90 1 
91-100 1 2.9 

Totals 35 6 

Ave. "time" 56 72 75 

In his tArm paper, Jorreneen also included the results 

of the "time tent" on r3 ltnes of Tonmerq x &wired grown 
in the arronomy rulreery. These data are presented in 

Table 47. 

data indicate some segre7ation for "time fac.tore, 

but the influence of the Tonmarq parent is pronounced. 

All 6 strngns have "time" closer to Tenmarq than to 

/Wired. As both Fanred and Tenmarq have rood bread making 

quality, the proTeny of this cross can be expected to bo of 
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good quality. The few lines of intermediate "time" 

are txrectet in crosses involving qlantitative characters' 

Table 47 Wheat meal fermentation tire of 6 FA 
strains of Tenmarq x Kanred rrown in agronao, 
mornery, Uanhattan, ransas, 1931. 

"Time", 
Minutes remmarq 

x 
Kanred 

Varieties 

Tenmarq Kanred 

89 -110 
111-130 

No. No, No. 

1 

131 -150 1 16.7 
1514-170 2 33.4 
171.490 3 50.1 1 

Totals 6 1 1 

Ave. "time" 168 182 99 

In 1955 a rather larre mialer of hybrid lines of 

several crosses were "time tested". The data obtained on 

b lk samples of F2 populations are riven in Table 48. The 

bulk sample of F2 plants of Rudy x Kawvale has "time" 

intermediate between the parents. The F2 hybrids of 

Gladden x !Vawvale have short "time", approaching the 

Gladden parent. The numbers in all of these crosses are 

too small to warrant any definite conclusion as to the in- 

heritance of factors for "time". The mode of inheritance 

of such a character can be studied in F5 better than in F2 

or Fc. 
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Table 48 -- Wheat meal fermentation time of 2 P, 
Tosses grown in awronory nursery, Yanbatt!,; 
Limas, 1956. 

,111111MIIIIIIMIMINOM1111111111111111111111110111R,MAICIWW,r "271,-.That.i1211.4110112MMIOM ralMniSILIM1161111111111111111 

minutes 

Variety 

Xiwvale Gladden 
JTollawn 

Kawv410 

Rudy 
z 

lawvals 
Rudy 

21 -30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 

-80 

"Time 

1 

59 

1 

54 

-------- 

1 

74 

1 

29 39 

The data obtained on P5 lines of 3 crosses eroml in 

the agronomy nursery in 1035 are gJvoll in Table 49. :.lost 

of the F3 lines of Lawvalo x Che7enne Lave 'time" in t;:t6 

range of ti's Cheyenne pmrent. k.44 'i few lines xith 

intermedir.te "time" :ne. uxceedinc tho 

"time" of neyenne, the lonE "tliwe" da ont. One lf-ee hss 

shorter "time than Kawvrls. c." ch lines is 

not knarn, ns the "tno. :opt" mele1:; i_ldIcates that tLans.. 

gressive !.1.7reGation has tnken piece for this measure of 

quality. no se trmsc,ressive se,:regatec nay have cumala. 

tive gust Lt factors different from the pa:ents and from 

.beE.:..ain7 the parents. The F3 lines of Manred z 
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Table 29 -- Wheat meal fermentation time of various 
75 lines grown in the agronomy nursery, Manhattan, 
Kansas, 1936. 

Variety 
Ulm.. (Kan.x Mal- 

"Time", vale Hd.Ped.) Kan.x akov 
minutes z x IId.Fod. x 

Choy- nay- saw- Fulhard (306268)1.111- Ten- Ten- Mal- 
enne enne vale hard marqmaro akov 

31- 50 1 1 1 2 2 

51E. 70 1 1 1 
71- 90 1 1 1 
91-110 2 1 1 3 

111-130 2 1 1 

131-150 4 1 1 
151-170 3 1 2 
171-190 1 1 1 

191-210 
211-230 1 

Totals 16 1 1 7 4 1 7 1 2 

Ave. 
"time" 129 100 56 119 163 32 86 87 36 

Hard Federation) x Fulhard are mostly of the quality type 

of the long "time" Kanred x Hard Federation ,anent. However, 

2 of the 7 lines are in the renFe of Fulhard, the short 

"time" parent. Two lines have intermediate "tire ". The 2 

lines having the "time" of the short "time" parent Fulhard 

could be discarded. Four lines of Malakov x Tenmarq have 

"time" exceeding the Tenmarq parent, indicating transgres- 

sive segregntion. Two lines have the short "time" of MA1- 

akov, and mad be discarded if the strong quality of the 
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Tenmarq parent is desired. 

The results of "time tasting" small numbers of F4 lines 

of severl crosses 7rown in the agronomy nursery in 1935 are 

presented in Table 50. 

1111111111111111116, 

Table 50 -- Wheat meal fermentation time of F4 lines 
grown in aeronomy nursery, Manhattan, Kansas, 1935. 

Variety 
Qui- Michigan 

"Time", vira Wonder 
minutes x x Malakov 

Ten- Ten- Qui- Quivira Michigan 
marq marq vira Wonder Qllivira Malakov 

31- 60 1 1 
61- 90 3 3 
91-120 2 
121 -150 2 1 
151-180 2 
181-210 3 
211-240 1 
241-270 1 

Totals 11 1 3 2 1 3 1 

Ave. 
"tine" 171 138 85 83 34 72 34 

The F4 lines of the cross Quivira x Tenmarq show great 

diversity as to "tine", although most of the lines have 

"time" as long as Tenmarq, and same have "time" greatly 

exceeding that of Tenmarq, illustrating transgressive seg- 

regation. None of these hybrid selections have "time" so 

short as to warrant discarding. The 2 lines of Michigan 

Wonder x Quivira have "time" readings in the ammo range as 
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The 3 lines of !jalakov x clivira also have "ti-e" 

in the rarre of the Qllivira parent. 

The results of "time testing" F 5 lines of Kawvale 
x 

Cheyenne grown in the agronomy nursery in 1935 are given 

in Table 51. 

Table 51 Wheat meal fermentation time of F5 
lines of Kawvale x Cheyenne grown in agronomy 
nursery, Manhattan, Kansas, 1935. 

Varlet 
"Time", wva e 
minutes x Cheyenne Kawvale 

Cheyenne 

No. 

41-70 2 12.5 1 
70-100 3 18.8 

101-130 2 12.5 1 
131-160 6 37.5 
161-190 2 12.5 
191-220 1 6.3 

Totals 16 1 1 

Ave. "time" 129 109 56 

Several F5 lines of Kawvale x Cheyenne have "time" 

significantly longer than the Cheyenne parent, indicating 

transgressive serre-ation. The range in "time" is from 

readings similar to Kawvale to those much longer than 

Cheyenne. Several F5 lines have intermediate "ttrre". 

This is typical of quantitative inheritance and suggerts 
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that mnA.tiple factors are involved. If it is desired to 

produce stronr. bred wheats from this cross, the lines of 

Kawvale "time" should be discarded. 

In 1936, 66 F5 lines of (Kanred x Hard Federation, 

Ks. 2672) x Tenmarq were "tine tested". The inherent 

"time" of the two parents is very simlar. The data are 

:iven in Table 52. 

Table 52 -- Wheat meal fermentation tine of 66 F3 
lines of (Kanred x Hard 'ederation, Ks. 2672) 
x Tenmarq grown in the agronomy nursery, 
Manhattan, Kansas, 1936. 

Vs let 
r. 

Time", x 

minutes Tenmarq 
Ks. 2672 

. 

No. 

71 -90 3 3.5 

NO. No. 

91-110 4 4.6 
111-130 8 9.2 1 1 
131-150 24 27.6 1 
151-170 18 20.7 2 2 
171 -190 15 17.2 1 1 
191 -210 11 12.6 
211-230 2 2.3 
231-250 1 1.2 

Totals 86 5 5 

Ave. "tie" 156 166 161 

The data p- esented in Table 52 show that the greatest 

pereentac,e of the hybrid lines have "time" in the same 
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7encral ran:e as the parents. A few lines exhibit "time 

sindfleantly lower than the parents and a larer number 

of lines exhibit "time" si:7nificant17 higher than the 

parents, indicatini- that transressive segregation in 

both directions has occurred. The 7 lines having 

significantly lower "time" than the parents could be 

discarded, as the quality of these short "time" strains 

is probably inferior to the lines having- "time equal to 

or longer than the parents. The rather wide diversity of 

"time" among the individ,,A1 samples of the Tenmarq and 

Kenred x Federation, parental is probably 

(1-e to the fact that the pre,--enies of individual plant 

selections were used as checks. Those pure-line selections 

within the parental varieties may differ i7enctioally in 

"time". Since the actual quality of the Tenmarq parent is 

good to exoellent and the quality of the Kanred x Hard 

Federation parent is fairly geed, most of the strains 

havin7 "tiTe" in the same f7eneral range as the parents may 

be expected to be of good quality. These data indicate 

that the prwreny of two parents of len, "tire FrA rood 

quality will have rood quality with the possible exception 

of a few short "time" lines which may :vetoer ns a result 

of trans7resnive segregation. 



In 1936, 34 F6 lines of Early Rlackhull x Tenmarq 

were "time tested". The F6 lines having the short "time" 

of Earl-; Blackhull were discarded so that only long "time" 

strains of the F7 generation were grown in 1937. Data 

on both 7enerr.tions are river, in fable 53. 

Table 53 -- Wheat meal fermentation time of 34 F6 
and 9 F7 lines of Early Blackball x Tenmarq 
grown in the agronomy nursery, Eanhattan, 
Kansas, in 1936 and 1937, respectively. 

Early BlackhU117 
"Time", x Tenmarq Early Blackhull 
minutes Tenmarq 

Variety 

No. af 
/,) 

LE2EEalglijalk 
35-55 6 17.7 1 
5675 2 5.9 
76-95 5 14.7 
96-115 4 11.8 1 

116-135 2 5.9 
136-155 5 14.7 
156-175 6 17.7 
176-195 2 5.9 
196-215 1 2.9 
216-235 1 2.9 

Totals 34 1 1 

Ave. "time" 118 100 37 

Croce season, 1937 

1 

9:3R 
4.4 1 
5.6 

1 1 

102 50 

96-115 4 
116-135 5 

Totals 9 
Ave. "time" 117 
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Of the 34 F6 lines tested in 1936, 1:7 had significantly 

lon!rer "time than the Tenmarq parent. No streins of this 

cross hay? lower "time" than the Iarly Blackhull parent. 

Nearly all of the strains had significantly higher "tine" 

than the ?arly Blackhull parent. t is probable that 

those strains havinv shorter "time" than Tenmarq have 

gluten strength weaker than Tenmarq. On this assumption 

the strains of shorter "time" were discarded. All of the 

9 F7 lines [-down in 1937,which were selected on the basis 

of lonq "time" in F5, have long "time" in the F7 ,r,77neration. 

Some of the strains having lone "time" were discarded be- 

cause of undesirable agronomic characters or 1-ecause of 

susceptibility to leaf rust. 

Twenty-two F5 lines of Qvivira x Cheyenne were "time 

tested" in 1936. These data are given in Table 54. 

Of the 22 F5 lines, i1 are similar in "tirle to the 

Cheyenne parent, one is ssi nificant17 liarzer in "time 

than Cheyenne, 7 are similar in "time" to the Quivira 

parent, and 5 are significantly shorter in "time than 

the short "tine" parent, Quivira. The strains of 

shorter "tire" than Quivira probbl:; are inferior in 

crality to both parents and could be discarded. 
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Table 54 -- Wheat meal fermentation time of 22 F 
5 lines of Qt:ivira x Cheyenne grown in the 

agronomy nursery, Manhattan, Kansas, 1936. 

Variety 
"Time", 
minutes 

Quivira 
x 

Cheyenne 
Quivira Cheyenne 

25-44 

No. 

5 22.7 
45-64 7 31.8 3 
65-84 1 4.5 
85-104 1 4.5 
105-124 1 4.5 
125-144 3 13.6 2 
145-164 3 13.6 
165-186 1 4.5 

Totals 22 3 2 

Ave. "time" 87 54 141 

As Cheyen,-.o is '7enerallyconsidered of hif-her baking 

quality than Quivira, segreates in the ',lance of the 

Qvivira parent corld also be discarded. 

Twang; -one F5 lines of 0,A.vira x Tenmarq were "time 

tested" in 1936, as shown in Table 55. 

Five of the F5 lines of Quivira x Tenmarc have 

significantly longer "time" than the Tenmarq parent, 2 

are similar to Tenmarq, 8 are intermediate, 3 are 

similar to Quivira, and 6 have lower "time" than (A.vira. 
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Mble 55 -- Wheat meal fermentation time of 21 F5 
lines of .:Zuivira a Tervaarq grown in the agronomy 
nursery, Manhattan, Kansas, 1936. 

rTimoe fauivira 
Minutes x Quivira Tenmaro 

Tenmarc 

Varietige 
1111111 MI!~ 

410.00.1aIname. 44=.1, 

44.'63 
64-83 

NO. 

3 
3 
7 

Cl 

14.3 
1,1.3 
33.5 

84 -103 1 4.8 
104-123 
1'74-145 1 4.0 2 
144-163 1 4.8 
154-183 4 19"0 
114..205 1 4.8 

Totals 21 1 2 

Ave. "time" 98 57 143 

14 F5 lines having sialfIcantly lower "time" than 

Te.:vta4 aculd ba discarded. 

Selactians of se7eral crossea involving genes for 

Fessian fly resistance obtaineO from :iarquillo, a hard 

red spring mlamt, were tested In 1037 The The results 

obtained are presented in Table 56. 
111111 

(6) These selections of wheat were obtained from Dr. 
n. I. Painter of tho Department of Entomology, Kansas State 
Coheir*. 



Table 56 -- Wheat meal fermentation time of Marquillo hybrids grown 
in the wheat breedinf4 nurseriesPianbattan, Kansas, 1937. 

"Time, minutes To- Ave. 

Variety 41-66 61-130-06 101420 1%440 14i.16b 01.51.0 tale "Time" 

Kanred x Hard 

Fed., 306269 1 1 155 

Marquii10 1 1 149 

(Kanred x Hard 
Fed.) x Marquillo 1 1 1 3 146 

Minturki 1 1 97 

Marquillo x Minturki 1 4 1 6 146 

Tenmarq 1 1 122 

Kerwin° x Tenmarq 1 2 5 4 12 133 
Oro 1 1 141 

Marquillo x Oro 1 3 11 1 16 125 
Kawvale 1 1 60 
Kawvale x Marquillo 2 6 1 2 10 119 
Kawvale x Tenmarq 1 1 53 
Valprise x Tenmarq 1 1 41 
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These data show that in general the progeny of the 

long "time" Marquillo parent crossed with any Dm* "time" 

winter wheat have long "time". In each of the crosses of 

Marquillc_ on Tenmarq, Oro, and Kanred x Hard Federation, 1 

strain has significantly shorter "time" than the parents. 

The quality of the short "time" strains is probably inferior 

to the longer "time" strains and the7 could be discarded. 

Although Marquillo has long "time ", it is not acceptable to 

spring wheat millers. For this reason the "time test' is 

not a safe index of quality In Marquillo crosses. In cross- 

es of the long "time" Marquillo with shorter "time" parents, 

a few of the progeny have significantly shorter "time" than 

Marquillo. For example, in the Marquillo x Minturki cross, 

1 strain approaches the Minturki parent in "times while 5 

resemble Marquillo In "time". As neither Warquillo nor 

Minturki is a high quality bread wheat, the progeny of this 

cross are not likely to have high quality. Two selections 

of Kawvale x Marquillc approach Kawvale in "time", while the 

other 8 lines are more like Marqaillc. Since the primary 

purpose of this cross is to obtain (1) resistance to the 

Hessian Fly of the soft red winter wheat region and (2) 

resistance to stem and lest ruslts, selections of this cross 

may have plant breeding value whether or not they have high 

quality. One strain in each of the crosses Kawvale x Ten- 
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marq and Valprise x Termarq was tested. Each of these 

strains has the sort *tire* of the short *time* parent. 

The data presented 1n Tables 46 to 56 indicate the 

value of the "tl-le test* to the rlant breeder in discard- 

ing strains of crosses, early in the plant breeding program, 

between parents of long and short *time* that do not have 

*time* similar to the longer *time* better quality parent. 

The test also may be an aid to the plant breeder in discard- 

ing transgressive strains on the short aide of the parental 

*time* range in crosses between two high quality varieties 

of similar "time ". As has been pointed out the test pro- 

bably has no value if applied to crosses between (1) parents 

differing in quality but having similar *time% such as 

Kanred and Blaekhnll, or (2) Darents of which 1 is -'.is- 

criminated against because of poor qualities not affecting 

gluten strength, such as high carotene content. Uarquillo 

is an example of a long *time* variety that is discriminated 

against by the miller because of a high carotene content. 

Use of the *Time Test" in Grain Grading and Judging, 
Marketing, and Crop Testing 

The differentiation of the grain of closely related 

varieties of wheat presents a difficult problem. The need 

of such differentiation on a quality basis is of great 

economic importance to the miller. 
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Varietal distinction is not given major emphasis under 

the present United States Official Grain Standards. Except 

for discriminating against (1) the variety Humpback in the 

Dark Northern Spring and Northern Spr:Tmg sub-classes, (2) 

the variety Sonora in the Bard White and Soft White sub- 

clases, (3) the Red Russian western red type in the Red 

Winter subclass, and (4) red durum as distinct from durum, 

no variety distinctions are made. The present grades are 

based on observable physical properties such as kernel 

color, teat weight, moisture content, mixtures of foreign 

material and wheats of other classes, and percentage of 

damaged kernels. There is need of a simple test of gluten 

quality. 

The follrwing data obtained on 5 samples of wheats 

deliverable on contract at the Chicago Board of Trade illus- 

trate the relation of the "time test" to the market classes 

of wheat: 

Yar:'et Class and Grade 

1) 

"Time". mlnlites 

Dark Northern Spring (No. 

Dark Hard Winter (No. 2) 
Dark Winter (No. 2) 
Dark Herd Winter (No. 1) 

Soft Red Winter (No. 2) 

106 

95 
90 
82 

56 

These data show that the "time test" has separated the 

3 market classes of wheat represented. 
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Wheat samples exhibited at grain shows are usually 

placed according to grade, Lnd external appearances, 

especially dark red colcr and hard texture. External 

appearances are not always associated with desirable inner 

qualities. As farmers, grain dealers, exporters, millers, 

and bakers became more "quality minded ", grain show judges 

will need to place more emphasis on inherent quality. The 

quality of grain show wheqte may readily be estimated by 

the use of the "time teat", especially where the quality 

differences are due to variety. The following data were 

obtained on 8 prize winning wheat samples at the Kansas 

State Fair at Hhtehinson in 1937: 

Placing 
"Time", 
minutes 

139 
1 116 
6 11C 

2 64 
8 54 
7 52 
5 44 
4 37 

Three of there prize samples have long "time", while 

5 samples hive redirn to short "time". The 3 long "time" 

samples are probably Tenmarq while the 5 short "time' 

samples are of the Blackhull fanny, probably CYlefkan. 

The sample placed third, "time" 139 minutes, is known to be 
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certified Tenmarq. The 3 long "time anw.les tr:ve short 

kernels of Tepmaro type, while the 5 shorter "t17.me" samnles 

have the kernel type of the Blackbull whef_ta. If tho'e 

cheats had ber:r, raced on the basis of inherent quality, in 

addition to outside appearance, the 5 shorter "time" 

samples neuld probably not have on prises. 

The varet7 Ch!efkan, under most conditions in Eames, 

has hi h test wol7ht, dark hard kernels of rosy_' lustre, and 

is often bourht at premiums at country elevetoraplas been 

found by bakine' tests to he irferlor to the standard hard 

red winter wheats sl,.ch as Turkey, Eanred, Cheyenne and 

Tenmarq. Some millers and cereal chemists object seriously 

to Chlefkan, but this variety is not dletinguiehed fror 

other herd red winter chest v!sisieti(-a under the prerent 

United States Official Grain Standards. ChIefkrn has "time" 

such shorter than any hard red winter wheat of accepted 

high quelity. The conparative "tire" of CLInfkan rne: other 

hard red winter wheat varieties has been shcwr 1.n Tables 27 

(page 77), 31 (pare 91), 36 (page 102), and 39 (pare 104). 

To illustrate the possible use of the "time test" as an 

aid in determining the "inner qualities" of wheats for ex- 

port trade, the "time" of a number of export sa-nples wss 

obtained. These data are presented in Table 57. 
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Table 57 Wheat meal fermenttlon time of 15 samples 
of export 10-lot, 1956 

"Tine", Protein 
minutes 

Cheek samples 

Tenmarq 
iu1k of 
coed, 

nALWST0N (Via 

Sample No. 

grown at Hays, Kansas, 1937 147 
81 samples of Tenmarq, certified 
from 81 farmers in Kansas, 1937 118 

Chief Grain Inspector) 

3 No. 2 Dark Hard Winter 96 
2 No. 1 Dark Hard Winter 91 
4 No. 1 Hard Winter 90 
1 No. 1 Dark Hard Winter 79 
5 No. 2 Hard Winter 74 

GALVASTON (Via a Kansas City grain company) 

Sample No. 
5 No. 1 Dark lard Winter, Tex. and Okla. 94 15.0 
2 do Tex. and Okla. 91 15.0 -15.4 
3 do Tem.,Okla., and 

Kansas 77 13.0 -13.5 
4 do , Tex.,Okla., and 

Kansas 74 13.0 -13.5 
1 do I, Oda. 47 16.3 

NEW YORK CITY 

Sample Po. 

42 No. C Bard Winter 108 
78 No. 1 Darg Hard Winter a4 
81 No. 1 Hard Winter 73 
67 No. 2 Hard Winter 66 

120 No. 2 Dark Hard Winter 60 



The data presented in Table 57 show that none of these 

export samples in in the "time. range of Ten marq. Sample 

No. le with "time" of 47 minutes, of the Galveston export 

shipment received Pram a Kansas City grain company. and 

possibly Sample Kos. 67 and 120, of the New York export 

shipments, "time" of 66 and 60 minutes, have "time" enough 

shorter than the general average of the market class to 

indicate probable inferior quality. Sample No. 1 of the 

Galveston export shipment received frc a Kansas City grain 

firm was considered by tae exporter to be the best quality 

shipment exported by that concern in several months. The 

exporter had judged the quality of the shipment by grade, 

external appearances, and protein per cent. The "tine test 

Shows that this shipment probably was inferior in gluten 

quality and of weaker strength than the otter samples. 

The other export samples do not show wide range in "time". 

The "time test" might be useful in differentiating export 

wheats of the same grade and general external appearances 

that are markedly different in "inner qualities". 

The "time test" is used in Argentina and Germany as one 

of several quality tests to inform the purchaser of the 

quality of the wheat. The data presented in Table 58 give 

the "tim" readings obtained an the 1956 and 1957 official 

samples of Argentina standard wheats. "Time" readings 

Obtained by the methods used at Kansas State College and by 
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the methods used in Argentina are given on each grade of the 

S texture classes Frown in each of the 5 major wheat produc- 

ini- zones in Ar7entina.. The data show that regardless of 

the zone the "time" of hard wheats is longer than either 

semi-hard or soft wheats and that the semi-hard wheats have 

"time" intermediate between the hard and soft wheat types. 

Varieties of inferior quality are discriminated against by 

the National Grain and Elevator Commission of Argentina. 

Certain varieties of medium strength such as Blackhull, that 

are classed as hard wheat under the United States Grain 

Standards are graded as semi -hard under the Argentine system. 

Saving the semi-hard class makes it possible to properly 

clas' certain varieties which are neither hard nor soft, 

genetically. Under the United States grading system, cer- 

tain varieties are classed as hard whests others as soft, 

which in reality are neither hard nor soft, but semi-hard 

wheats. Examples of such wheats are; Zawvale, Purkof, 

Minturki, et al. The "time" reedins of aarplea tested at 

Manhattan are all longer than samples tested in Argentina. 

However, the ranking of the samples of the same description 

is similar. The differences in "time" are in all likelihood 

due to differences in the manner of testing, or to differ- 

ences in the age of samples when tested. 
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The grain standardc of the Dominion of Canada allow 

only varieties of excellent bread making quality equal to 

Marquis to be placed in the upper grades. Poor qLality 

varieties must be placed into the lower grades or given 

separate varietal designation as in the ease of Garnet. 

The following data show the *time" readings of a few vari- 

eties of hard red spring grown in Canada in 1037: 

Variety minutes, 

Garnet 228 
Apex 172 
Reward 171 
Thatcher 139 
Marquis 134 
Ceres 126 
lenown sel. 104 

The variety Garnet, although having the longest "time" 

of any of the varieties tested, is considered inferior and 

graded separately under the Canadian system of grading. 

Garnet is not entirely unsuitable for bread making if the 

baking procedure is governed to suit the inherent qualities, 

but it is so different from Marquis that separate grading Is 

eeemed necessary. 

The Renown sel. with the shortest *time* of the group 

is a selection frcm Renown rlade at the Dominion Rust 

Research Laboratory, Winnipeg. Renown is considered of 

slightly lower quality for breadmakilv than Marquis. 
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A samrle of the ba,1 red spring wheat variety Humpback 

Frown in Nebraska in 1037 rag tested and fourid to have 

"tirle" of 48 minutes. Thin vs-iety, with short "time", has 

vastly poorer bread-mekin7 quality than most hard red springy; 

v.,nt varieties. The "time test" may be useful in determin- 

int! the "inner oyalitles" of spring wheat varieties. 

Use of the "time test" on wheat nampl s rnbmitted for 

planting in the initial Crop Testing plot° ) in Kansas at 

Junction City in 157 showed the vale, of the test as an 

aid in identifylnr, unknown samples and showing whether the 

variety name given to the sample by the farmer is correct 

or incorrect. The varieti©s grown in the Crop Testinr plot 

were all examined /37 competent cerealists and the correct 

variety name with the names and peroentares of any variety 

mixtures recorded. 

The name given to the sample by the farmer, the correct 

variety name, if otherwise, the per cent of mixtures, and 

the "time" of each sample subnitted are given in Table 59. 

In this table, the whot,ts are ranked according to "time". 

The lorv,, "time" readings are for the most part on Tenmarq 

(7) The Crop Testing plan as used in Kansas is modeled 
nftor the Canadian plan originated by Dr. L. N. Newman, 
Dominion Cerealist, and Major R. (7. L. Stranf7e, Director of 
Research, Searle Grain Co., Winnipeg. Credit is due Robert 
J. Anderson, student in the Dept. of Milling Industry, for 
determining the "time" of these samples. 





samples. Occasional long "time" readings on samples des- 

cribed as Blackball' sag-est that the identity ray be ineor- 

'root, as known pure sample:3 of Blackbull ner15.- alway.3 have 

short "time'. The Blackhull check in this nursery bud 

"thee" of 37 minutes. A few sampler of wheats desc:ibed 

cud identified as Turkey 111..el long "time. 'ne ample of 

Tenmarq, "time" 03 minutes, bad "time" shorter than usually 

found in pure smples of this vu7.-iety. Ono aarlile of a soft 

wheat identified as Harvest Queen with a X% mixture of 

another variety has "time" of 101 minutes. This long "time" 

is not at all ch-17.acteristic of Bavve3t Queen. Although 

there aro a few cazioz ofaampl,;s identified as varieties 

having "time" not typical of these va,leties, the "tire" 

readings of the great majority of samples are in full agree- 

ment with the "time" of pure samples of these varieties, 

previously tested. 

Twenty-six Crop Testing plots were planted in Ulf: fall 

of 1937 in ES eountias in the eastern half of Kansas. The 

"time test' is beng used to test many of the samples in 

these plots. It is expected that the "tint test" will 

again give valuable data in aiding to determine the variety 

of the unknown or misnamed samOes. Informing farmers of 

the "time test" results on their wheats will place before 

the wheat producer the idea of growing hi:la quality wheats 

desired by the grain trade, the miller, and the baker. 
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Correlation of "Time Test" with Other Quality Teats 

"Time Test" and Protein Test. The "time" readings of a 

large number of winter wheat strains grown in the agranamy 

nursery in 1934, 1935, and 1937 were correlated with the 

protein percentages of the same strains. These data are 

presented in Figures 2, 3, and 4. The data presented in 

Figure 2 are given in rank order and not in terms of actual 

"time" and protein percentages. The strain having the long- 

est "time' is ranked as number 1, and the shortest "time 

strain is ranked as number 139. The strains tested are 

ranked according to "time". The solid line ascending from 

left to right represents "time" ranks of the strains tested. 

The strains are ranked also according to their respective 

protein content, i. e., the strain with the highest protein 

percentage is designated as number 1, etc. The protein 

percentaes are not plotted on the graph in consecutive 

rank but are allowed to fall where they may. The broken 

line represents the rank of the strains no to protein con- 

tent. The graph shows that as "time" decreases, there is no 

corresponding decrease in protein percentages. The correla- 

tion of the "time" and protein percentage for the 139 

strains tested in 1934 was determined, r = .222 t .057. 

Thus, long "time" is not dependent upon a large quantity of 
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protein. Following the practice of Pelahenke, a quality 

index number for each of the strains was determined by 

d'viding the "time in minlItes by the protein percentage. 

This ouality index number is not given much emphasis, as 

quantity and quality of protein are not synonymous and such 

an index may not reveal the important quality differences 

in whetts due to inherent differences in the cluten quality, 

The quality index number has not been determined on strains 

tested since 1934. 

A quartile study of "time and protein content of 31 

varieties listed in Table 36, page 99, reveals that there is 

no significant decrease in protein percentage of varieties 

as the "time" becomes shorter. The quartiles are as followm 

"Time, Protein 
Quartile No. of varieties minutes 

I 8 125 12.03 
II 8 96 1149 
III 8 71 11.90 
IV 7 40 12.29 

The sh3rtest "time" quartile has the highest average 

protein percentage. The two middle quartiles have t e low- 

est avera-e protein percentages. 

The "time and protein determinations of 107 strains 

of winter wheat tested in 1935 are presented in Figure 3. 

The strains tested are ranked from left to right on the 

graph in high to low order of "time". The "time" in min.. 
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utes and protein percentages are plotted directly. Each 

large square on the graph indicates a "tire" of 20 minutes 

and a protein content range of 0.40. The solid line re- 

presents the "time", and the broken line the protein per- 

centages. As in 1934, these data show no decrease in pro- 

tein percenta91, as the "time" decreases. The correlation of 

"time" and protein percentages for the 107 strains grown in 

1935 was determined, r = -.199 * .066. In 1936 only a few 

of the 148 strains grown in the nursery which were "time 

tested", were analyzed for protein content. The number of 

strains available for determining a correlation between 

"time" and protein percentage was too small to give reliable 

results. 

One hundred and thirty-nine strains of winter wheat 

grown in the nursery in 1937 were tested for "time" and 

protein content. These data are presented in Figure 4. 

The strains are ranked according to "time", from long (left) 

to short (right). The solid line represents the "time" of 

the strains, While the broken line represents the protein 

percentages. The "time" and protein determination lines 

show no relationship. The correlation of "time" and pro- 

tein percentages for these 136 strains was determined, 

r = .222 * .058. 

In the 3 years in which "time" and protein percentages 
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were determined and correlation studies made, no significant 

correlations were obt-ined. This shows that in the hard 

and soft red winter wheats tested, 'time" is not dependent 

upon the amount of proteins 

The gluten strength of wheat hns been shown to vary 

with the variety and the soil and climatic conditions in 

which the crop is grown. It is known (1) that in general 

hard red spring wheats grown in the prairie provinces of 

Canada have long "time", (2) that hard red spring and hard 

red winter wheats grown in the Great Plains area of the 

United States have medium to long "time", (3) that soft red 

winter and white wheats grown in the eastern United States 

are mostly short "time" types and (4) that wheats produced 

in the 3 major wheat growing zones of Argentina range from 

short to long "time", in accordance with the 5 texture 

classes, soft, semi-hard and hard. The Wheat Gluten Quality 

Chart of the World, Figure 5, prepared Dr. Paul Pelshenke, 

Director of the Institute of Baking, Berlin, shows the 

areas of the world in which high glutei Oality wheats are 

produced. Samples so far tested at the Kansas station gave 

results in agreement with this map. 

Pelsheake (1937) determined good gluten quality wheat 

as wheat that has at least (1) 20% wet glutlis (I) a gluten 

swelling firure of 15, as determined by the iierliner- 

Koopman method, and (3) a "time test" figurataf 25. A 
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wheat ray, be recognized as a good gluten quality wheat even 

though deficient in one of these requirements, providing any 

of these quality measures are enough hi, her than the rinimum 

requirement to offset the deficient Characteristic. 

The Wheat Protein Chart of the World, Figure 6, prepar- 

ed by Pelshenkes shows that the high gluten quality areas 

are located in areas of high protein, but high protein areas 

are 1-,ot necessarily the same as high gluten quality areas. 

Thus, as data presented in Figures 2, 3, and 4 show, high 

gluten quality is not dependent upon high protein content 

alone. 

"Tine Test" and Dough Development Curves. A recording 

dough mixer designed in the Department of Milling Industry, 

Kansas State College, rives curves for different varieties 

that reappear from se-son to season, in which respect the 

results are similar to those of the "time test. The curves 

of most wheat varieties desirable for bread making ascend 

and dercend gradually and have a rounded top. Desirable 

varieties produce wide bands, showing h:gh plastic value. 

The height of the curve from the base line is influenced by 

the amount of protein rind is not considered to be of as 

great significance as the angle of ascent, width of band, 

roundness of the top, and angle of descent. The curves 

illustrated in Plates IV and V are typical of the standard 

varieties they represent. 
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The curves illustrated in Plate IV show the constancy 

of the curve type for Blackball, Early Blackbull, and 

Clarkan grown at different looations in the same season. 

The curves for the Blackball samplee have a rather sharp 

peak, rather sharp angles of ascent and desCent, and fair 

width. This curve type is considered as indicating only 

fair to/even.* in the bakes.ehop. The short "time" readings 

of the two samples of Blaokball are listed with the curve, 

showing that the quality ratings of this variety by the 

"tine test" and the curve type are very mush alike. 

The 3 curves of Early Blackball illustrated in Plate 

IV are stellar, but differ eharacteristically free the 

Blackball carves. Thome curves have sharp angles of ascent 

and descent and have sharp peaks. The width of the bend is 

narrow. The undesirable carve characteristies of Early 

Blackball are in agreement with the inferior quality rating 

given to this variety by its *hart 'time. Dough curves or 

Clarkan, a soft red winter wheat variety have same of the 

characteristics of Blackball, and state of the characteristics 

of typical soft red winter wheats. 

The 3 curves of Clarkan ohm same variation but each 

has the Sharp angle of ascent, rather Sharp pock, and the 

rather rapid breek-down fran the peaktcharacteristic of 

poor bread quality wheats. The "time" readings of Clark= 
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are shorter thoce of Blackhull and Perly nlackbull, in 

agreamont 7rith t1; classification nt Clarkan as P non red 

winter whvat. 

The curve of TlIrkey wheat, illustrated in Plate V, has 

a rather rapid ancont a rounded top, and a npfAlla.1 rlebcent. 

The "time" of this Turkey sample is hi:13er tivn of Blackhull 

and Early Blackhull and is = n full agreement with the better 

typo curve and bettor quality rating of Turkey. Tenmarq has 

a very long "time" and a desirable curve. TY-e Tenmarq curve 

ascends gradually in a wide band to a rounding top and de- 

scends gradually. Nanred, with a medium "time", has a curve 

type similar to Turkey. Oro has a gradually ascending wide 

banded curve, showing that the peak level is retained for 

several minutes cf mixinc and that the dough loses its plas- 

ticity very slowly. The lent- "time" of Oro is in fi).11 

agreament with tho curve type. Nebraska Yoe 60, with a 

short "time" has a curve of rather undesirable character in 

that the angle of ascent in rather sharps the top although 

of rcun:ted nature, thins out rapidly, i.; i ̂ ati ̂ .T to plasti- 

city. Cheyenne, a long "time" variety of bard red winter 

wheat, has a curve theft builda up to a flat plateau end 

thins out i.7radually. The C shey,t "time" ret red winter 

wheats, rulcaster Harvest Queen, have curves typical of 

this market class. I?.lcaster has a better curve type, for 
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a bread wheat, than Harvest Queen. 

Curves given in Plate VI illustrate the value of the 

recording dough mixer in indicatinr the quality type of 

progeny of crosses between varieties having unlike curve 

type. The 3 curves in the top row illustrate the inherit- 

ance of quality type in the cross, Tenmarq x Nebraska No.28. 

Tenmarq (left) has curve typo and "time" characteristic of 

high quality wheats. The curve type of the hybrid closely 

resembles the undesirable curve type of Nebraska No. 28. 

"Time" readings of the Nebraska No. 28 parent and of the 

hybrid are short, in agreement with the undesirable curve 

types. 

The 3 curves in the middle row of Plate VI illustrate 

Kawvale and two selections of Kawvale x Tenmarq one having 

desirable and one having undesirable curve. The Kawvale 

curve resembles that of a strong hard wheat more than a 

soft wheat. 'Time" readings of Kawvale are usually more 

like strong hard wheat than weak soft wheat. Selection 

No. 33P1499 (center) has a curve resembling the Tenmarq 

parent, with gradual ascent, rounded top, and gradual de- 

scent. Tho plastic characters are also similar to Tenmarq. 

The "time" is intermediate in respect to the parents, The 

other hybrid selection, No. 33F1447 (rirht) has a poor 

curve type and short "time". The "time" of the hybrid sel- 
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ection, No. 33FN447 is similar to that of Kawvale, but the 

curve type is distinctly inferior to Kawvale. 

curves in the bottom row illustrate 2 hybrid selections 

of Kanred x Hard Federation. One of the hybrids (center) 

has a cvrve similar to Kanred. The other hyt)rid (right) has 

a distinctly inferior curve. Both hybrids have shorter 

"tine than Kanred. The curve and "time" of tile Bard 

Federation parent are not available. 

The dough development curves illustrated in Plates IV 

to VI show that this quality test gives a clear Graphic 

illustration of' the gluten strength of the wheat varieties 

and hybrids tested. In moat cases, there is good agreement 

between (wry* type and "time', i. e., long "time wheats 

usually produce curves of desirable type and vice versa. 

"Time Test" and Loaf Characteristics. Inve3tigetions 

have shown that in .-snerrIl the loni:er "time" varieties have 

higher bread making value than short and medium "time var- 

ieties, althongh there are important exceptions. 'Time" was 

determined and experimental baking tests were made on 69 

samples of winter wheat grown in Kansas in 1931. ::exults of 

these tests are given in Table 60. 2tattstical sttdies of 

correlation show no sicnificant relation between loaf volume 

or total bread score and "time" in the strains tested. 
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In the bakin- tests made at the Kansas station in 1937, 

the sponge dough method was used. Four "pup" loaves of each 

variety were baked. Each loaf represents a given fermenta- 

tion time in the dough stage, i. e., 15, 30, 45, and 50 min- 

utes of fermentation. Optimum water absorption and optimum 

mixing time were used for each variety, as determined empir- 

ically by an experienced cereal chemist. Two test bakes 

were made an the 69 samples. In the first series of tests 

made in the autumn, one-eighth of one por cent Arkady was 

used in each loaf, wile in the second series of tests made 

in mid -winter, no Arkady was used. The data on loaf volume 

and total bread score riven in Table 60, are based on the 

best loaf of each vari-ty baked with Arkady. Data showing 

the response in loaf volume from the use of Arkady are also 

given in Table 60. 

These li-ited data indicate only low correlation be- 

tween "time" and total bread score, r w .4025 t .0750. 

"Time" and loaf volume showed low and insignificant correla- 

tion, r = .2067 t .0808. There is a tendency for greater 

response to Arkady by ionizer "time" varieties than by short- 

er "time" varieties. 

A high correlation could hardly be expected between 

"time" and total bread score, as factors not directly associ- 

ated with gluten quality are given h avy weight in he 

total bread score here used. The following bread score is 
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used at the Kansas station: 

Loaf characteristics Va 

Vol..ume 10 
Crust oolor 8 
Symmetry of form 3 
Evenness of bake 3 
Character of crust 3 
Break and shred 3 
Orain of crumb 10 
Texture of crumb 16 
Taste 20 
Flavor 15 
Color of eruMb 10 

Total 100 

The low correlation between "time" and loaf volume, 

r .2067 * .000"3, shows that these two quality measures are 

not closely interrelated, in so far as one can judge by the 

69 samples grown at several locations in Kansas in 1937. 

Quartile studies of the relation of "time" and total 

bread score and of "time" and loaf volume show the tendency 

for wheat strains in the two longer "time" quartiles to have 

lamer loaf volume and higher bread score than varieties in 

the two shorter "tine" quartiles. The quartiles are as 

follewst 
Total 

Quartile 10. varieties 
"Time, 
minutes 

Loaf vol. 
in c. C. 

bread 
score 

I 18 134 660 88 
II 17 100 669 89 

III 17 74 633 86 
IV 17 52 632 85 

Quartile studies of thw vri-*ber of wheat strains common- 

ly classed as high quality, in which the strains are ranked 

according to (1) "time", (2) loaf volume (with Arkady), and 
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(3) total breal score (with Arkady), show that of the three 

mer7sues of quality, the "time tent" has indicated strains 

of good bread making quality most ca:IsIstently. The follow- 

inF quartiles indicate the value of the "time test" in deter- 

mining good bread quality in strains of whe t being tested: 

Varieties ranked in orJel-. of 
(T) (5) 

No. of "Time" Loaf vol. Total bread 
Quartiles varieties with Arkady score 

No. of strains commonly classed 
as high quality 

I 16 16 12 10 
II 17 9 7 8 

ZII 17 5 4 7 

IV 17 2 9 7 

The differen' types of symmetry of form of loaf, as de- 

scribed by Blish( 
) 

(1926) are shown in Plates VII to XII. 

The hi7hest value for symmetry of form, 3 points in a total 

of 100, is assiL:ned to loaves simil r to the F type illustra- 

ted in Plate VII. Loaves to the C and H types illus- 

trated in Plates VIII and IX are considered less desirable, 

receiving. 2 points in the scoring system. Type G is consid- 

ered somewhat rnore desirable than type H. Loaves reseznblin' 

I, J. and K types shown in Plates X, XI, and XII are consid- 

ered undesirable, receivinF a score of 1 on symmetry of form. 

(8) Thanks are due Dr. Y. J. Blish of the Department 
of Agricultural Chemistry, University of Nebraska, for the 
loan of the negatives showing the various loaf symmetry of 
form types and gra'n of crumb types. 
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Plate X 

Symmetry of form of loaf. 
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Plate XII 

Symmetry of form of loaf. 
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Several grain of crumb types, as described by Blish 

(1928) are illustrated in Plates XIII to XVI. The highest 

value for grain of crumb, 10 points in a total of 100, is 

given to those loaves having a grain similar to type 5, 

illustrated in Plate XIII. 
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Loaves with grain of crumb similar to types 6 and 7 

shown in Figures 1 and 2 of Plate XIV are considered less 

desirable and are assigned 8 points. Loaves with grain of 

crumb similar to types 4 and 3, as shown in Fipmres 1 and 2 

of Plate XV, are still less desirable and are riven values 

of 7 and 6, respectively. Loaves with Frain of crumb simi- 

lar to types 2 and 1 as shown in Figures 1 and 2 of Plate 

XVI are poor and are given the low scores of 5 and 4orespect- 

ively. 

Quartile studies of the relation of "time" to symmetry 

of form and grain of loaf show a tendency for the long 

"time" varieties to have more desirable symmetry of form and 

grain of crumb than the shorter "time" varieties. The 

quartiles are as follows: 

Modal classes 
No. Ave. "time", Symmetry Grain of 

Quartile varieties minutes of form crumb 

I 18 134 C (good-) 64 (good-) 
II 17 100 0 (good- 7- good - III) 17 74 H (faire 6 (fair...) 

IV 17 52 H (fair* 4 (fair ) 

As neither the "time test" nor the baking test is by 

itself an adequate measure of quality, one cannot draw the 

conclusion from these data that one or the other teat is not 

reliable. Lack of agreement between the results of these 2 

tests may be dye as much to variations in the baking test as 

in the "time test". While it is not claimed that the "tine 
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test" is a more consistent index of quality than the baking 

test, results reported in this thesis tnd those of ether 

investigators show that the "time test" does have an im- 

portant place in wheat quality testing, especially in plant 

breeding. 
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SU-MMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The present investigation was undertaken to bring 

toether and summarize data on the wheat meal fermentation 

time of varieties and hybrid strains of wheat obtained 

previous to and since the investi-ation was been in the 

fall of 1936. From these data an attempt has been made 

to arrive at a conclusion as to the value of the wheat 

meal fermentation time test to the plant breeder in 

selecting high quality strains of wheat early in the 

breeding program. 

The methods used in obtaining the data on the crops 

previous to 1936 are those described by Cutler and 

Worzella (1933). For the crops of 1936 and 1937 a 

modified procedure, found desirable in work with hard 

wheats, has boon. ,.sod. 

In the earlier uco of the "time test", results were 

often obtained which indicated great variability of this 

test when applied to the same samples. Realizing that in 

a reliable test of wheat quality variability in the resiAts 

Obtained must not be too wide, several factors influencing 

"time" were studied. 

Studies were =ado on the influence of certain factors 

on "time" in an attempt to learn the reason for variability 
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of results. It was found that comparable results may be 

obtained over a period of several weeks after harvest, i.e. 

aging seems not to affect 'time" of samples tested. 

The results obtained with flour are greatly different 

from those obtained with the wheat meal of the same wheats. 

Correlation of the "time" readings recorded for the meal 

and flour of 18 wheat varieties grown in the wheat breeding 

nursery in 1937 was determined, r .166 4 .162. Thus, 

since flour and not meal is used in bread making, the value 

of the 'time test', as an accurate test for baking value, 

may be lessened by "time testing" wheat meal in place of 

flour. 

Pelshenke (1931) stated that gas-producing power of 

whole meal doughs is very uniform in comparison with flour 

doughs. The time that it took for the doughballs to float 

from the time of submergence was recorded on all those 

varieties from the wheat breeding nursery tested for 'time' 

in 1937. The time that each doughball took to float was 

considered to be an indication of the rats of as pro- 

duction. There was considerable variation in the rats of 

gas production in the different wheat varieties. The 

flour doughhalls of the 18 varieties grown in the 1937 

wheat breeding nursery also showed considerable variation 

in gas production. 
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The effect of protease enzymes on the "time" was found 

to be an important factor. The protease enzymes, pepsin, 

trypsin and pepsin were used in this study. These three 

enzymes in general had no effect on the "time" of soft red 

winter wheats but markedly reduced the "time" of hard wheats 

and semi-hard wheats. By addin4.7 sufficient quantities of 

protease enzyme to the meal during the mixing of the dough- 

ball the "time" of the long "time" hard wheat varieties 

was reduced to the range of soft red winter wheat varieties. 

The protease activator cystiene-monohydrochloride was used 

on the varieties Tenmarq (bard), Kawvale (semi-bard), and 

Clarkan (soft). "Time" of the hard and semi -hard wheat 

varieties was significantly lowered, presumably due to an 

activation of latent proteases naturally occurring in the 

hard wheat varieties. This activator had only a small 

effect on the soft red winter variety Clarkan. Protease 

inhibitin- agents, KBrO3 and Cebione (Vitamin C) lengthened 

the "time" of hard wheat varieties markedly. Large amounts 

of the inhibiting skent KBrO3 were required to lengthen 

materially the "time" of the soft wheat variety Clarkan, 

while small quantities of Cebione ,featly lengthened the 

"time" of this variety. 

The results obtained in this study of the influence of 

protease enzymes on "time" suggest that one of the main 
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causes that soft wheat varieties have short "time" and moat 

hard wheats have "time" when whole meal is used is 

that ti:cre seane to hi-h proteolytic enzyme content 

in the bran layer of the soft wheats and only latent 

enzymes or a low content in hard whent.s. 

Data obtained from the nitro,%en fixation plots at the 

a ronomy farm at !anhattan indicate that soil conditions 

may play an important role in influencinr "time". Studies 

of varieties 7rown in southern and central sections of the 

hard red winter wheat re;rion in 1934, and on varieties 

grown in cooperative variety tests on farms in Kansas, show 

that climate also may play an important role in influencing 

"time". 

It has been found that a riven variety will have "time" 

readinrs in different seasons that are comparalle, i.e., 

the test is consistent. Fifty-four varieties 7rown in the 

cereal bre3din Auree::Py in 1936 and 1957 were "time 

tested", using the sane technic. The "time" readlmvs in 

the to seasons rere hi :Illy correlated, r .84( ± .09R. 

"Time" of different market classes of wheat differs 

from each other. A few varieties were fond that d%:, 

have the typical "time" characteristic of their market 

class, but the averu-e "time" of varieties in s ;given 

market class has a definite rank in relation to other 



classes. The follorinT market classes of wheat are named 

in order of a,!erare "time": (1) hard red sprint, (2) hard 

red winter, (3) soft red winter, and (4) white wheat. 

The exact mosnin7 of "time" is not fully understood. 

Until nore extensive investirations of the possibilities 

of the "time test" are made, one can not he certain that 

a lonr "time" indicates hich quality wheat for bread- 

makinr, and vice v,-rsa. In there studies "time" is 

considered to he a "soful indication of variety type. 

In order to determine the "time" of a large number of 

varieties 7rown each year, wheat samples from several 

sources were obtained in 1931, 1934, 1935, 1936, and 1937. 

"Time" data determined on the varieties from the cooperative 

wheat variety tests on farms in Kansas show that the test 

in general separated strong, semi-strong, and weak wheats. 

Certain exceptions were noted. Turkey and Kanred, two 

hard wheat varieties of' accepted high q;ality did not 

always differ enou-!11 in "time" from the varieties nlackbull 

and Parly Blackhull, two hard wheat varieties having 

questionable quality and lower strenFth than Turkey and 

Kanred, to distin:,Ash quality differences by use of the 

"time test" alone. Fven though grown under a wide ranre 

of climatic and soil Londitions, the varieties '2cnr.arq 

and Cheyenne consistently gave long "time", while Turkey, 
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Kanred, Blackhull, Early Plackhull, Quivira, and Kawvale 

had medium "time". The soft wheats, Clarkan, Harvest Queen, 

Michian Wonder, and .1'111caster had low "time" readings. 

Chiefkan, a hard wheat, also had low "time". 

Data obtained on varieties of wheat crown in plots at 

the branch experiment stations and regional experimental 

fields show that Oro, Cheyenne, Kanred x Fard Federation 

(Ks. 2672), and Tenmarq, have long "time", w!- le Turkey, 

Quivira, Blackhull, Early Blackhull, other strains of 

Kanred x lard Federation, and Nebraska Turkey eel., 

C.I. 10016, have medium to low "time" readings, for hard 

red winter wheats. 

Varieties from the wheat variety plots at the agronomy 

farm, Manhattan, rave "time" readings comparable to the 

same varieties grown in the cooperative wheat variety tests 

in Kansas and on the branch stations and regional experi- 

mental fields. Nebraska Turkey sel., C.I. 10094, and 

Nebraska No. 60 grown in these plots have long "time" and 

medium short "time", respectively. Kharkov is intermediate 

In "time". Several hybrid wheats are included in the farm 

plots that have long "time", namely, Kanred x Marquis, and 

three selections of Oro x Tenmarq. 

A large number of varieties, pedi'ree selections, and 

advanced hybrids grown in the cereal breedinp7 nursery have 
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been tested. The varieties Tenmarq, Cheyenne, Oro, Kanocks, 

Lin Calel, and Danne selections C24-10 and C7E10 were found 

to have ion:- "time". Turkey, Kanred, Blackhull, Early 

Blackhull, Kawvale, and Iobred have 

medium "time". Superhard Blackhull, Kanhull, Chiefkan, 

Danne selection H68B, Nebraska No. 28, and Mutant (Akron 

No. 7) are hard winter wheat varieties havin short "time". 

The soft red winter varieties tested all have comparatively 

short "time". Amonr7 the pedigree selections tested, 

selections of Tenmarq and a few of Turkey have very long 

"time". Certain other selections of 

have medium to short "time". Certain selections of Kanred 

x Marquis, Kanred x Hard Federation, Quivira x Tenmarq, 

Early Blackhull x Tenmarq, and Tenmarq x Kawvale 

consistently gave lone "time". Strains of medium "time" 

were found in Kawvale x Tenmarq, Kanred x Kawvale, Kanred 

x Hard Federation, Quivira x (Kanred x Marquis), Quivira 

x Tenmarq, Kanred x Quivira, and Early Blackhull x Tenmarq. 

A selection of the Martin x Tenmarq back-cross had medium 

"time". Strains of short "time" were found in selections 

of Honor x Kanred, Kanred x Nebraska No. 28, Kanred x 

Hard Federation, Early Blackhull x Tenmarq, Tenmarq x 

Kawvale, Harvest Queen x Kawvale, and :ulcaster No. 4 x 

Tenmarq. 
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Since the "time" of varieties, selections, and 

advancod hybrids remains in a given range from year to year, 

the --neatest value of the "time" test probably lies in its 

use to the plant breeder. 

Data obtained on early generation hybrids, F2 to F7, 

7rown in wheat breedinr- nurseries at Manhattan in 1931, 

1935, 1036, and 1937 are presented. These data clearly 

show the value of the "time test" in plant breedin:. The 

results of testing these early 7eneration hybrids show that 

the "time test" is probably most useful in studyinr, the 

progeny of two varieties differing widely in "time". In 

the serreFatin7 7enerations of such crosses, for example 

Early Blackhull x Tenmarq, only those lines havin "time" 

in the same rane as that of the parent having the most 

desirable quality, should be selected. In such crosses 

the plant breeder can be relatively sure as to the inherent 

quality of the strains selected, as any strain having "time" 

in the ranee of the poor quality parent would in all likeli- 

hood have the quality of the poor quality parent and vice 

versa. A few lines having "time" exceeding the limits of 

either parent, probably due to tranvressive se-re:ation, 

were obtained in most of the crosses tested. These lines 

probably have different quality than either parent. Most 

segreflates tested in crosses between parents of rood to 
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excellent bread making quality, such as r.anrea x iard 

-ieder:.ation, (Ks. 2672) and Tenmarq, each having' approximate- 

ly the same "time', or such as Kanred and Tenmarc, having 

different "time readim-s, would have rood quality gluten, 

except possibly for the secregates having "time" readin:a 

transgressing the limits of the parents, particularly on 

the low side. The "time test" probably has much less value 

in testing the progeny of crosses between two varieties 

having approximately the same "time", but of distinctly 

different baking quality, such as Kanred x Blackhull or 

Marquillo x Tenmarq. 

The "time test" was used in a study of samples repre- 

senting the official grain grades of the nited States, 

Canada, and Argentina. In general, the "time test" was 

found to deliniate the various market classes, although 

the irrades within a class did not always correspond to the 

quality ratings as given by the "time test". "Time tests" 

of the official Standard Wheats of Argentina for the crop 

seasons of 1935-36 and 1936-37 show that the test separated 

the hard, semi-hard, and soft texture classes in eac!1 of the 

three major wheat growing, zones in Argentina. Herd wheats 

have lore er "time" than semi-hard wheats and semi-hard 

wheats have longer "time" than soft wheats. A few spring 

wheat varieties grown in the prairie provinces of Canada 
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were "time tested". These Canadian spring wheats hove long 

"time", verifyin7 their known '14,:h strength and excellent 

baking qualities. The variety Garnet is an exception, h-v- 

lr "time" but inferior baking quaIity. 

Et :ht prize winnin,,. samples from the Kaw:as State Fair 

at Bute/Anson in 1937 were tested for "tire ". Three of 

these salaries had long "time", while the others 11-1.d medium 

to short "time". The three long "time" samples were pro- 

bably the hi[7h quality Tenmarq variety, while the five short 

"time" samples were probably the variety Chiefkan, which is 

considered by many cereal chemists and millers to be of in- 

ferior quality. Thus, the "time test" has potential value 

at whet shows in helping to place in the prize winning 

classes only varieties of rood quality, by aiding in the 

recognition of and placing emphasis an such varieties. 

A croup of export samples from the ports of Galveston 

and Key York City were tested for "time". The tesL showed 

that occasional samples, though of a high grade and protein 

content, had shorter "time" than typical of the market class 

represented by the sample, indicating weaker gluten. The 

"time test" may prove useful as a rapid means of determining 

the probable gluten strength of export shipments of wheat. 

A large number of farmers' samples submitted for plant- 

ing in the initial Kansas Crop Testing plot at Junction City 
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in 1937 were "tine tested". The reselts of this stuff 

showed thet the "time test" is a Freet help to the cerealist 

in identifying unknown samples, and in verifyine the name 

elven to the sarele. testing" verieties in the plot 

aided in placing before the coope-mtilv fairars the n ed of 

ermine varieties desired by the gre.in trade, the miller, 

and the baker. 

Correlations of the "time test" have been nade with 

other teats of wheat geality; narely, (1) the nrotein test, 

(2) dough development curves, and (3) the baking test. In 

3 years, usine more than 100 stralna each year, no aienifi- 

cant correlations were obtained between the "time teat" end 

percentage of rrctein in the wheat. Preliminary studies of 

the "time" of varieties of which recording dough mixer 

curves are available indicate significant correlation be- 

tweon the "time" and the curve type, i. e., long "time" 

whents usually Ilene curves of desirable type and vice versa. 

Limited studies of correlation eetween the "time test" and 

the loaf characteristics indicated only low correlation 

between "time" and the total bread score used, r = .4025 ± 

.0750, and between "time" and loaf volume, r .2067 ± .0808. 

A tendency for long "time" varieties to have more desirable 

symmetry of form in the loaf and more desirable grain of 

crumb was noted. If "time" and loaf characteristics do not 

always show close correlation, this may be due as much to 

variations in the baking test as in the "time test". 
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